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A co:PARATrJE STUDY OF THE V/EEKDAY LECTION SYSTEMS FOUW) IN SOME

G.REEK AND EI2LY SLAVOITIC GOSPEL LECTIONIRIES

ABSTRACT

This work lies in the field of codicology, and. its purpose is to

group related Gospel lectionary MSS together. It was carried out so that

linguistic comparisons could be made in the future between related MSS,

and, irx particular, so that individual or related groups of Slavonic

lectionaries could be compared, linguistically with suitably chosen Greek

lectionaries. This is of importance in studying the Slavonic version, since

the first New Testament translation from Greek into Slavonio is believed to

have been a lectionary.

Before it is possible to explain the mutual relationships between

the extant Slavonic lectionaries, and to understand. their development, it

is necessary- to discover to what extent they developed separately and. to

what extent they were dependent on C-reek lectionaries.

In order to do this, the Greek lectionaries had to 'be classified.

according to their lection systems, since lectionaries with the same lection.

system are more likely to 'be connected. than are those with different systems.

A hypothesis had. then to be found which would best explain the development

of one system from another, where this seemed to have occurred. The available

Slavonic lectionaries could then be studied against the background. of the

Greek.

This thesis distinguishes three types of Greek weekday lectionaries,

the so-called c type, the S type and the x type, as well as some of their

sub-groups, and. discusses their mutual relationships. In order to explain

their development, it was found necessary to refer to the earlier development

of the lection system in Greek.

The earliest weekday system (the a type) has been studied. in

greater detail than the others.

The comparatively few Slavonic lectionaries available have been

discussed at the end. of each chapter dealing with their C-reek counterparts.
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A CO. PARATIITE STUDY OF THE WEEKDAY LECTION SYSTEMS FOUND IN SO1E
GREEK ALD E.ARLY SLAVONIC C-OSPEL LECTION.4RI3S

PRACE

W'nen a. scholar wishes to carry out an investigation, it is
necessary to i'ake comparisons in such a manner that the nuniber of variables

involved at any given stage is as small as possible, otherwise the results
become difficult to interDret.

In the case of manuscripts, before the best use can be made of
the evidence they contain, it is necessary to classify each MS according
to content, language, provenance, age, etc., placing it for the purposes of
comparison with other known MSS of the sane class according to each criterion.

In particular, when New Testament MSS are in question, since it is
known that great care was exercised by the scribe who copied and the
correcter who compared the copy with the original (or with another copy),
the first step to take is to classify them according to their contents. Thus,
Greek New Testament 1435 (apart from the papyri) have been divided by earlier
scholars into continuous text codices and. lectionaries. .My given continuous
text codex is more likely to have been obtained by copying an earlier continuous
text codex than by copying the pericopae found in a lectionary, while any
given iectionary is more likely to have been obtained by copying an earlier
lectionary than by compiling it afresh from a continuous text codex. Additional
lections, however, would probably be obtained, from the latter source. V/hanover
a lectionary had been obtained from a continuous text codex, it would usually
have become the archetype for a number of later lectionaries which would

probably repeat any unusual lection boundary found in it. It follows that
if lectionaries are classified according to their precise lection systems,
textually related LISS are more likely to be grouped together than separated.(1)

Greek New Testament lectionaries have already undergone such a
preliminary classification(2) into four main groups, namely, Psalters containing
the Uagnificat and the Benedictus (as well as certain Old Testament lections),
designated 1 PsO by Kurt fland,	 lectionaries containing pericopae from the
gospels only (designated 1 ), those containing pericopae from the remainder
of the New Testament only (designated 1a and those containing pericopae

/from both designated 1 ,.

(1) See A.P.Wikgren: The Lectionary Text of the Pericope John 8:1-li,
Journal of Biblical Literature, LIII, 1934., pp 188-198

W.D.Bray: The lVeekday Lessons from Luke in the Greek C'ospel Lectionary,
Studies in the Lectionary Text of the Greek New Testament, Vol II, No 5,
1959, p 14.

(2) Kurt Aland: Kurzgefasste Liste der Griechischen Handzchriften des Neuen
Testaments, Berlin, 1963

() mia., pp 16, 21i.
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Each of the last three groups have been sub-divided. into six
sub-groups, the first of which consists of liturgical orks containing some
New Testament lections (designated]. Lit, 1a Lit and. 1+a Lit). These M$S,
some 175, have not been studied for the present work.

The second three sub-groups consist of lectionaries containing
lections for certain days in the ecclesiastical year (designated 1 sal,
1a sel and 1+a sel), while the third and. fourth contain lections for Sundays
only (designated 1 k, 1a k arid 1i-a k) and Saturdays and Sundays only (designated
1 sic, ]! sk and 1+a sic), respectively. These are small sub-groups.

The fifth three sub-groups consist of leotionaries containing
lections for every day from Easter Sunday until Pentecostal Monday, fifty
days later, followed by lections for Saturdays and. Sundays only, until Holy
Week, during which there are leotions for every day (designated. 1 esk, l' esk
and. l esk). Such ].ectionaries, which are in the majority, are often calied.
Saturday-Sunday lectionaries, and. will be so called. in this thesis.

The sixth and last three sub-groups comprise the lectionaries
which contain lections for every day from Easter Sunday until the week before
Lent, followed by leotions for Saturdays and Sundays only until Holy Week
(designated. 1 e,	 e and 1+a e). Such lectionaries are usually called.
weekday lectionaries, and. form the second. largest class.

The lectionaries which form the subject of this thesis are those
which belong to the sub-group designated 1 e, together with similar Slavonic
lectionaries.

This thesis distinguishes three weekday lection systems in the
Creek weekday ospel lectionaries, namely, the so-called aP system,
the S system	 and. the t (the oiv system),(6) together with certain
of their sub-groups. The available Slavonic weekday lectionariss are
discussed. after their C-reek counterparts have been described..

(i.) This term was adopted. by W.C.Braithvraite in The Lection System of.the
Codex lvlacedonianus, Journal of Theological Studies, vol. V, 1904., pp 265-74..
He referred. to Codex Maoedonianus (r 034.) as a and L 292, whose variant
lection boundaries he had obtained from C.R.G-regory's Textkritik des Neuen
Testainentes I (Leipzig, 1900), pp 31.3-386, as . He showed .ihat the weekday
perioopae were in general the lane n a an&P, although theMarcan lections
were read. at differentiti&os in the two MSS.

(5) Designated thus by the writer because it was the system found. in the
majority of the Slavonio weekday leotionaries. See Yvonne Burns, The week-
day lection system of Miroslav's C-ospel, Zbornik Narodnog znuzeja u Beogradu,
vol VI, Belgrade, 1970 (In Serboeroat) and Ka1inik' Lesnovo Lectionary,
Maicedonaki jazik, vol XXVI, 1975 (In Mace&,nian).

(6) This term was adopted. by W.C.Braithwaite (op. cit.) for the common C-reek
weekday lection system as given by C.R.C-regory (op. cit.). It has proved.
necessary to amend these lection boundaries in. a very few cases.
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The number of HSS involved is so great that it has not proved.

possible as yet to study each group in ec,ual detail, so the earliest, the

a type, has been studied in greater detail than the others. A number of

sub-groups have been discerned and it is suggested. that they represent groups of

NSS which are likely to be textually related..

It is hoped. that this work will continue until all the weekday

gospel lectionaries have been classified. and all the sub-groups discerned,

not only in the case of Creek lectionaries, but also Slavonic. This

work is necessary before the Slavonic lectionaries can be seen in perspective.

(7) Bruce M. Hetzger has iritten (Chapters in the History of New Testament
Textual Criticism, Leiden, 1963, p 93):

"There is another group of witnesses with which the Old Slavonic text
should be comoared, namely the Greek Gospel lectionaries. In view of the
background of the Old. Slavonic version, it is surprising that no such
comparison seems to have been made before."

The classification of Greek weekday lectionaries contained, in this thesis.
provides the different types of lectionaries whose texts should be compared
with those of the corresponding types of Slavonic lectionaries. V/hen a Greek
counterpart to a particular Slavonic lectionary, or portion of a leotionary,
cannot be found, it may indicate a purely Slavonic development of the leotion
system. On the other hand, one must not exclude the possibility that a Greek
model may have existed. which has since been completely lost.
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§0	 INTRODUCTION



A COPARMTrE STUDY OF THE 1EEKDM LECTION SYSTELS FOUND IN SOflJ

GREEK A!ID E.4RLY SIAVONIC cTOSFEL LECTION.ARIES

INTRODUC TION

O.l	 There are two types of cod.ices knorn as gospels in the Eastern

Orthodox Church. The first consists of the gospels according to Matthew,

L±ark, Luke and.	 known more precisely as a four-gospel codex or a

continuous text MS, while the second consists of two collections of

passages, often called pericopae, which are read.during the church services

on consecutive days. This type of codex is known more precisely as a gospel

lectionary. The portion to be read on any particular day is also known as

the lection for that day, and it is normally read. during the service which

includes Communion. Some MSS include lections for Morning Service, Vespers

and/or Vigils for certain more important days. In such cases the Communion

Service is referred to as the Liturgy.

The first collection of passages commences on Easter Sunday and.

continues until the following Easter Eve. This is usually called, the

synaxarion. The second section is called the menologion and gives the leotions

for the festivals of the Church, commencing on 1st Septeriber and continuing

until 3lst ugust. Lections for other occasions whose date cannot be

determined in advance form an appendix at the end. This concluding section

is called the iiehora.

fn€. eleven Resurrection lections, which are read at Sunday morning

service, are found at the end of one or other of the various sections, as

are certain other lections in some lectionaries

The word "gospel" is not only used for the codex, but in some hISS

is also used. for the pericope itself. There are certain lections for which it

is the usual term, such as the G-ospels of the Passion(s) and. the Morning

Resurrection Gospels mentioned above.

(8) Iot necessarily in this order, however.
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flthough aJ.'uost all the C-reek arid Slavonic lectionaries follow

this pattern, containing what is known as the Byzantine lection system,

there does exist a small number of C-reek lectionaries (or portions of

lectionaries) which do not. 	 knongst them are all the lectionary papyri

end. the C-reek-Coptic 3S. in spite of the fact that the present study is

not directly concerned with these non-Byzantine lectionary MSS, the fact

that they exist and include the earliest lectionary MSS extant is of

importance when discussing the possible inception of the Byzantine lection

(io)
system.	 -

§0.2	 The present study lies in the field. of codicology, and. since its

purpose is to group relatad. gospel lectionary LISS together, it is necessary

to consider the various ways in which a scribe could have obtained, any

particular lectionary under consideration. The following list is an attempt

to collect together all possible ways in which he could have obtained, his

material.

(9) A list of these is given in Table 1411.

(10) Their existence confirms the hypothesis, put forward. in § 0.8 that the
synaxarion did. not develop gradually front the earliest lectionaries, but
bad. its origin in a new kind, of lection system which commenced on Easter
Sunday. See Yvonne Burns: The significance of the Jassy C-reek C'ospel,
Lectionary and. other 1 sel MSS in the developntent of the Byzantine
lectionaries, Revue des tud.ez sud.-est europenes, Bucharest, 1976
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TABLE 1. METHODS 0? OBTAINING . A LECTIONARY

1. Copying as precisely as possible an existing lectionary.

2. Copying in the same manner an existing ].ectionary, but adding

at the end. extra lections obtained, from another source.

3. Combining the material obtained, by method No • 2 so that each

lectiori is in its proper place.

4.. Combining in the same way leotions found in two or more

different lectionaries (e.g., obtaining a weekday lectionary by

combining a Saturday-Sunday lectionary and. a supplementary

lectionary containing only weekdays).

5 • Copying from a lectionary, but omitting those lections not
used. in the area at that time.

6. Copying from a lectionary, but writing in full those lections

which had. been referred. to another day in the exemplar.

7. Copying from a lectionary, but referring to another day

certain lections which had been written in fufl. in the exemplar.

8. Being in possession of one lectionary which did not contain

all the desired. ].ections, copying from another source only those

leotions lacking in the first ].ectionary, so that the two

volumes together gave al]. the lections needed.

9. Copying from a lectionary that had lost some of it8 pages, and

obtaining the missing portions from another source.

10. Compiling a lectionary by writing in full the text omitted

between the incipit" and the concluding words in a list of

lections, using a continuous text MS with .Ainmonian seotions.2)

11. Compiling a lectionary by copying pericopae from a rubricated.

continuous text MS.

12. Compiling a lectionary by' copying pericopse from a non-

rubricated. continuous text MS.

(ii) The opening words of a lection.
(12) A certain method of numbering to be found in many continuous text

gospel codices, used for reference purposes. These are the "chapter"
numbers found in the early Slavonic lectionaries in the rubric above
the lectiona. The writer has discovered. a number of G'reek leotionaries
containing them and these are listed, in Tablo 4,0. See Yvonne Burns: Chapter
Numbers in G'reek and. Slavonic Gospel Codices, New Testament Studies, Cathrid

An asterisk is used. after the Gregory-Aland number when referring
to lectionaries containing chapter numbers, e.g., L 292*. Since this is
not used in the contexts where an asterisk is used. with other meanings
(such as the work of a corrector), it does not seem possible that any
confusion could arise from the use of this convenient siglum.
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§0.3	 THE TEXT-TYPE OP A LECTI0N.RY

The first lectionary to have been compiled, must have been

obtained, from a continuous text liS or 1SS. Since the early ].eotionary

fragments of other systems do not contain chapter numbers, it is likely

that the last two methods were the ones adopted. at a very early period.

when the number of lections was few.

The text-type of the resulting lectionary would. be  the same as

that of the continuous text MS from which it was copied, apart from any

alterations the compiler might make to obtain pericopae more suitable for

lectiona.ry use. These alterations usually involve the opening and concluding

phrases, as well as the connecting phrases if the lection is discontinuous.

fis the lections increased. in number, so scribes would. add lections

as in methods 2 and. , with the result that the homogeneous nature of the

text of the original lectionary would. no longer be preserved. in its

descendants, taking any particular lectionary as a whole. However, if the

scribes had been careful to copy the older portions precisely, it would.

be possible to distinguish between the different strata of additions to

(13)
the lectionary.

If at a later date a scribe were to compile a more complete

lectionary by adopting method 10, he would produce a lectionary as

homogeneous as the continuous text MS from which he had taken his pericopae.

It is also possible that he would. include the chapter number in his rnbric.

The presence of chapter numbers in lectionaries indicates, therefore, that

the lections containing them have 'been compiled from a continuous text YS

in the fairly recent ancestors of the lectionaries concerned.. After a while

the numbers tend to be omitted, leaving a residual ,ccp only. Eventually

this, too, is omitted. in most or all of the lections.

(i3) This was found to be the case when B.M.Metzger studied. the textual
complexion of the Saturday lections and. the Sunday lections from Luke.
(Studies in the Lectionary Text of the C-reek New Testament, vol II, no.3,
Chicago, 1944, p 9-13, 20, ioi)

(i) This seems to have been the case when the archetype of S sub-group 1
was compiled. See § 5.1
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The kinds of mistakes a scribe is likely to make when copying

from an existing lectionary are in many cases not the same as those he

makes when using a continuous text S, so that the resultant lectionary

is liable to betray its origin by variant lection boundaries or differences

of incipit. Once such a lectionary had. been produced, it may have been

copied many times, becoming the archetype of a family of lectionaries.

If such a lectionary were to have been compiled, in an isolated pars of the

Eastern Orthodox world, where it had. little chance of being compared with

other lectionaries, its distinctive nature would be preserved. in its

descendants. In a large centre, however, it would be less likely to escape

correction.

It is plain that if a lectionary had. been obtained by method 1,

and. if the exemplar had been obtained in the same manner, and. so on, the

resultant group of lectionaries would have exactly the same contents in

exactly the same order, and. the differences of text would. be  the result of

idiosyncracies on the part of each scribe. Such a group of lectionaries

would. constitute a family and. their textual natures would be closely

related.

Conversely, if one lectionary has, let us say, four additional

verses in one particular lection, it cannot have been obtained by method 1

from a codex without those verses, but it could have been obtained from a

relative of another codex with the sane additional verses.

:ith more then two thousand creek lectionaries, it is necessary

to grouc them first according to their lection boundaries, in order to

obtain groups of manageable size which are more likely to have related.

texts than lectionaries with differing lection boundaries. !Jhe need. for This

is shown by the words of Kurt .Aland, describing the work of the Institute
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for New Testament Textual Research in tnster in collecting data for a

new comprehensive critical edition of the New Testainent,(15)

"The lectionaries, however, remain a problent for us too. It is
out of the ouestion to use here a sorting system, similar to
that used. for the minuscules.... final solution has still not
been found, because other Institute work has stood in the way
of this..."

The present vriter believes that the first step towards this final

solution lies in a broad classification of the lectionaries by their lection

boundaries, followed by a finer classification within Ihe groups. In addition

the evolution of the lectionary must be determined so that the differences

may be correctly evaluated.

(15) K.A1and: The Greek New Testament: Its Present arid. Future Editions,
Journal of Biblical Literature, vol LXXXVII, 1968 p 185
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§0.4.	 TiU METHODS ADOPTED IN CRYL OUT THIS CLAS3fl?ICATIO

.1f tar a careful scrutiny of published works mentioning lectionaries

and lection boundaries, it was discovered that the lection system found. in

the earliest Serbian lectionary, iros1av's c.ospei,(1 was rare and. was

practically unknovm to scholars. It was contained in the Greek weekday

lectionaries 292', L 226* and Ll552, while the rubrics in the cuntinuous

text codices Y (031^) and. 330 contained	 The lection system of the

earliest Macedonian weekday lectionary, Radomir's cospel,' 8 on the other

hand, was like the common Byzantine system given by Scrivener, (19)
(20	 (ZL)Gregory	 and Braitnwaite	 except in the first week after PenteQost,

where it was similar to 132 and £164.2 (apart from Pentecostal Monday).

A careful perusal of the descriptions of lectionaries given by

Scrivener and. G-regory led to the conclusion that similar systems to that

of Miroslav's Gospel might be found in £ 308*, 2 318, L 321* .and. L 323.

This was confirmed by a study of these MS3, vehile £ 292* was

studied in Crpentras ad 13 corrections made to the boundaries given by

Gregory. The IISS mentioned by Bray(22) as probably containing the seine systen

as j. 226* were studied in Athens and Venice and microfilms of the LSS in

merica, ount Athos and Berlin obtained, and studied. Of the five .'SS

mentioned, only £633 and. 21826 proved to have the same system.

In addition, the rubrics in Codex acedonianus (Y 031^) were

(16) Preserved in the National Museum, Belgrade. Facsimile edition
Lj. Stoj anovi: Miroslavlj evo j evane1j e, Vienna, 1897

(17) For £ 292* see Cregory (op. cit. I, pp34.3-386), for . 226 see Bray (opt
cit. p 58)as far as Luke is concerned, for £1552 and 330 see Stojanovic
op. cit. and. for Y (034.) see Braithwaite (op. cit.)

(18? Preserved in the archives of J.AZU, Zagreb: III b 24.
(19)F.H.A,Scrjvener: Introductioit to the Criticism of the New Testament

IV edition, London, 1894., vol I, pp 80-85
(20)Op. cit. pp 34.3-386
( 21 ? Op. cit.
(22) Op. cit. pp 12-13
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Facility in studying the LISS having been gained, by this practice,

it was decided, to undertake a systenatic classification, and. all the weekday

lectionariea in the following libraries were inspected:

The British Museum, London, England.
Lainbeth Palace, London, England
The British and Foreign Bible Society, London, England.
The tniversity Library, Cambridge, England.
Christ's College, Cambridge, England
Trinity Coil ege, Cambridge, England
Fitzwilliazn Museum, Cambridge, England.
The BocUejan Library, Oxford., England.
Christ Church, Oxford., England
The National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh, Scotland.
The University Library, Edinburgh, Scotland.
The National Library, Paris, France
The inicipal Library, Carpentras, France
The Vatican Library, Rome, Italy
The University Library, Bologna, Italy
The Library of St. Mark's, Venice, Italy
The ifellenic Institute, Venice, Italy
The Library of San Lazzaro, Venice, Italy
The University Library, !!essina, Sicily
The National Library, Athens, G'reece
The National Museum, Ohrid, Yugoslavia
The National Library, Sofia, Bulgaria
The Synodal Library, Sofia, Bulgaria
The National Library, R1ovdiv, Bulgaria
The City Library, 1&inich, West Germany
The University Library, Basle, Switzerland.

As a result of this work, three different types of weekday lection

systems were distinguished.:

1. atype (that of Miroslav's ospel)
2. S type (that of Radomir's C-ospel)
3 •	 type (as far as is known, not found. in Slavonic MsS)

Although G-regory, Braithwaite and Bray had. differentiated. between the c type

and the others, no-one has until now thought to differentiate between the

S and. the c types, presumably because they seem so much alike.(23)

(23) The principal, difference is that the lections for Aieaday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday after Pentecost are different. See Table 4..
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This thesis will endeavour to show, on the basis of the evidence

contained in the MSS themselves, how these three types could have arisen

and. the connections between them.

In order to do this it was found necessary to postulate the prior

existence of earlier forms of the lection systems. A search was then carried

out amongst the Saturday-Sunday lectionaries and. MSS were found. which contained.

the postulated features.

This, in turn, made it necessary to consider the development of

the Saturday-Sunday system. Once again, on theoretical grounds it was possible

to come to the conclusion that certain ].ections had probably been chosen at

an earlier date than certain other lections. In this case a search was made

amongst the 1 sal, 1 k and 1 sic MSS, and. once again MSS were found which

contained the postulated features.

Although much of this work had been carried out in the above

libraries, it was not until microfilms of MSS in more distant libraries, such

as Mount Athos and. Sinai, could. be seen in the archives of the Institute for

New Testament Textual Research in Mthister, Westphalia, that it became possible

to study the gospel MSS completely systematicauy.(24

(21k ) Microfilms of almost a].]. Creek New Testament MSS extant are to
be found in this magnificent collection.
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O .5 ThE EXTENT OF TifE INSPECTION OF GREEK GOSPEL MSS FOR THIS THESIS

The extent of the inspection of gospel MSS, either in the

original or on microfilm, is as follows:

1, Al]. lectionax'y and non-lectionary gospel MSS up to and. including
the ninth century.

2. All uncial gospel MSS.
3. All lectionary gospel MSS up to and including the tenth century.
4.. All weekday gospel lectionaries up to and. including the sixteenth

century.
5. All 1 sel MSS.
6. .AJ.11kMSS.
7. All 1 sk MSS.
8. In addition, some minuscule continuous text codices and some

Saturday-Sunday lectionaries later than the tenth century have
been seen in some of the libraries visited, when time permitted.,

with the exception of the following MSS, the microfilms of which were not

available:

]. 689 (viii century), 1 580 (Ix century), 1 1392 (Ix century),
1 768 (XI century) ]. 14.52 (XI century), 1 219 (xii century)
1 375 (XII century), 1 376 (XII century), 1 4.52 (XII century'),
1 74.8 (XII century) 1 838 (XII century), 1 951 (XII century),
1 1373 (xii century'), 1 14.54. (xii century), 1 1501 (XII century),
]. 690 (XIII century), 1 750 XIII century), 1 765 (XIII century)
1 791 (XIII century), 1 795 XIII century), 1 1121 (XIII century),
]. 669 (XIV century), 1 1369 XIV century), 1 1578 (xiv century),
1 4.58 (xv century), 1 1162 (XV century), 1 11.51 (XV century),
1 14.61 (xv century).

This, necessarily cursive, inspection was carried. out to group

the weekday lectionaries into the three different types mentioned in §0.4.,

to search for any weekday lections existing in Saturday-Sunday lectionaries,

and. to discover exactly what days had. been given lections in the 1 sel, 1 k

and]. sk MSS, as well as to find, out what evidence of the Byzantine

lection system existed. in the rubrics of continuous text cod.ices. \Vhen this

pre1ininary survey had been carried out, certain MSS were eximined. more

closely.
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O.6 METHODS ADOPTED IN DETERMINING THE EVOLUTION OP THE LECTIONJRY

In order to explain the development of the weekday lectionaries

it has been found necessary to refer to the evolution of the Saturday-

Sunday lectionaries since they did. not develop entirely independently.

Unfortunately this earlier history of the lection system had not been

written(25) so reference could. not be made to previously published work.

The present writer was therefore obliged to undertake the investigation
(26)herself,	 and it is necessary to preface the work on the weekday

lections by a brief study of the evolution of the lectionary before

lections were added for weekdays.

The first question that must be asked is the approximate date

of the inception of the systom.

The eminent scholar C. R. Gregory(27) has suggested that the

pericopae found in most of the Greek gospel lectionaries for Saturdays

and. Sundays may have been settled before the end of the second century.

However, such an early dating cannot be reconciled to the most plausible

theory of the evolution of the system, so the writer inspected microfilms

of every extant gospel MS up to and. including IX century(28) in order to

discover what lection rubrics were to be found in the continuous text

MSS and what lectiorz syatema were contained in the lectionary MSS.

(25) In 192414. a candidate for the doctoral degree at the University of
Chicago wa investigating the history of the system of lections in
the synaxarion (see B.M.Metzger: The Saturday and Sunday lessons from
Luke in the Greek Gospel Lectionary, Studies in the Lectionary Teit
of the Greek New Testament, Volume II, number 3, University of
Chicago Press, 19244, p 13, footnote), but Professor Metzger has
informed the present writer that this investigation was discontinued
for personal reasons by the candidate in question.

(26) Yvonne Burns: The significance of the Jassy Greek Gospel Iaectionary
and. other 1 sel MSS in the development of the Byzantine lectionaries,
Revue des etudes sud-est europennes, Bucharest, 1976

Yvonne Burns: "The Canaanitezs" and. other additional lections in
Greek and. Slavonic gospel lectionaries, Acta Ille Congrs InternatLona].
d'Etudes du Sud-Est Europen. Paper read to the Ilird. International
Congress of South East .iropean Studies, Bucharest, i 4.l0 September, 1974..

(27) C.R.Gregory: Textkritik des Neuen Testainentes, I (Leipzig, 1900), p 337
and III (Leipzig, 1909), p 1216

(28) By the X centur$r the number of minuscule gospel lASS has become so large
that a complete survey must be deferred.. It is, however, the earlier MSS
which provide the needed evidence on this matter.
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This survey revealed. that there is extant no evidence whatever,

prim1. menu, of the Byzantine leotion systems in gospel MSS earlier than

VII century. Even from that century there is only one leaf CL 355) showing

the end. of one and. the beginning of another lection contained. in the

Byzantine Saturday-Sunday system, and. this leaf seems to present a transitional

form between continuous text and. leotionary format.(29)

There is therefore no evidence in the extant gospel MSS to confirm

Gregory' a dating, and. the only safe assumption is that by VII century certain

Saturday and. Sunday lections had. been determined., while the VIII century MSS

show that by that tine both Saturday-Sunday lectionaries and. weekday leotionarie

of the S type were in existence. By IX century uncial continuous text codicea

were being rubricated. with (L rubrics, and. the S type weekday lectionary

bad. become mixed. with the u45 type.

In spite of the fact that the earliest S type lectionary extant has

been considered by some scholars to be from a slightly earlier period than

some other scholars ascribe to the earliest extant ct leotionary, the evidence

of the rubricated. continuous text codices, in which the S type rubrics are

later than or superimposed upon cc type rubrics, confirms the hypothesis

based. on theoretical considerations (advanced. in § 2 ) that the c& system

antedated the S system. Lists of MSS inspected. will be found in Tables 41-3.

There is no evidence of the x system before X century, and. even

from that century there is only one MS extant, a non-typical cod.ex which

gives the impression of being a forerunner. It is from XI century that the

spate of x lectionaries commences.

(29) It consists of the end of the leotlon for the 10th Sunday of Luke
followed. by the beginning of the lection for the 12th Saturday. This
means that the lectiona have been written in the order of the gospel
narrative, and. not in the order of the days on which they are read.. It
gives the appearance of a leaf from a continuous text, in which the rubrics
have been placed in the text instead, of in the margin. It differs from a
continuous text in that it omits the words not used by either lection,
more than a verse, and includes the introductory phrase as part of the text
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flthough the evolution of the Crreek gospel lectionary outlined.

in the following pages is consistent with the evidence of the extant MSS

end. not consistent with Gregory*s early dating of the choice of Saturday

and. Sunday lections, these opposing hypotheses could be reconciled by

supposing that (regory's conclusions regarding these lections referred to

an earlier system.

As far as the Byzantine lection systems are concerned, there seems

to have been a general tendency to preserve what has been in use in the past,

as written down in an existing lectionary, and. to add. lections for days or

services not already catered for. Not only is this consistent with the reverence

accorded Holy Writ, but is logical enough, considering the mechanical nature

of much copying. It is this tendency which has produced the remarkable degree

of uniformity in the contents of the synaxaria of the Greek gospel lectionaries

and, on the other band, has carefully preserved earlier mistakes.

If it had been a common practice to omit lections when copying

a ].ectionary, we would. find, many more differences in content than in fact we

do. In general, therefore, a shorter form of the lection system is more likely

to be an earlier form than a longer one, whatever may be the dates of the

copies. This, however, should not automatically be assumed to be the case,

and each MS which exhibits a shorter form must be considered carefully in

relation to the other extant

The great uniformity which we observe in the synaxaria of the extant

lASS could only have arisen if successive additions to the system had the

authority of a central body. The next question to be asked. is what general

principles were most likely to have been followed by those who chose the

lections, bearing in mind, the evidence of the lASS themselves.

(30) P.C.Burkett has shown that in the Syriac lection system, also, later
forms of the system tended to have lections for more days. See The Early
Syriac Lectionary System, Proceedings of the British Academy, x, London,
1921-3
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(31)It is generally accepted	 that an early times suitable pericopae

had been chosen for particularly important days, but subsequently,. when lections

were chosen for a series of days, the pericopae were chosen in Bahnlesung(32)

from those portions of the gospels not already read on other days.

If these criteria are applied to the Byzantine lection system, we

may deduce, for example, that the lection for Palm Sunday was chosen early,

because it tefls what happened on the Sunday before Easter, while, on the

other hand, the lections for Sundays were chosen at a different time from

those for Saturdays because, in general, each series of leotions is in

Bahnlesung although taken consecutively as a single series they are

Furthermore, we may conclude that the weekday ].ections were chosen after

the original choice had been made for Saturdays and. Sundays

In addition, if one lection breaks the Bhri1esung of a series of

lections it must be concluded that this lection was chosen either before or

after the remaining lections of the series.

In this way it is possible to build up a picture of the development

of the lection systems found. in the Creek gospel loctionaries. Corroboration

of the hypotheses thus obtained has been sought in the extant MSS, and to a

large extent found.

(31) Braithwaite: Op. cit., p 272
(32) i.e., in the order in which they are to be found in a continuous text

codex.
(33) See B.M.Metzger:Op.cit., pp 9-13. The results cited. on pp 20 and. 101

regarding the differing textual complexion of the Saturday and. the Sunday
lections are consistent 'with this conclusion.

(.) Braithwaite: Op. cit., p 272
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§0,7 THE SkIURDAY-SUNDAY LECTIONARY

The framework into which the weekday lections were fitted was

the Saturday-Sunday leotionary, in which the ecclesiastical year is divided.

into four main periods, the last consisting of two parts.

During the period from Easter to Pentecost there is a lection for

every day, and these lections (with three exceptions) are taken from John

and. are read in Bahnlesung except for Sundays and. six other days, 35 which

we may suppose received their particular pericopae for special reason.,. It

is significant that all but two Saturdays have lections which continue those

of the previous days. This makes it probable that they received these lectlons

at the same time as did. the weekdays.

The second period of the ecclesiastical year is that from Pentecost

to the week before the .evation of the Cross, during which Matthew is read,

The pericopae for the seventeen Sundays of Matthew are in Babniesung except

the first, which was chosen first (being the octave of Pentecost),and. the

last (which the writer proposes was a later addition to the system). Similarly,

the pericoae for the seventeen Saturdays are in Bahnlesurig, but in spite of

this the writer wishes to put forward the suggestion that the last was a later

addition to the system, added after theA Weekday system bad been chasen.(6Thj

is suggested because the pericope read. on that day is the same as the last

Matthean weekday lection of A-type, it is the only weekday lection to be

repeated in the a3 -system, and. it is omitted. in the S/ x -system. A. search

revealed that lectionaries exist with only sixteen Saturdays. A list of these

is given in Tables 48 and. 55.

(35) 1st. Thursday, 2nd.and 3rd. Mondays, 5th. Wednesday, let. and. 3rd..
Saturdays.

(36) See §2.1. The most primitive form of the a13 system. When only a dozen
MSS containing the a system had. been discovered by the writer, they were
distinguished. by letters of the Greek alphabet, following the example set
by Braithwaite for a and.	 . The MS designated ?' was 1 226*, which was
an example of the earlier form of the weekday 1ectionary postulated. by the
writer in her theory explaining the origins of the a type and. the type
lectionaries. This earlier form was therefore. called the X type. See
Yvonne Burns: The weekday lection system of Miroslav' a Gospel, Zbornilc
Narodnog muzeja u Beogradu, vol VI, Belgrade, 1970.
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The third period commences at the "New Year", which begins in the

leotionary after the Sunday following the KI.evation of the Cross. During this

period the lections are taken from Luke. The pericopae for fifteen Sundays

are in Bahnlesung except the fifth, which therefore appears to have been

chosen specially. Sixteen Saturdays are in Bahnlesung and the sixteenth

Sunday follows on immediately after the sixteenth Saturday as if the lectioxts

had. been chosen at the same time.

Since these leotions from Matthew and. Luke for Saturdays and.

Sundays , when taken together, are not in Babniesung, it would. appear that

the Saturday lections were chosen at a different time front the Sunday lectioris.

Indeed., Bruce 11. Metzger has showJ 37 that in Luke the textual nature

of the Saturday pericopae is slightly different from that of the Sunday 1eotion

This is not surprising since a number of the early systems contain only Sunday

lections (apart from special festivals), while two groups of 1 zel MSS

exist containing Sunday lections without Saturdays.(38)

The fourth period of the year commences on the Sunday before CarnivaL

Since Carnival was itself an introduction to Lemt, it is unlikely that the

].ection for the preceding Sunday was chosen vezy early. Rather, it seems to

represent an extenston of the preparation period for the following Easter, this

preparation period, as far as the present lectionaries are concerned, being

divided into two parts: Lent and. Holy Week. The transition from the period of

the i'Iew Year to tl'e pre-Easter period, has seen a number of additional lections,

and the variations in the lections between the fifteenth Su'iday and Carnival

Sunday provide criteria for grouping MSS, as well as clues to the development

of the lection systertsS39)

(37) Bruce M.Metzger: The Saturday and. Sunday Lessons from Luke in the Greek
Gospel Leotionary, Studies in the Lectionary Text of the Greek New Testament
University of Chicago Press 1914 vol II no 3 p 20

(38) See Tables 4.6 and. 4.7
(39) See	 0.8
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shows in the division of the ecclesiastical year into two halves, the

first commencing on the Sunday after the crucifixion and. the second,

called the New Year, commencing on the Sunday after the newer festival

of the Elevation of the Cross. It was this pattern which places this

particular festival in such an important position that caused the present

writer to begin to doubt the validity of Gregory's suggestion, mentioned

above, that the pericopae found. in most of the Greek lectionaries for

Saturdays and Sundays may have been settled. before the end of the second.

century. How could they have been chosen so early when the festival that

was the marker for the Matthean series to end. and. the I&tcan to begin had

not been thought of until the time of Constantine the Great?

The present writer's investigations have ShOWfl0) that it has

proved impossible to find any evidence of the Byzantine lection system

earlier than the VII century single leaf 	 355 mentioned on page 25b

while the evidence of the versions implies that the Byzantine ].ection

system had not yet come into being at the time of the Council of' Chaloedon

which separated the monophysites from 0rthodoxy. On these grounds the

inception of the Byzantine lection system must have taken place after the

Council of Chalcedon and no later than the seventh century. It has been

shown,	 moreover, that the historical, development of Byzantium during

that period, both ecclesiastical and political, is more consistent with

this inception occurring in the sixth century during the reign of Justinian,

rather than earlier or later.

(4.0) Yvonne Burns: Op. cit. (Jassy)
(41) The pericopas common to the Syriac, Armenian, Georgian or Coptic

lection systems and. the Byzantine system were probably used in Byzantium
before the Council of Chalcedon and. continued to be used. afterwards by
those who would not accept the decisions of Chalcedon, who thus preserved.
the old. traditions.

(4.2) Yvonne Burns: Ibid.
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O.8	 THE BEG.INNING OF THE BYZANTINE LECTION SYSTEM

During the first five centuries, certain customs had. gradually

evolved. in the Christian Church concerning the Church Calendar and the

portion of the gospels which was read. in the service. On important feast

days it was customary to read. a pericope which referred to the festival

in question, and in particular the story of the Resurrection was read. on

Easter Sunday. In the IV century the "chief of the festivals of the

Churcb"' had. been Epiphany and. there were no festivals devoted to

Mary, the Annunciation serving as a preliminary to the .Nativity which

itself formed part of the festival of Epiphany. By the time of Chrysostom,

howeverQiristmas had become a festival separate from Epiphany, and

the Annunciation story was read in connection with it. During the VI

century there were two great changes which had far-reaching effects in

the development of the lectiort system in Constantinople, culminating in

what we know as the Byzantine lection system. One of these was the

introduction at Constantinople of the Annunciation as a separate festival

on March 25th fairly early in the century, 	 and. the other was the use

of the prologue to the gospel of John instead. of the Resurrection story

for Easter Sunday.

It is significant that the interpretation of this pericope

"In the beginning was the Word and the Word. was
with God and. the Word was (od.,.. and. the Word
l7as made flesh and dwelt eong us"

was the crux of the protracted theological controversy of the V century

(ia) P.C. Burkitt: The Early Syriac Lectionary System, Proceedings of the
British Academy, x, Londnn, 1921-3

(z.) Patrologia Graeca, 4.9, pp 351 - 362
(i) R.AJ].etcher: Three early Byzantine Hymns, Byzantinische Zeitsobrift,

51, 1958, pp 53-65
R.A.Fletcher: Celebrations at Jerusalem on March 25th in the Sixth

century, A.D., Studia Patristica 5, 1962, pp 30 - 34.
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which resulted in the Councils of Ephesus and. Chalcedon, the decisions

of which encouraged increased emphasis on the Theotocos and. so led. to the

inauguration of the Annunciation as a separate festival. In addition, the

Council of Chalcedon gave Constantinople, ttNew Rome", as it was called.,

the position of supremacy in the East. This, together with Justinian's

mastery of Church and. State, with his extensive building of churches

throughout the Empire, caused the J.ectionary of Constantinople to become

the lectionary of the whole Eastern Orthodox Church.'

It seems probable that at first very simple lectionaries were

written containing the most important festivals, beginning with the

Annunciation (as in £ 132), in order to introduce the changes that had.

been brought in. This order would be the most natural one immediately

after the inauguration of the Annunciation as a separate festival, since

the appropriate pericope had until then introduced. the festival of

Christmas, the beginning of the ecclesiastical year.

Then lectionaries began to be written commencing with Easter

Day and. concluded by the Annunciation, which, being on March 25th, usually

took place a little before the following Easter Sunday. Thus the

lectionary was written down in the order in which it would. be  read, in one

single cycle. It is probable that it was preceded by an index of the

feasts, anti did not include lections for the pre-Easter period. (which were

very long, but were easy to find, in the continuous text codices) since

they had. bcen in use before the change in the system. There are seven

"1 sel" MSS which appear to be descendants of such coices, 	 of which

the Jassy Gospel Lectionary (I 1044) is an excellent example, showing al].

(z,6) Yvonne Burns: Op. cit. (Jassy)
( 13.7) 1.35, e146*, Lloi., Luoi, L,l23*, L].42, L675
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the characteristics of the earliest type, but with a few additional

lections, showing that the system was a developing one.

§0.9	 As more and more lections were added to the lectionaries, it

became impossible to contiiue to write them all in one cycle, perhaps as

a result of introducing such festivals as that for St Ceorge on

April 23rd, which falls before Pentecostal Sunday. Thus the movable

feasts were written in one cycle and the fixed. feasts in a second. cycle,

beginning on September 1st. This festival of the beginning of the

Indiction exemplifies the marriage of Church and. State characteristic of

Justinian's attitude to both. The increase in the power of the State in

the affairs of the Church would encourage the choice of this particular

festival for the beginning of the cycle of feasts according to the solar

calendar. There are four "]. sel" 1.135 (i
	

showing similar elementary

forms of the lection system to those found in the seven single-cycle MSS,

but which arrange the lections into two cycles. These may be descendants

of the second stage in the development of the Byzantine lectionary which

commenced on Easter Sunday.

The earliest lections to be incorporated into the lectionaries

during the period between Easter and. Pentecost were the Sunday after

Easter and Mid-Pentecost, Ascension Day having been included. from the

beginning. Then other days were included for the first week, sometimes

one arid sometimes another, until leotions had. been included for all the

days of the Octave of Easter, as well as for each Sunday of the Pentecost

of fifty days. The festival of Pentecost (on the fiftieth day) was then

extended, in the lectionaries, by the ad9.ition of a lection for the

following Sunday, just as earlier Easter had been extended. One of the

(4.8) £117, tl39O, ,t757, 11911
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single-cycle "1 sel" MSS has a lection for the Morrow of Pentecost, but

not for the Sunday after. The double-cycle "1 sel" MSS, on the other hand.,

either contain neither or else contain both.

The d.ouble-cycle."l sel" MSS paved. the way for the extension of

the period. beyond the Octave of Pentecost and for the writing down of the

pre-Easter lections after the post-Pentecostai.	 Such a lectionary is

"1 se]." L 300, containing lections for the first week after Easter, for

Mid-Pentecost and. Ascension Day and the Sundays between Easter and

Pentecost, and. in addition the Morrow of Pentecost and. not only the Sunday

after but ten more Sundays as well. when comes the Sunday before Carnival,

Carnival Sunday itself, and. that of the heese-eater, while the final section

of the synaxarion commences with Lazarus' Saturday and. contains ].ections

for Palm Sunday, Maundy Thursday and Holy Saturday, as well as the two Foot-

washing gospels, the first gospel of the Passion and.. the eleven Resurrection

gospels. The menologion is quite a simple one, although it, like all the

double-cycle "3. sel" MSS, contains a lection for St (eorge's Day (which is

not to be found in any of the single-cycle Ms3).

Such codices encouraged the incorporation into the lectionary of

the Lenten lections between Cheese-eater and. Palm Sunday and. of Sundays

between Pentecost and. Carnival by their arrangement of the festivals, since

these gaps in the lectionary year became more obvious. In this way the 3. k

leotionaries came into being, having lections for Sundays 'throughout the

year, in addition to the Johannine lections mentioned. above. At first

these 1 k lectionaries had 3.ections for only sixteen Sundays from Matthew(50)

and. fifteen Sundays from Luke between Pentecost and the Sunday before

Carnival, the choice being left to the reader if these were insufficient.

Then a pericope, known as "the Canaanitess" from its subject, was chosen

(4.9) Three of the double-cycle MSS (L 117, 1 1390 and. £757) do not
contain pre-Easter lections.

(50) This state of affairs is preserved in 1114. and. L306.
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so that it could be used. in whichever period of the year an extra lectiori

was neede&.(51)

There came a time when it was decided. to include in the

lectionaries the leotions for the remaining days between Easter Day and.

the Sunday of Pentecost. Judging by the interruptions in the Babnlesung,

however, * the lection for the Morrow of the Sirnday efter Ea5ter(52' ano.

the lection for the Octave of ii&-pentecost, 3 as well as the third

Monday- and. Saturday, must have been chosen before those for the other days.

Doubtless it is because the lections for Saturdays were added. to the

lectionaries at the same time as were the lections for wee ãays 	 that

the earlier lectionaries give, for example, the rubric, "Saturday of the

second week," rather than "the second Saturday," which is the more common

form later

It seems very probable that the Matthean and Lucan Saturdays

were added. at the same time as the Johannine weekdays, thus producing the

most common form of the Greek gospel ].ectionary, the Saturday-Sunday

lectionay.

(51) Yvonne Burns: "The Canaanjtesa" and other additional lections in
Greek and Slavonic gospel lectionaries, Acta Ille Congrs International.
d'tudes du Sud-Est Europen. Paper read. to the Ilird International
Congress of South East European Studies, September, 1974.

(52) This lection is to be found, in addition to those mentioned above, in
the single-cycle "1 eel" 1455 2 ]42 and. t 675. See Table 8, and. also
Yvonne Burns: Op. cit. (Jassy)

(53) J. van Goudoever: Biblical Calendars, Leid.en, 1959, pp l81., 185.
Van Goudo ever considers that the idea of spiritual feeding occurs in
many traditions, both East and West, at Mid-Pentecost. This explains
why this lection was chosen for the octave, and. was presumably the
traditional. lection to be read on this day before the lectionaries had.
been written down.

(54.) There is one "1 eel" codex, the double-cycle .2 1*, which includes
lections for the Johannine Saturdays without the additional weekdays,
but this seems to have been obtained. by incorporating these Saturday
lections during the copying of an older double-cycle 143, since it does
not seem possible that all the Saturday ].ections could. have been chosen
before those for weekdays and. still preserve the Bahnlesung.

(55) Yvonne Burns: The numbering of the Johannine Saturdays and. Sundays in
Greek and Slavonic gospel lectionaries

The later form was presumably used. by analogy with the system of
numbering the Saturdays and. Sundays in the post-Pentecostal period..
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§1 %VEEKDAY LECTIONS AFTER PENTECOST:

THE EXTENSION OF THE SATIJRDAY-SUNDAX LEG TIONARY
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§ 1. WEEKDAY LECTIONS AFTER PENTECOST

THE EXTENSION OF THE SMURDAY-StJND.AY LECTIONARY

§1.0	 Once the :syzantine lectionary had reached the stage in its

development that we see in the Saturday-Sunday lectionary, a codex had.

been obtained, which was to prove useful in orthodox churches throughout

the Empire, since it provided the leotions needed for the conmunion

services during the whole year. It is not surprising, therefore, that

more lectionaries of this tj-pe exist than of any other. That they

represent the Church lectionary is confirmed by the Typicon of Hagia

Sofia, (56) 
which contains directions for reading the gospels in a manner

corresponding to the lections in the Saturday-Sunday gospel iectionariea.

However, in the same way as the compilers of this developing

leotionary had desired to eznphasise the importance of Easter and. its

significance in the Ecclesiastical year by special lections, not only for

its Eve, Morrow and. Octave, but also for each day during the extent of the

Octave, so, with the presumably increasing importance of the feast of

Pentecost on the fiftieth a.ay(58) it was later desired to add. special

lections for the days between the Morrow arid the Octave of this day.

§1.1	 In his edition of the [Srpicon of Hagia Sofia	 Mateos remarks

in a footnote that the fact that a new section of the ypicon begins on

the Monday after Pentecost shows that the days of the first week after the

fea!t '"ee not thought of as its octave. This is an example of the later

(56) Juan Mateos: Le Typicon de la G-rande glise, Orientalia Christiana
Jna1ecta, 165, 166, Rome, 1962, 1963.

(') There are, of course, a number of variations in the contents of
Saturday-Sunday lectionaries which do not lie within the scope of the
present work,

(58) The Pentecostal period had in earlier times been considered as fifty
days of joy, and it had only been replaced. by a festival on the fiftieth
day from about the time of Origen, who was the first to mention such a
festival. Se q 3'. van Goud.oever: Biblical Calendars, Leideu, 1955,
pp 184. - 5.

(59) J. Mateos: Op. cit. II, p 14.2.
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tradition which considers the Matthean section to begin on this day, and

reflects the comparatively late date of the copy in which the rpicort is

preserved. There are many lectionaries extant which do not make any break

between the Sunday and. the Monday of Pentecost, showing that the earlier

tradition (found in the "1 sel" MSs) was for a considerable time preserved

in many MSS. The ¶lypicon, in fact, gives details of a service on the

Wednesday after Pentecost, while the Saturday and Sunday after Pentecost

are so described, showing their original choice for the octave, as does

the greater degree of detail given for those days as opposed to the

remaining Saturdays and. Sundays after Pentecost. The typicon also contains

a mention of a service on the following Wednesday, but without a lectiort.

There are two Saturday-Sunday lectionaries that contain references

'to a lection for the Wednesday after Pentecost. The first is £ 1074*,

written in 1290 A.D., which contains the following rubric after the Morrow

of Pentecost on f 28v:

1Z ¶TV N wcv ayiwv apay'yc 	 ccu. yaupX
acv cypapr	 A t

¶W XcpW c)(Et.vur Tecx 1acv o iç ccXev d.c nv yaXLXaLav:

t: £It toy vov toy avou:

t?On the Wednesday after Pentecost. Of the Eoly Archangels Michael and

Gabriel. The gospel is written for the first Sunday of Lent."

The incirit and. concluding words correspond to J i: 4.3 - 51, which is the

usual lectin for that Len'en Sunday.

This lection corresponds exactly to that in the ypicon, where

the additional information is given that the service takes place in the

Sanctuary dedicated to the Archangels in the New piace.0)

(60) R. Janin: La ographie Ecclsiastique de l'Empire Bysantin, Part 1,
volume III, Les g1ises et lea Monastres, Paris, 1953, pp 355 - 6
J. Mateos: Op. cit. II, P 114.3
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The second Saturday-Sunday lectionary to contain a lection for

this day is the IX century L17*, which has the following rubric after the

Morrow of Pentecost on f 55:

tT t€tpcôT1 3LC% N	 UVXELtZ	 v pxyi 6ou c nczXccL itcrpx

Ki

"On the Wednesday after Pentecost. Service to the most holy Theotocos,

in Old petra.(61) G-ospel according to Luke. Look in March 21fth.'

The MS unfortunately has a lacuna at the beginning of the ].ection for

March 24.th, but the final portion of the pericope, written on f 155 recto

and verso, consists of L i: 1.1 - )49 56.

This rubric corresponds to the service described. in the Typicon

for the Wednesday after ALl Saints' Day (i.e., the Sunday after Pentecost),

although no leotion is given in the ypicon.(62)

These two weekday lections show the Constantinopolitan origin of

the predecessors of these two lectionaries and. the manner in which it was

possible for additions to be made to the usual lectionaries which had no

lasting influence on the lectionaries as a whole. This would probably be

due to the fact that the services were of purely local interest, and also

because the pericopae employed were already in use for other days.

§1.2	 A third Saturday-Sunday lectionary, X century 798*, continues

the weekdays after the Morrow of Pentecost on f 22v under the rubric

r	 N:

"On the \.iesday after Pentecost."

This pericope is iritten down in full, but unfortunately the last portion

of it has been lost, and the resulting lacuna continues until the beginning

of the lection for the Saturday after Pentecost. This means that we do not

(61) R, Janin: Op. cit. p 232. The above translation is according to Janin,
who gives Petra as a district of Constantinople in the North East part
of the city.

(62) 3. Mateos: Op. cit. II, p 117
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know whether the lectionary had originally contained lections for each of

the weekdays following Pentecost or whether it had. contained just those

for Monday and. Tuesday.

However, the particular pericope found. in this lectionary for

Tuesday, J xiv: 15 - 23, is also found. in three members of a sub-group of

the a type lectionaries as an extra lection for this day. Not only does

the lection continue until verse 27a in these lectionaries, but they also

give extra lections for each day of the first week after the Morrow of

pentecost.(63)

These extra lections are written in different places in each of

the three a lectionaries. In L 121* they are placed. after the ].ections

for Morning Service during Easter Week, ir L 318 they are placed. after

the lection for the 1st Sunday after Pentecost and. in L 519 each is

written immediately after the a pericope for that day. It is also

significant that another member of this sub-group, L 308*, seems to have

omitted the first vzeek from Tuesday to Friday originally, since two extra

leaves were inserted afterwards and. the usual lections for this sub-group

written upon them.

These varying positions for the lections lead. one to suppose

that lections for the four weekdays after the Morrow of Pentecost were at

first written at the end of certain ].ectionaries, together with any other

extra lections. Some lectionaries were then written in which these lections

were placed. in the chronologically correct position, and on balance it is

more probable that 798* was such a one, rather than a lectionary with

only one extra iection.(64.)

(63) Tuesday:	 J xiv:15-27a
Wednesday: Mt xii:3O-37
Thursday: L xi: 9-13
Friday:	 3 xv:17-xvi:2

(64.) The four verses lost at the end. of Tuesday's leotion would. not fill
a complete folio. The reason for the lacuna may be that later users of
the codex removed, the pages containing lections that were no longer read..
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ia though L 798* has some of the characteristics found. in the

sub-group, such as chapter numbers and. the instructions that the Vigils

for Monday and. \iesday of the first week of Lent ist be sought in the

Saturdays of Cheese-eater and Carnival respectiveiy,(65) another

distinctive characteristic of the sub-group (the unusual lection for

15th Saturday of Matthew) is not present in this ,(66) This indicates

that there were other MSS containing the extra leotions, one of which

contained the unusual leotion for 15th Saturday, and. it was this cod.ex

which was used. by the compilers of the archetype of this sub-group

'when the a. weekday pericope were combined with the perioopae copied. from

a Saturday-Sunday lectionaxy to obtain the weekday lectionary.

The existence of these extra lections for the first week after

Pentecost shows that there had. been. a tendency to a&1 lections for this

one week, considering it the octave of Pentecost, before adding lections

for a13. the weekdays, just as the earlier scribes had extended. Easter to

include all the days of its bctave before adding all the Johannine

weekdays. It cannot be said of these lectionaries that they were abridged

versions of longer lectionaries.

it so happened, however, that this particular choice of leotions

did. not gain wide recognition and. so fell out of use. It was another

selection of pericopae which did, in fact, become popular and. were extended.

to fill Ithe following weeks.

(65) The earliest attestation for this is .t 1571 (Ix century). Most
leotionaries reverse the order of these lections.

(66) Some lectionarieg have Mt xxiv: 1-13 (omits 10-12), as does 1 798*,
while others have verses 1-13. This sub-group, on the other hand,
has verses 1-9, 2-4.4..



§1.3	 These lections are to be found. in a small number of Saturday-

Sunday lectionaries which the writer discovered as the result of a

systematic search carried out for this purpose. On theoretical grounds

it had seemed necessary to postulate their prior existence, and. the

finding of examples confirmed. the theory. Undoubtedly more examples

would be discovered were there time to continue the search into the later

lectionaries (that is to say, those of the XI century and later)o

One of the lectionaries containing these additional lections,

X century L 2Z., places these additional lectiona at the end of the codex,

after the diaphora and the Vigils for the first week of Lent. Such a

position is an accepted indication that the lections in question were an

ad.&ition to the lection system of the time, and that the codex represents

an earlier stage of development. It was, of course, a copy of an earlier

codex containing those lections in that place, since weekday lections had.

been known by the IX century, if not even earlier0

One of the problems which concern us when we compare the weekday

lections for the first weeks of Matthew is the number of variants in the

lection boundaries for Thiesday. It is possible to explain them by supposing

that a lection for this day was added to different ].ectionaries in slightly

different ways. To these differing pericopae would have been added the

lections for the rest of the week, again in varying ways. kiother source

of the variations ay be the practice of referring this Thesday leotion to

the menologion.

The various combinations which exist in the weekday lectionaries

have their counterparts in the lectionaries containing only the first week

after Pentecost, as can be seen in the next paragraph.



Class I 2Mt C iv:25-v:12a
Class II 2Mt C iv:25-v:13
Class III 2Mt C iv:23-v:13

CLASS I
L181(ref. to 22 0t)

£4.
L107
. 24.

f. 3.3O'

".3

Lectionaries containing lections for the first week of Matthew

according to the usual Greek systems may divided into three classes according

to the pericopae chosen for Tuesday, namely,

(as in the a3 system) 
(67)(as in Gregory's list

(as in the writer's S system)

CLASS II	 CLASS III

132	 129
t229	 77

90
L91

J 628
£767

L 1003a
2. 1608

The same lectionaries may also be divided, into two groups according

to the pericopae read on Wednesday, Thurs&ay and Friday, namely,

C-roup I 3Mt v: 20-26
	

Group II 3Mt v:20-30
1.Mt v:27-32	 i4Jt v: 31-41
5Mt v:33-41
	 5Mt vii:9-18

32
2.628
	

L4..
jl003a Z211.

29
77

£90
91

£107
130*

£181
t229
£. 767

Q 1608

G-roup II can be further subdivided according to the incipit of Thursday, into

(a) AB v:31-4.l oç av ctnoXo
(b) A v: 31-.4J. cpper rolç apaoLç ott. oç av anoXuoli

Group ha	 Group lib

	

2.i.	 1.24.

	

.1O7	 £29

	

1.130*	 177
	L181	 .2.90

£91
. 229
£ 767

L 1608

(67) C.R.Gregory: Op.. cit. vol I p 31-7



Looking at these three lections only, we find, that the majority

of the a(3 type of weekday lectionaries correspond. to G'roup ha, while the

majority of the ttype correspond. to Group hib. On the other hand., the

S type lectionary corresponds to G'roup I.

Combining these two method.s of classification, we find, that in

the first week of Matthew the a13 type of w eekday lectionary correspond.s to

Class I and. Group ha, the S type of weekday lectionary corresponds to

Class III and, Group I, while the t type of weekday lectionary corresponds

to Class I and. Group lib. Gregory's lection boundaries(68) which in general

correspond. to the n system, in this. respect correspond to Class II and.

Group II.

TABLE 2 LECTIONARIES WITH ONE Y/EEX AFTER PENTECOST -

a3 type	 S type t type regory type S Group (Greg. Class

L130*(IX)	 L62B (x)jL2i. (x) 229 (XIII) 	 132 (XI)
L181 (980AD) tl003a I
iii. cxl)	

(1ol9DiL107 (XII)

Group (Saas$

l6O8 XI)
.L29 xii)
£77 XII
£9]. XIV

f767 XIV
.L9 0 1533A]

(68) Ibid
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§1.5	 Let us now consider whether these different methods of providing

lections for the first week after Pentecost are connected., and. if so, how.

The important features which they have in common are that they both

take pericopae in order from the gospel of Matthew, commencing from. the first

block of text which had not been utiised. for the Nativity and the Feaat of

Lights, and. omitting verses which had already been settled. for Saturdays and

Sundays of Matthew and the Cheese-eater.

§1.6	 The pericope which characterises Class I, however, seems to be the

most primitive, since it chooses a suitable lection which is not merely the

entire passage left unread by the Sunday after the Feast of Lights and the

pericope Mt v: 14. - 19 (which one must assume to have been omitted because it

was already in use for another purpose:).

This pericope Mt iv: 25 - 12a is the one allocated to Gregory the

Theologue and others in E (viii) and to Gregory of Nyssa. in 13. A number of
lectionaries specially mention the latter. Nevertheless, L 181, written in

980 AD, refers the reader to 22nd. October for this lection, and in this MS

this day commemorates ercius. 
69 

It is therefore significant that the

X century 1 esk MS 11195 should have the following rubric immediately after

the Morrow of Pentecost 	 €UayyeXLOV
0

ct.ç ayLoV a€pt
t	 o

£'t tc(

followed by the verses C MT iv: 23 - 24.. In fact, there is no commemoration

on 22nd-. October in this MS, and. no lection is given for bercius, this

pericope t iv: 25 - v: 12a being written on 10th. January for Gregory of

I1yssa. However, it does seem that the scribe wished to add. verses 23 and 24.

to the usual lection for Abercius in order to obtain a leotion for the day

after the Morrow of Pentecost. In such a way the original pericope could

have acquired these extra verses.

(69) In the Patriarchate of Constantinople was a sanctuary dedicated. to
Abercius. See Janin: Op. cit. p 7.



The pericope Mt v: 1)4. - 19 seems to have been in use before these

lections were ad.d.ed. to the Saturday-Sunday system, since these verses are

omitted. from the weekday system, but the Class II and. Class III pericopae

probably included the extra verse and. a half at the end. in order to

utilise al]. the verses until the commencement of the pericope beginning

at verse 34. This may have arisen by accident from an original rubricated

cod.ex or codices omitting	 , or by design.

§1.7	 The Group II pericopae are probably the earlier of the two groups

and. quite a satisfactory number, twelve, have been discovered, the earliest

from IX century. Group I seems to have taken the pericopae for Wednesday and.

Thursday in Group II and. rearranged. the verses into three pericopae. It is,

however, interesting to observe that this arrangement gives consecutive

passages to Wednesday, Thursd.ay, Friday and. Saturday, with no verses omitted..

So far only three members of this group have been found, the earliest being

of the X century.

§1.8	 The addition of Group I and. Group II pericopae to each of Class I,

Class II and. Class III would account for the variations in the lection

boundaries for the first week of Matthew, while the existence of lectionaries

with only one week of weekday lections in Matthew can explain how the x type

lectionaries belong to Group II in the first week but have lection boundaries

for the following weekdays like S type lectionaries (which belong to Group I

in the first week). See §L..2.

§1.9	 n order to prove that the origin of the t type boundaries lies in

the addition of subsequent weekdays to a lectionary containing weekdays for

the first week of Matthew, it is not necessary to prove that the lectionarie

containing only one week antedated. xtype and. S type weekday leotionaries,

since the fact that they existed at all at an earlier date than the earliest

. type weekday lectionary is sufficient.
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2	 THE THREE TPE3 OF WEDM LEC TIONARIES



§ 2 ¶IHE ThREE TYPES OF V)EEKDAY LEG TIONARIES

§2.0	 It has already been mentioned in §0.1 4.. that the writer's

investigations have revealed three types of weekday lectionaries, the a3 type,

the S type and the	 type. It is suggested tMt they arose in the following

manner:

The earliest weekday lection chosen from Matthew for the period

following the fifty days from Easter to Pentecostal Sunday was the pericope

for the Morrow of Pentecost. This was chosen so early that it was incorporated

in the Saturday-Sunday lectionary.

It has been shown in §L.2-3 that a desire was felt to have lections

for the rest of that week, and as a lection for Tuesday was the next one to

be chosen and slight variations existed in the boundaries of the pericope,

the method which gained, general acceptance incorporated these variations.

§2.1	 On the basis of the first week of Matthew of Class I and Group ha,

a centre of some repute, perhaps monastic, decided to extend the daily lections.

Eight more weeks were allot!ed lections from Matthew, making a total of nine,

while eleven weeks of ].ections from Luke were chosen to be read in the

New Year period when the Saturday and Sunday lections were from Luke. .An

example of such a lectionary is £226*(X).(79)The compiler must have rubricated.

a continuous text MS because he took care to choose those portions of the

gospels which were not in use in the existing Saturday-Sunday lectionary

nor for the more important menologica]. festivals. He then made lists designating

the kirnonian Section in which the lection coanenced. This seems certain because

2 of the 3 X type, and a total of 14. out of all 41 k. a type leotionaries contain

chapter numbers which are the Aznmonian Sections. At an early period two

of the pericopae became transposed., probably in copying such a list, and as

a result a little more than half of the a3 lectionaries read. the originally

consecutive pericopae 7k and 8L on Wednesday and Tuesday, respectively, of

the second week, instead of on Tuesday and Wednesday, respectively.

(70) Yvonne Burns: The weekday lection system of Miroslav's Gospel, Zbornik
Narodnog muzeja u Beogradu, VI, Belgrade, 1970.

See §0.7
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§2.2	 Af tar a considerable number of X type lectionaries had been

produced, some with and some without the transposition, it was decided

to add. lections from 1(ark to the unprovided weekdays. Presumably these

were originally marked in a continuous text codex and. then added to the

lists. Supplementary codices containing only the Marcan weekday lections

were certainly written to be used. in conjunction with the 7. type

].ectionaries. in example of this use of a supplementary cod.ex is found

in £ 5].if*, which has a A type lectionary and a supplementary Marcan

codex bound together.

§2.3	 ALl the rubricated continuous text codices and the lists of

lectiona giving this lection system which the present writer has

discovered, to date place the Maroan leotions between the Matthean and. the

Lucan, as do the majority of the lectionaries which combine the A type

lectionary and the supplementary Marcan codex into a continuous

iectionary. ' There are, however, five lectionaries which place the

Marcan lections after the Lucan. The first type of lectionary is called.

a type and. the second. is called type. t72) The term xI3 type is used. for

pericopae and ].eotionaries of either type when it is not important to

differentiate between the two types or when it is not known to which type

they belong.

One of the type leotionaries, £1826, has a colophon after

the ninth Sunday of Matthew, stating that the remaining lections until

the New Year are to be found. after the eleventh Sunday of Luke. This

meant that the scribe expected. the Marcan leotions to be read. twice in

the year, once after the Matthean weekdays and again after the Lucan.

It seems unlikely, however, that this had. been the original intention

of the compiler of the system since the rubricated. continuous text codices

(7l i.e., arranged chronoloically.
(72) See page 5, footnote (ii.).
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Y (ox.) and. 262Lf both state that the end. of the lection for Friday of the

eleventh week of Luke is also the end. of the weekday iections.

Looking at L5].1 with the lections from Mark for weekdays only

written down irnmetliately before Lent (i.e., following Cheese-eater Sunday),

and without any instructions when they should be read, it is easy to see

how a copyist might think they should. be  read after Luke. The copyist of

1,1826 was probably copying from a p type lectionary, but may have

realised from having seen c type lectionaries or lists that the Marcan

leotions should have been written after the Matthean, and SO wrote his

colophon.

There is even one lectionary, L 1526 (xiii century), in which

the Marcan pericopae (or at least the first six weeks of them) have been

written down for Lent. Judging by the variant lection boundaries, this

codex (or a predecessor) was compiled from a rubricated. continuous text

codex. It would be easy to think that the rubric "Monday of the first week"

meant the first week of Lent, in view of the fact that most of the Saturday

and Sunday ].ections for Lent are taken from Mark.

These varying positions of the Maroan lections, together with

the fact that the transosition of 7L and. 8L occurs in X, in a and. in P

lectionaries, while X, a and. p lectionaries exist without It confirm

the hypothesis outlined above.

(73) Braitliwaite: Op. cit. p 266 (for y)
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§2.4. 	flthouh the Matthean period, of the lectionary is considered.

to consist of seventeen weeks, it is clear that it was not always so.

There are four Saturday-Sunday lectionaries extant from IX and X centuries

(as well as a number of later MSS) which contain only sixteen Saturdays

and. Sundays in Matthew, (7k) while two of the 1 k lectionaries contain

only sixteen Sundays in that period. (75) If an extra $un.day lection was

needed it was left to the discretion of the lector to read what he wished.,

as can be seen from the rubric for a seventeenth Sunday in the IX centu.xy

1. esk (plus one week) lectionary .1130* . ( 76 ) Iater still a lection was

chosen specially and. written at the end of the book, as we can see from

the rubric for that day in the X century 1 esk (plus one week) lectionary

Both these lectionaries, showing the two stages in the

development of the Sunday leotions between the early system with sixteen

Sundays and the standard. system with seventeen, contain the extra week of

lections after Pentecost according to the a type.

It has already been mentioned in §2.1 that the compiler of the

•a system chose pericopas which had not been previously chosen for the

Saturday-Sunday leotionary and. the principal festivals, but we do find.

one apparent exception to this rule: the last Llatthean weekday pericope

is the same as the last Matthean Saturday pericope (the seventeenth). It

does not seem very likely that the compiler would break his rule, and. so

we are led. to the cOciuzIon that the Matthean weekdays were chosen for

a lectionary with sixteen Saturday lections from Matthew, and. the lection

for Saturday was added later. when an extra week was needed. because Easter

was very early.

(74.) See Tables 14.8 and 55
(75) 114. and 306. See §0.9
(76) See Table 52
(77) See Table 53
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In view of the fact that when the Marcan pericopae were added.

to the X type lectionaries eight weeks of lections were provided, it can

be deduced that at that time the seventeenth Saturday lection had.

already been incorporated. into the lectionary, unless it was added at

the same time.

In either case, when a repetition of some kind was inevitable

in order to obtain a lection for the extra Saturday (since all portions

of Matthew had. already been allocated.), the last Matthea* weekday pericope

would. have been the most obvious one to choose.

§2.5	 Already in the complete Saturday-Sunday lectionaries of the

VIII century,L563* and L627c78) the evidence can be found. for the

existence of two different scriptoria and. two different traditions in the

method. of writing the lectionaries themselves, however similar the

contents of these MSS may be. This is not the place to investigate in

detail the estion of how many scriptoria existed. at that time, nor

their precise locations, but the existen,.e of two traditions developing

simultaneously in different places is important for an understanding of

the mutual relationships of the three weekday lection. systems. The

location of these places must at present remain an open question, and.

for the purposes of the present analysis it is unnecessary to decide

whether they were geographically close to each other, such as in the

sare cit,	 fr p rt ii llferent cit.ea. is is one of th interesting

fields of study opened up by the present

\7hile the tradition exemplified by L 563* (making use of ohaptor

nuithers, the word "gospel" for lection and usually writing the rubric for

(78) It has not so far proved. possible to inspect the third. complete 1 esk
1 ec tionary of the VIII century, t 689 (Mon • Kr,kI lou, .Athoz • MS 10.).

(79) The present work supplies the first step in the classification of the
weekday lectionaries as a whole and. a further step in the classificatLon
of the alectionaries. The further step needa to be carried. out in the
future for the S lectionaries and. also for the x lectionaries. Not until
a similar classification of the 1 esk lectionaries has been carried out
as well will it be possible to use the primary sources to the full. in
other fields of study.
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each day in the body of the text, for example) was followed by the ?'. type

and	 type lectionaries, the S type lectionary seems to have been

compiled in a scriptorium where it was already traditional to write the

lectionary in full without reference to the chapter numbers which

indicated where to find the lection in a continuous text codex, and, like

L 627, where the word "gospel" was not normally used. in the rubric for

each day and. where it was customary to write the day on which the pericope

was to be read. on the upper or on the lower rubric line, rather than in the

body of the text.

The tendency throughout the development of the lectionaries

has been to include more and more lections, and. this must surely have been

the reason for compiling the S type instead of continuing to use the

(80)
ct type. Some coyists, of course, 	 did. continue to use the CL type and.

overcame the problem of the weekdays without lectiona by adding leotions

(81)	 .	 ( 82)
of ther own choice to an lectionary	 or to a P lectionary,	 while

others suggested repeating the same Marcan iections.(83) The compilers of the

S type lectionary, however, preferred to provide lections for the period

after the Lucan weekdays left without provision in the a3 system by spreading

out the pericopae from all three gospels. The nine Matthean weeks of the

X lectionary were expanded. into eleven and. the eleven Lucan weeks into

twelve. The S type lectioriary provided. Marcan pericopae for ten weeks, but

diiie :'-se j1- -vo aives, placing the first half after the Hatthoan

weekdays and the second half after the Lucan. This provided weekday lections

for a total of sixteen weeks before the New Year and seventeen after it.

flthough at first glance it may seem strange to reduce the number

of weeks of weekday lections during the period. prior to the New Year, this

arrangement has its symmetry, not only in the equal division of the Marcan

(80) In various scriptoria and monasteries and in succeeding centuries.
(81) Such as 1 323. See Tables 25, 26, 27
(82) Such as / 4.8* and. t321*. See Table 28
(83) Such as £1826. See	 2.3
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weekdays into two groups of five, but also in the fact that no weekday

lections were written in the lectionary for the little-used week which

would precede "the Canaanitess,"	 whether that pericope were read in

the Matthean period or in the Lucan. In any case, the lections written

in the Lucan period could always be read in the Matthean period if

required.

At a still later period lections were added to the system of

lections written down in S type lectionaries so that there were lections

for the weekdays of Carnival and also for Monday, Tuesday and Thusd.ay of
(85)Cheese-eater.

§2.6	 The third type of weekday leotionary, the , type, may have had

its origin in the X century, since there is one example extant which is

ascribed to that century, 770, preserved, in Istanbul, while there are

two examples, £L.9 (Moscow) and $L 991 (Jerusalem), ascribed to J1/XI

centuries. (86) It was, however, the XI century (if the MSS are correct:Iy

dated) during which it waa copied in greater numbers, in rounded,

beautiful cursive letters which are easy to read, with richly decorated

initials, occasionally with illustrations in the margins 87) and often

with portraits of the Evangelists. Even more have survived from the XII

century, and. it is hardly surprising that this is the type(88) quoted

by c.regory 89) as the usual Byzantine lectionary. The present writer has

heard. it said about s-reek lectionaries, "If you have seen one, you have

seen them all" iVLthough this is undoubtedly an exaggeration, it would be

understandable if it were based on the experience of Creek lectionaries

(84.) See §0.9 and Yvonne Burns: Op. cit. (Canaanitess)
(85) The X century S type lectionary L 2 is an example of the S type

before these lections were added. Before seeing this MS the writer had
decided on theoretical grounds that these were later ad.clition to the
system. See § 7

(86) K. fland: op. cit. (List)	 -
(87) Such as 2 38].
(88) But with the variant ].ection boundary for Tuesday of the first week

of Matthew. See §1.4.
(89) CJ.G-regory: Op. cit.
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found. in certain libraries where the majority of weekday leotionaries

are of this type, because most of the . ].ectionaries do bear an

extraordinary reseniblance to each other. It is all the more striking since

the MSS were written during the course of three or more centuries. It is,

however, unfortunate that as far as can be seen from published works the

above opinion was generally accepted. as being true for Greek lectioaries

as a whole, resulting in the inclusion of all available lectionaries in

the search for "the lectionary text.' Much time could. have been saved. had.

it been realised. that the text being sought was really "the )t lectionary

text." It was not until the present writer began the investigation described

in this thesis that anyone had. distinguished between the S type and. the

s. type J.ectionaries, however. That the so-called. "lectionary text" is

in fact the t lectionary text" is shown by the fact that of the many

lectionaries collated. in Chicago for this purpose eight out of the ten

which best represent the text are iectionaries.° This is the result

one would expect on theoretical grounds, bearing in mind that the uniformity

obvious in the x lectionaries could. hardly have been obtained without careful

copying within a closely knit family.

The arche— e of the t type lectionary seems to have been

compiled. by adding S type pericopae for the second and. subsequent weeks

after Pentecostal Sunday to a Saturday-Sunday lectionary containing

lections blDnin- to roup Ib in the first week after pentecost.(91

This is apparent because the cxI3 and S systems chose the pericopae in

Bahnlesung (although the lection boundaries are not always the same in

the two systems), but in the x system Monday and. L\iesday of the second.

(90) E. C. Coiwell: Journal of Biblical Literature 87, 1968, pp 189ff.
See §3.9 and. §.9

(91) Sea §1.14
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week of Matthew (6Mt and 7Mt), which have the same lections as the

S system, utilise over again the verses which have already been chozon

for the previous Friday. Such an arrangement could not have been the

result of an original compilation, but must have resulted. from conflation.

This explanation also shows why two out of the ten best representatives

of "the leotionary text" were S lectionaries: they, too, must have been

careful copies of the same kind, of S lectionary used. for the archetype

of the t lectionaries. The fact that two of these ten are S lectionaries

also confirms the theory that the archetype of the t lectionary was

adapted from an S type lectionary and not from a continuous text codex

by means of a list.

The evidence of the use of a Saturday-Sunday lectionar:y with

one week extra after Pentecost belonging to Group II is clearly possible

since such lectionaries are extant which were written at an earlier date

than the earliest t lectionary, while the use of an S lectionary is also

possible fDr the same reason.

	

§2.7	 lthough the earliest c and S type lectionaries were written

in uncial letters, all extant x type lectionaries are written in minuscule

letters, and , since they are written in particularly beautiful anti well-

formed letters, their development may well be linked, with the development

of cursive writing for liturgical books. It is to a scriptorIum specialising

in this that e oLi loo: for their origin.

	

§2.8	 This type of lectionary .represents the highest development of

the Greek Gospel ].ectionary, and. its "editor" (so designated because he

used existing material) removed certain anomalies which had existed in

some of the earlier lectionaries.

In all respects most leotionaries of this type convey the

impression that they were produced by copying from an exemplar, whereas

the a lectionaries betray the use of lists, rubricated, codices and,

supplementary codices, as do the S leotionaries to a lesser extent.
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§2.9	 Table 3 presents schematically the layout of the weekday

].ections in the three systems, while Tables 4., I - III show the

correspondences and differences between the pericopae. In the latter

Tables the lections for each type are numbered consecutively for ease of

reference, so that each group of five will be read during one week. Thus

6Mt a type, means the pericope read. on Monday of the second week after

Pentecost in the af3 system, l2lflc S type means the pericope read on

Thesday of the third week in the S system (because 12 is two more than

twice five, i.e., two days after two complete weeks), while 38L it type

means the pericope read. in the it system on Wednesday of the eighth week

of the New Year (since 38 is three more than seven times five, i.e.,

three days after seven complete weeks).

This method of nomenclature essentially refers to the pericope

in question, so that the statement, "7 Li. in I 292* is 8 L a type," means
that the lection read in 292* on Tuesday of the second week of the lucan

period (i.e., of the New Year) is that which is normally read. on

Wednesday of the second week of the Lucan period in the basic c& system.



SAIURD.AYS

From Pentecost (Matthean)

From the New Year (Lucan)

None

4.. atYP
121 t3O8'

1318, L1015
t1552

5. f3type
129 2

t1826,L184.1

From the New Year (Lucan)

From Pentecost (Matthean)

16 Lucan Sat/Sun + the
Canaanitess + Carnival
and. the preceding week
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TABLE 3

• Xtyp8
L226

L 1526

2. Ma.rcan
Auxiliary

Co dex

LAYOUT OF THE WEEKDAY LEG TION
WEEKDAYS
a SYSTEM

9 weeks from Matthew
8 weeks unprovid.ed. for

1]. weeks from Luke
Remaining weeks unprovid.ed. for

8 weeks from Mark

	

3 . p type	 A type lectionary and.

	

534*	 auxiliary Marcan codex
bound. together

Marcan ].eotions written after Matthean
9 weeks from Matthew	

}	
From Pentecost (Matthean)8 weeks from Mark

U weeks from Luke
Remaining weeks unprovid.ed. for}

Marcan lections written after Lucan
9 weeks from:tthew
8 weeks unprovid.ecI for

U weeks from Luke
8 weeks from Mark	 f

S SYSTEM

U weeks from Matthew
5 weeks from Mark
1 week unp:ovid.ed. for

12 weeks from Luke
5 weeks from Mark
1 week unprovid.ed. for if the

Canaanitess is includ.ed

x SYSTEM

U weeks from Matthew
5 weeks from Mark
1 week unprovid.ed. for

12 weeks from Luke
5 weeks from Mark
1 week unprovid.ed. for

From Pentecost (Matthean)

Canaanitess sometimes add.

From the New Year (Lucan)

No extra Satuzay,or a
free choice

Prom Pentecost (Matthean.)

Canaanitess always ad&ed.

From the New Year (Lucan)
Canaanitess always referre
to or added. as 17th Sun.
+ 18th Sat. C L xv: 1 - 3.
+ Sunday before Carnival



.1.. A.VJ.J..&. LSJ

2. iv:25-v:12a
3. v:20-3O

4. . v:31-43.

5. vii:9-].8
6. vii:19-23
7. viii:23-27
8. ix:14.-].8a
9. ix:36-x:8

10. x:9-15
1].. x:16-22
12. x:26b-31

13. xi:2-15
14.. xi:16-26

15. xi:27-30
16. xii:1-].3

17. xii:22-29
18. xii:38-50

19. xiii:3b-23+I
20. xiii:2Lb-32

21. xiii:33b-4.3
22. xiii:44.-58

23. xiv:1-13
24.. xiv:35-xv:2].

25. xv:29-31
26. xvi:1-5
27. xvi:6-12
28. xvi:20-24.
29. xvi:24.-28
30. xvii:1O-13
31. xviii:4.-].1
32. xx:1-16+II
33. xx:17b-28
314.. xxi:12-14.

35. xxi:18-27

36. xxi:28b-32
37. xxi :4.3-4.6
38. xxii: 23-34.
39. xxiii:]4,13,15-22
4.0. xxiii: 23-28
41. xxiii: 29-39
4.2. xxiv :13-28
4.3. xxiv: 28-3 3
44. xxiv :4.5-51
4.5. xxv :1-13

2. iv:25-v:1
3. v:20-30

4.. v:31-4.].

5. vii:9-18
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TABLE 4. ThE LECTION BOUNDARIES OF THE THREE BASIC VEEKDAY SYSTEMS I MATTHEW -

a SYSTEM
	

S SYSTEM	 x SYSTEM
Unspecified.: As af3 system	 Unspecified.: As S system

.1.•

2. iv:23-v:13
(3 . v:20-26
(4.. v:27-32

5. v:33-4.].
6. vi:31-34.,

(	 vii:9-14.1 7. vii:].5-21	 7.
18. vii:21-23	 8.
9. 9.

10. ix:14.-17	 10.
11. 11.
12. 12.
13. 13.
14.. x:23-31	 14..
15. x :32-36 , xi:1	 15.
16. 16.
].7. xi:16-2O	 17.

118. xi:20-26	 18.
19.	 19.

f20. xii:1-8	 20.1, 21. xii:9-13	 21.
22. xii:].4.-16,	 22.1	 22-30

4 23. xii :38-4.5	 23.
(24.. xii:46-xiii:3a	 24..
f 25. xiii : 3b-12	 25.
1.26. xiii:1O-23+I	 26.
127. xiii:24.b-30 	 27.
(28. xiii :31-36a	 28.
129. xiii:36b-4.3	 29.
f3O. xiii:44-54.a	 30.
131 . xiii:54.-58	 31.

32.	 32.
f33. xiv :35-xv: ].1	33.
')34. . xv;12-21	 34..

35. 35.
36. xvi:].-6	 36.
37. 37.
38. 38.
39. 39.
4.0. xvii:1O-18	 4.0.
4.1. xviii:1-11	 4.1.
4.2. xviii:18-22,xix:1,2,13-15 4.2.
4.3.	 4.3.
44.. xx:17-28	 44..
4.5. xxi:12-14.,	 4.5.

17-20
f46. xxi:18-22	 46.
14.7. xxi :23-27	 4.7.48.	 48.

4.9.	 49.
50. xxii:23-33	 50.
51. 51.
52. 52.
53. 53.
54..	 54..
55. xxiv:27-33,	 55,

42-5].



1.
2.
3.
4-.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
:14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

39.
40.
41.
42.
4-3.
414..
4.5.
46.
4-7.
4.8.
14.9.
50.
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TABLE 4. THE LECTION BOUNDARIES OF THE THREE BASIC WEEKDAY SYSTEMS II MARK

SYSTEM	 S SYSTEM	 n SYSTEM
Unspecified: As a system	 tJnspecified.: As S system

1. i:9-15
2. i:16-22
3. i:23-28
Li.. i:29b-34.
5. ii:18-22
6. iii:6-].2
7. iii:13-27

8. iii:28-35
9. iv:1-9

10. iv:1O-23
11. iv:24.-314.a
12. iv:35-4.1
13. v:1-20a
U.. v:22-34.
15. v:35-vi:].
16. vi:2-13

17. vi:34.-45
18. vi:4.5-53
19. vi:54.-vii:16
20. vii:17-214.a
21. vii:24.-3O
22, viii:1-10
23. viii:11-21
214.. viii:22-26

25. ix:1O-16
26. ix:33-4J.
27. ix:4.2-x:1
28. x:2-16

29. x:].7-27
30. x:28-31
31. x:46-52
32. xi:U-21
33. xi:22-26,

Mt vii:7-8
34. xi:27-33
35. xii:1-11
36. xii:13-17
37. xii:18-27
38. xii:28-37
39. xii:38-44
4-0, xiii:1-8

1.
2.
3.
14.. 1:29b-35
5.
6.

f7. iii:13-21
18. iii:20-27
9.

10.
U.
12.
13.
14..

515. v:22-24.a,35-vi:1
116. v:24.-34.
f17. vi:1-7
118. vi:7-].3

19 . vi:30-4.5
20.

f21. vi:54.-vii:8a
122. vii:5-16
23. vii:14.-24.
24..
25.
26.
27.
28. viii:3O-34-
29.
30.
31.
32. x:2-12
33. x:U-16
314..
35. x:24.b-32a
36.
37. xi:11-23
38. xi:22b-26

39.
4.0. xii:1-J.2
41.
4.2.
4.3.
44,
14.5.
4.6. xiii:9b-13
47. xiii:24-23
4.8. rlii:24.-31
4.9. xiii:3].-xiv:2
50. xiv:3-9



1.
2.
3.
14..

5.
6.
7.8.
9.

10.
U.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34..
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
4-3.
44.
45.4.6.
4.7.
48.
4-9.
50.
51.
52.
53.
514..

55.

58.
59.
60.

xvi:15-18, xvii:1-4
xvii: 20-25
xvii: 26-37, xviii:8b
xviii:15-17, 26-30
xviii:31-34.
xix:12-28
xix:37-14.1...
xix: 45-48

xx:19-26
xx:27-414.xxi:12-19
xxi:5-8,1O,l1, 20-24
xxi:28-33

TABLE 14. THE LECTION BOUNDARIES OP ThE THREE BASIC V1EEKDAY SYSTEMS III LUKE

a SYSTEM	 S SYSTEM	 )t SYSTEM
Unspecified: As (L system	 Unspecified: As S system

iii :19-22
iii: 23-iv:1
iv:1-15
iv:16-22a
iv: 23-30
iv: 38-44.
v :12-16
v:33-39
vi:12-16
vi:17-23a
vi:24..-30
vi:37-4.5
vi:4.6-4.9
vii :17-29
vii: 31-3 5
vii:36-50
viii:1-3
viii: 22-25
ix:7-U
ix:12-18a
ix:lBb-22
ix:23-27
ix: 28b-36
ix : 44-56

25. x:1-15
26. x:22-24.
27. xi:lb-1O
28. xi:9-13
29. xi:14.-23
30. xi:23-26
31. xi:29-33
32. xi:34-4.2
33. xi:4.3-xii:1

34.. xii:2-7
35. xii:22-31
36. xii:42-59

37. xiii:2-9
38. xiii:31-35
39. xiv:].2-15
40. xiv:26-35
41. xv:3-1O4.2. xvi:1-9
43. xvli:20-30
44. xvii:31-37

14.5. xviii:29-34.
4.6. xix:12-26
47. xix:39-4.8

14.8. xx:1-8
4.9. xx: 9-18
50. xx :19-25
51. xx: 27-40
52. xxi :12-19
53. xxi:20-24.
54.. xxi: 28-32
55. xxi:37-xxii:8

1.
2.
3.
4..
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

f 23.
124..
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

(32.
. 33.
(34..
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
4.2.
143.
144.

14-b.
14.7.
48.
49.
50.

(51.
52.
53.
54..
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

iv: 22b-30

vi :12-19

vi:4.6-vii:1
vii :17-30

lx: 18-22

ix: 44-50
ix:4.9-56

xi :1-10

xi: 34-4.1
xi:42-46
xi:47-xii:l
xii: 2-12
xii:13-15, 22-31
xii:4.2-4.8
xii:4.8b-59
xiii:1-9+I

xiv:1,12-15
xiv: 25-35
xv : 1-10

2.
3.
LI-.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
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3	 ThE CHOICE OF WEEKDAY LECTIONS
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§ 3 THE CHOICE OF WEEKD1 LECTIONS

§ 3.0	 The VIII and. IX century continuous text codices, such as E 07 and.

! 044, which are marked. with rubrics for the major festivals of the

menologion and. for Saturdays and. Sundays, utilise the first pericopae in

each gospel for such days. Matthew has lections for the Christmas and.

Epiphany periods, Mark for Epiphany, Luke for the Birth of John the Baptist,

the irinunciation, Mary, the Presentation, Circumcision and. the Eve of Epiphany,

while John commences with Easter and the Morrow of Epiphany. In a similar

manner, the last portions of each gospel are utiised. for the Passion period..

The early strata of lectionz were chosen from these and the

intervening portions of the gospels according to the subject matter of the

pericopae, and. the same can be said of the pericope for the Sunday after

Pentecost, as well as the first Sunday of Lent.and even the first Saturday.

§ 3.1	 It is noticeable, therefore, that when the lections were chosen

for the remaining fifteen Sundays after the Sunday of .Al1 Saints (the octave

of Pentecost), the first pericope (i.e., for the 2nd. Sunday after Pentecost)

Was the one immediately following that for the Saturday after Epiphany, being

the first portion of Matthew not utilised. in the earlier strata of lections,

while the last pericope (i.e., for the 16th Sunday after Pentecost) was the

one immediately preceding that read. on Carnival Sunday, being the last portion

of Matthew not utiised. for the Passover and. Passion narratives. The remaining

Sunday pericopae were chosen in Ba.hnlesung from the portions not already in

use for the major festivals, etc.

§3.2	 Lections were also chbsen for fifteen Sundays from I'uke, the fiftb

having been chosen before the others, presumably, because the pericope break

the Bahnlesung. n extra lection, known as "the Cataanitess,tc.92)from its subject

was used. if necessary, but it was not incorporated. into all lectionaries as

the sixteenth Sunday, probably being written &)wn at the end. of the volume.

in many cases. Later still another Sunday lection was chosen, perhaps at the

same time as the Saturdays were added, since the corresponding Saturday

(92) Yvonne Thrns: Op. cit. (Canaanitess)
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has the pericope immediately preceding it and. still does not break the

Bahnlesung. "The Canaanitess" was sometimes ad.ded. after this lection,

with the result that some Saturday-Sunday lectionaries do not write

"the Canaanjtess" at aB. in Luke, some write it as the sixteenth Sunday

and others write it as the seventeenth Sunday. However, the Saturday

lections are always written in the same order, ignoring whether the

last Lucan Sunday is before or after "the Canaanitess." This shows that

Saturday leotions were combined with 1 k leotionaries not earlier than

the addition of the last Lucan Sunday, some of them containing "the

Canaanitess" and. some not. The number of Saturday leotions did. not take

into account the extra one needed when "the Canaanitess" was required:

some lASS which include "the Canasnitess" say nothing about what must be

read on the Saturday, most of the lASS from VIII to X centuries say "Choose

what you wish," while only a very few specify that a particular ].ection

should be repeated. The details of these MSS can be seen in Tables 4.8-54.

Since "the Canaanitess" was also used. at the end. of the Matthean

period if an extra lection was needed, there is considerable variety in

the position in which it is found in the leotionaries. flthough it is

actually a pericope from Matthew, it seems to have been incorporated into

the lectioriaries in the Lucan period before it began to appear in the

Matthean, and this fact is brought out by the arrangement of Tables 4.8-513..

in which the lASS are grouped according to the final lection in the

Matthean period. It should be noted that a-il the lectionaries with only

sixteen Saturdays and. Sundays in Matthew, as well as all those which refer

the seventeenth Saturday to Great iesday, place the Caxiaanitess as the

sixteenth Sunday in Luke, confirming that the original number of Sunday

lectioris were sixteen in Matthew and. fifteen in luke.

Thu5 the lections for Sundays, and. then Saturdays, were chosen

in Babniesung from the gospels of Matthew and. Luke, using those portions

which had. not been previously allocated. to some other day.
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§3.3	 Similarly, when the compiler of X type lectiona.ry chose his weekday

pericopae from Matthew and. Luke, he adopted. the method. used. by the compiler

of the pericopae for the Matthean Sundays and, chose for his first pericope

the one following that for the 2nd. Sunday after Pentecost and for hi'3 last

the one immediately before that for the 16th Sunday. For the intervening

lections he used., it seems, all the previously unutilised. pericopae between

the first and the last, in Bahnlesung. In Luke, he began with the first gap,

which was immediately after the lection for the Eve of Epiphamy, continuing

through this gospel as he had through. Matthew. It is interesting to notice

that he did. not omit the pericope which is marked. in. E 07 and. ' 044. for

September 1st, but, of course, did. not repeat the leotion for the first

Saturday, which is called, in 'F 0114, "The beginning of the Indiotion, the

New Year." E 07 calls lst September the beg1 rrnl ng of the Indiction, and.

does not mention the New Year. This implies that 'F 044. represents an earlier

stage when the Indiction and the- New Year began on 24,th September, and. that

the	 system was compiled. at a time when. the lection for lst September

was not considered to be of such importance that it must be reserved. for

that day alone.

§3.4.	 Vlhen the compiler of the Marcan weekday perioopae carried. out his

task, he followed. the same princip1e

§3.5	 Vhen considering the possible date or provenance of these selections,

it must be borne in mind that the compilers refrained. from using certain

pericopae in the middle portions of the gospels, and. the evidence suggests

that the reason was the prior use of these pericopae. The use to which these

pericopae are put in the extant MSS studied, are as follows:



TABLE 5 G..APS IN ThE p PERICOP.AE

The Holy Patriarchs (assigned to various by name) Mt v:13-19 or 34-19

Saturday after Chris tnias 	 Mt xii:15-21

June 29th Peter and Paul 	 Mt xvi:13-19

August 6th Transfiguration	 Mt xvii:l-9

ilk ix:2-9

Jugust 29th Beheading of John the Baptist 	 Mk vi:l4.-30

Morning Service for Lazarus' Saturday 	 Mc xi:1-U
(i.e, 6th Saturday of Lent)

September 8th Birth of the Theotocos 	 L x:38-4.2, xi:27,28

November 6th Paul the Confessor 	 L xii:8-].2

Another lection for Palm Sunday 	 L xix: 29-39

3.6	 It is suggested by the writer that the pericope Mt v:13-19 was

omitted from the weekday list because it was used as a "common" of Patriarchs,

and. not because the leotion was already chosen for any one of the various

patriarchs for whose day it is chosen in the various codices.

It is significant that the Lucan account of the Transfiguration

was not omitted fro!a the weekday list, although it is the pericope frequently

allotted to the morning service, whereas the Marcan pericope is found less

frequently. It will be observed in Table 4. giving the lection boundaries

of the three systems that the Lucan pericope was omitted from the S system.

-This implies that the aa system was compiled at a time or in a place when

or where the Marcan account was read on August 6th but the Luoan account was

not, whereas at the time when the S system was evolved from the c . t3 system,

the Lucan pericope was read in that place.

So far, the morning service for Lazarus' Saturday has only been

found in three members of the	 sub-group 1 ( Ll2l 1508* and. L318 ) and. j

the S type leotionary 1)-37• The I&zcan lection for Palm Sunday has only been

found, as far as the present writer knows, in the Cruber iectionary.

() See Colwefl and. Riddle: Op. cit. vol I p 118
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It is probable, therefore, that the at3 weekday system was

compiled when and. where lections had. been firmly settled for the Holy Patriarch3

Peter and. Paul, the Beheading of John the Baptist, the Birth of the Virgin or

perhaps another festival for the Virgin using the same pericope, Paul the

Confessor and for the morning of Lazarus Saturday. In addition the Matthean

and Marcan pericopae were used. for Transfiguration and the Lucan account was

not used., while an extra Lucan lection was customary for Pain Sunday.

Jathough there seems no reason to doubt that the perioopae in

question were omitted from the Saturday-Sunday list and. from the weekday list

because they were well-established, for some other day, it cannot be said.

with such certainty which thso days were, since the system would. have been

arranged earlier than. the extant MSS.
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§ 3.8	 The correspondence between the a3 and. the S systems is so marked.

that it does not seem possible to believe that they were devised. independently

of each other. It does not seem likely that a greater number of lections

would. be combined. to form a system which left a considerable number of

weeks of the ecclesiastical year unprovid.ed. for, so that one must assume that

the S system was derived. from the a system. 4- The defect in the (X system

was the lack of weekday lections for about eight weeks of the year, so it

would. be natural for the compiler of the S system to obtain more pericopas

by dividing some of the longer ones into two, or to combiiie two lections

in order to obtain three for the & system. It was only in Mark that he bad.

any unused. portion before the Passover and. Passion narratives commenced., but

be used. what was there for an extra week at the end..

If the first week of Matthew had. already been provided. with leotions,

as suggested. in § 1, the compiler of the S system took 5d. 6 Mt, forming

from them 6, 7 and. 8 Mt and. at the same time placing four extra verses not

used in the c system at the beginning of 6 Mt. He divided 14. Mt, 16 Mt,

18 Mt, 19 Mt, 21 Mt, 22 M, 24. Mt,and 35 Mt into two S pericopae each and.

finally combined. 4-3 and. 144 Mt, which were not consecutive passages, into

one lection. Vhere possible he added. a few more verses, not necessarily

consecutive. He omitted. the final cc3 Matth.ean pericope, presumably because

it was in use for the seventeenth Saluz'day. He formed. two new pericopae, not

found in the ct3 system: 15 Mt x:32-36, xi:1 and. 4.2 Mt xviii:18-22, xix:1,2,13-1

As a result, he had 55 pericopae, which were sufficient for eleven weeks.

If lectionaries containing only one week of lections after Pentecost

had not been previously compiled, then it would. have been quite in keeping

with his methods for the compiler to expand. 2 Mt by a verse or two at the

begirthng and. end and. to divide the next two I3 leotions into three.

Mark was treated. in the same way, 7 !k, 16 Mk, 19 ]& and. 28 )t1k

being divided. into two S pericopae each, and. a new pericope obtained, from

material not found. in the ct systenu 28 Mk viii:30-34.. Five lections were

(94-) Braithwaite: Op. cit. pp 269, 270
Yvonne Burhe: Op. cit. Q.zas)A)) p 276, 277
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also obtained, from the portion & xiii:9 - xiv:9. These made a total of 50

pericopae, which were sufficient for ten weeks. These ten weeks were divid.e1

into two portions, five being read. after the Matthean weekdays and five after

the Lucan.

The Luca.n pericopae were dealt with similarly, 2L 1.. L, 33 L, 36 L

and 47 L each being divided into two S type pericopae, while two extra

pericopae, 45 L xvi:15-].8, xvii:l-4. and. 4.8 L xviii:15-17, 26-30, were

introduced. However, in spite of the desire for more lections, the compiler

of the S system omitted the a13 pericope 23 It ix:28b-36, presumably because

it was used then, as it is now, for ugust 6th, the Transfiguration. This

redivision resulte& in 60 pericopae, which were sufficient for twelve weeks.

In addition to these adaptions made in order to increase the number

of lections, there is one alteration which seems to confirm the more primitive

nature of the c system. In that system 14. and 15 Mk together tell the story

of Jairus' daughter and that of the woman who touched Jesus' garment. Neither

leotion is complete in itself. The compiler of the S system adapted this by

omitting from the first day's lection all mention of the woman who touched

Jesus' garment when be was on his way to Jairus' house. That episode was

reserved, for the next weekday lection, which 'was read on the following

Monday. It may have been the fact that the story would not have been completed

on the following day (as in the af3 system), but only after three days, which

caused the compiler to depart from the otherwise unbroken rule of pericopae

in Bahnlesng.
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3.9	 It has already been pointed. out in § 2.6 that the lectionary

must have been obtained by the conflation of the first week of the a

type leotions and the remaining weekdays of the S system, and. that this

may have been carried out with the help of a lectionary containing only

one week of weekdays after Pentecost. Such leotionaries have been described.

in § 1.3 - § 1.9, and some examples extant are older than the earliest

, type lectionaries. In addition it has been shown in § 2.6 that "the

lectionary text" is in fact the ,c lectionary text.

The point at issue here is why it should. have been dust this

choice of leotions that was made for the lectionary that was to be copied.

so faithfully and. in such numbers that it cane to be considered. the koine

lectionary of the Byzantine Empire.

E. C. Coiwel]. (in his paper cited in § 2.6) mentioned that the

lectionaries which most closely conform textually to the common text of

the lectionaries (i.e., "the lectionary text") are those which show the

most Constantinopolitan features in the menologion. Although any detailed

study of the menologion is outside the scope of the present work, even a

brief glance at some of the xnenologia of the a lectionaries reveals that

they, too, contain characteristically Cons tantinopolitan features, such as

the feast of the dedication of the Great Church (i.e., Hagia Sophia) in

2,292k (ii century) on 23rd. December, as it is in the !Iypicon of Hagia

Sophia.

Thus both the a lectionaries and the x lectionaries seem to have

been used. in the seine place. In that place one must suppose that leetLonaries

had been written cont'iwing loctions for each day of the octave of Pentecost

before or during the time that the alectionaries were in use. These
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particular lectLons imizt have been so firmly established. in the tradition

there that they were retained, when it was decided. to adopt the system

found. in the S lectionarie. This state of affairs could. not have arisen

if all three systems had. been devised. in the sane place, because no one

who had. already been accustomed to use the S system would. have any reason

to alter one week of it in a manner that would. duplicate some of the

verses. Much more research in the menologia of the S lectionaries will

be needed before a conclusion can be reached. regarding their place of

origin. It can., however, be. deduced. from Professor Colwe].1's remarks

about the Constantinopolitan nature of the best representatives of the

lectionary text that those further from the ].ectionary text d.c not exhibit

this nature, aM. the results of the present work indicate that the S

lectionaries are more likely, in general, to be poorer representatives

of the text. Nevertheless, the above argument regarding the genesis of

the x lectionax7 hold. good. even if the places of origin of the S type

and the x type were to be neighbouring sriptoria.

Since it was not customary to hold. services in the churches

every day, the weekday lectionaries must have been written for monasteries,

more then one of which existed. in Constantinople.

The x lectionary was arranged. carefully so that earlier anomalies

were removed, such as varying systems of numbering, and the position of "the

Canaanitess." These lectionaries were multiplied. by copying from master

copies, so that fewer variations exist in them than in either of the other

types. Once this new type of lectionary began to be produced. in great numbers

in XI century, the CL lectionaries would become obsolete, only surviving in

isolated. districts. In such places one lectionary could. become the archetype

of a number of descendants. The S lectionaries, on the other hand, were

sufficiently like the ,t type to escape obsolescence, and. it is the S type

that is used in the modern lectionary- of the Greek Church to—day.
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§ i.	 m a vEEIcDA.y LECTION SYS



330
	

287f Leningrad.

2624.	 389±' Ohrjd.
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TABLE 6 G.REEK MSS CONTAININt aI TYPE PERICOPAE

LEG TIONARY MSS	 I	 NON-LEG TIONMtY MSS
IX century

U 1514-*
	

256f Messina	 C 011
	

252±' London
U L292
	

277f Carpeniras	 M 021
	

257±' Paris
U L 31,.	 1,.30f Munich

	
Y 031,.	 309f Caiiibridge

	

063
	

20f Moscow
X century

	

U 1L 358	 6f Paris

	

U 11904.*	 2±' Athos

	

U t2156	 if Sofia
U jL	 *	 if Sofia(4.78)

p.1552* (985.AD) 303±' Leninrad.

XI century

1' 48 (1035AD) 250±' Moscow
1121*	 4.19±' Rome

	

185	 218f Canbridge
1 308*	 112±' Caxthride

	

L 387	 24.3f Athens

	

£638	 292f Athos

XII century

	

t 83	 24.5±' Paris

	

£ 211	 209±' Oxford.

	

£318	279f London
£ 321*	 304! London

	

2. 341k.	 301! London

	

1 364.	 339±' Paris

	

519	 299±' Mesina

	

t634.	 314! Athos

	

R724-	 24.9±' Athos

	

L729	 281±' Athos
L821*	 209±' Patmos
1. 854. (1167.AD) 284±' Sinai

	

2.876	 182±' Sinai

	

£1326	 lf Jerusalem

	

t 1644	 261±' Montreal

	

1 1826	 12±' Athens

	

L184..1	 269±' Leningrad

XIII century

	

1 323	 313f London
95	 232±' ParIs

	

J1015	 207±' Jerusalem

	

11112	 125f Atho

	

11131	 235±' Athos
14-8±' Athens

XIV century

	

2. 226*	 220±' Ann Arbor

	

£ 694.	325f Athos

	

732	 279f Athos

	

,11079	 294±' Athos

XV century

	

1. 6i,.9	 257f Athos
!L496 (1i4r) 397f London

S 028 (914.9.AD) 235±' Vatican

563
	

198±' Ed.inbur8h
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§ 1$. TEE a 13 YIEEKDAY LECTION SYSTEM

When the weekday lections in all the MSS of this type so far

discovered, were exRmined., it was seen. that the lection boundaries were in

genera]. identica]. in

L514.*(Ix), t292*(IX),	 1552*(985AD), L121.*(xI), I.308*(XI),
318(XII), 2. 182c(xfl), 2. 1814.1(xII), £1015(xIII), h].526(XnI),

and. t226*(XIV) which has no .' Marcan lections,
as well as in the X century leaves L358*, l9O4.*, a56 and
No. 4.78 in the Sofia Synodal Library, which is not yet in the
fland list and also the XII century leaf £1326

while Miroslav's Slavonic G-ospe]. and, the G'reek gospels

f34.(IX) in Mic and L, L4.8*(1055AD), .638(XI), L83*(XII),
321*(XII), .364.(XII) Q519(XII), Q634.(xn), £729(XII),

Q. 821*(xII), t323(xIII), 958(1111), fl.11'2(XIfl), tu3i(xui),
.698(XIV), .732(XIV) and. £64.9(XV)

also have in general identical lection boundaries, but in addition to the

weekday lections found in the a system, they have additional lections for

those weekdays for which the first group have none.

There are 53.50 a few composite lectionaries in which either the

first half or the last half belongs to the cz3 system, the other half of

each lectionary belonging either to the S group or to the x group. In these

lectionaries,also,the lection boundaries of the aç3 section are in general

identical to those in the above groups. This group consists of

L 14.96 (].413AD) and. .L 1079 (xiv) in. Mt and. Mic (with S type pericopae
in the Lu can period)
£ 2l1(xII) in Mt (with x type pericopae from the beginning of the
Marcan period, thus providing no lections for the whole of the tenth
and eleventh weeks of Matthew)
Q. 3414.(XII) in L (having commenced as a	 type lectionary, although
omitting the weekday lections for the eleventh week of Matthew).

Such composite lectionaries may have arisen because their exemplars had. been

bound in more than one volume (as 34. is at present), so that the copyist

used. volume I of an a3 lectionary, but took volume II of an S lectionary

in the case of 1.1496, for example. This could. have happened. accidentally,

or deliberately if one volume had been lost.

Finally there is a group of ].eotionaries which contain some

pericopae of the a3 type mixed with those of other types, such that they

are best described separately. Those discovered, so far are as follows:
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t 185 (XI) in Mt and. Mk, except 2-iMt and. 22-3lMt, the last week of
Mark bein omitted.
t 387 (XI) in Mt, except 2-llMt, seven weeks of S type Marcan
pericopae being employed to complete the weekdays to the total
of sixteen normally found in an S type lectionary during the
Matthean period.. The first five of these Marcan weeks are therefore
read. two weeks earlier than in the S type, while the last two are
those usually read after the Lucan weekdays in that type. Since the
leotionary follows the usual S system from the beginning of Luke,
these two weeks are repeated in their norma]. positions.
L 85i. (U67 AD) from 41& until 214.L, the preceding portion being written
according to the S system while the following is according to the n
system. Since the Marcan leotions are placed after eleven weeks of
Matthew instead. of the a13 system's nine weeks, they are read two weeks
later than in an	 leotionary, moreaver, only five weeks are reiired.
to bring the total to the sixteen normally found in an S type lectionary..
L 876 ( xii) was obtained by supplementing -a Saturday-Sunday lectionary
from a continuous text codex riibricated sometimes according to the a3
system and sometimes according to the S system. Each group of five
weekdays is written down after the corresponding Saturday and Sunday,
so that the week appears to begin on Saturday. P1'om 5OMt the weekday
pericopae follow the normal S system, although continuing the practice
of beginnin the week on Saturday.
€.	 (xii) and L 72l. (xIi/xIiI) each contain the same mixed system
of weekday pericopae until 26Mt, after which they follow the n system.

1. .1	 Apart from L72Z, t161411. and. £ 876, which do not lend. themselves

to this treatment, the arrangements of the weekday lections in all the

lectionaries so far discovered containing a lections may be expressed

schematically as follows:



.&ixiliary cod.ex

£ 5)4*

1121*, 1308*, L318,
£1015, L1552*

292*, £1826, .L1814.1

t323

£1,.8*, 1321*

183*, i63i, 638,
£958

1729

a3 type

p type

a type

type

a type

Individual choice

a t3 type
Some as a , some not

type

a type

lividual choice
Approxiate1yS type

a type
S pericopae

a type
i,. approx. as 83*
type after lst l
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2226 *
t].526 (with Marcan pericopae

in the Lenten period)

r9 weeks from Matthew
x type	 j 8 weeks urtprovid.ed. for

Ill weeks from Luke
LRemai2 	 weeks unprovid.ed. for

8 weeks from Mark (No Sat/Sun)

L226*+ Auxiliary codex

19 weeks from Matthew
1 8 weeks from Mark

weeks from Luke
Remaining weeks unprovid.ed. for

9 weeks from Matthew
0 weeks unprovid.ed. for

U weeks from Luke
weeks from Mark

f 9 weeks from Matthew
8 weeks from Mark

L11 weeks from Luke
6 weeks from Luke and. Mark

9 weeks from Matthew
7 weeks from Mark, Matthew, Luke
1 week unprovided. for

f11 weeks from Luke
L 8 weeks from Mark

9 weeks from Matthew
j 8 weeks from Mark (8th omitted.

ini638)
L11 

weeks from Luke
1 week from Luke
5 weeks from Mark

f9 weeks from Matthew
L5 weeks from Mark
2 weeks from Mark
1. week unprovided. for
11 weeks from Luke
1 week from Luke
5 weeks from Mark
1 week unprovid.ed. for

£519 , L82J.*, tui	 [ 9 weeks from Matthew
fl12	 8 weeks from Mark

a	 1 weeks from Luke
S type	 5 weeks from Mark

1 week unprovid.ed. for in £ 519*

S type	 9 weeks from Matthew
8 weeka from Marka type 

L weeks from Luke
S type	 5 weeks from Mark

2 weeks unprovid.ed. for

Q.34.

9.3614.
Miroslav's Cospe1	 a type

S type

9 weeks from Matthew
8 weeks from Mark
weeks from Luke

1 1 week from Luke
L5 weeks from Mark
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r weeks from Matthewa type	
L 8 weeks from Mark
112 weeks from Luke

S type	
L 5 weeks from Mark

a type

K type

ttype

a type

S type
a13 type

S type pericopae

Connecting pericopae

a type

S type

S type

a type

S type, the first 2
weeks after Luke
duplicating the
last two after Mt.

S type

1.211

£ 3+.

.L 185

1387

854.

t11f96, Lio79

a type

K type

9 weeks from Matthew
2 weeks omitted. completely

r 5 weeks from Mark
12 weeks from Luke

L 5 weeks from Mark

1 10 weeks from Matthew
1 week unprovided. for

L 5 weeks from Mark
U weeks from Luke

I Remaining weeks unprovid.ed. for

3 days from Matthew	
week)I' 1 day from Matthew J(lst

I 3 weeks from Matthew
L 1 day from Matthew '
( 4. days from Matthew5th week)
1,. 4. days from Matthew')> (6th week)

1 day from Matthew)
1 1 day from Matthew (7th week)
r 4. days from MatthewJ

2 weeks from Matthew
L 7 weeks from Mark

1 week unprovid.ed. for
112 weeks from Luke

5 weeks from Mark

2 weeks from Matthew
L 1 day from Matthew ',

4. days from Matthew j i3rd week

L 6 weeks from Matthew
7 weeks from Mark

12 weeks from Luke

L 5 weeks from Mark

111 weeks from Matthew
3 days from Mark

r 2 days from Mark }(ist week)
I 5 weeks. from MarkI No mention of 17th week

4. weeks from Luke
I 4. days from Luke
1 day from Luke . (5th week)

r 7 weeks from Luke
5 weeks from Mark
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§ 4 .2 NON- cx43 PERICOPAE IN a3 LECTIONARIES

§ i.20	 Apart from the composite lectionaries L1496, I. 1079, £21]..

and. £344 whose ].ection systems change from one type to another at the

beginning of a new period. of the ecclesiastical year, there are various ways

in which ap lections have been supplemented by other pericopae.

§4 .2].	 t323 is a type where that type has weekday lections, but to fill

the six weeks after the Lucan weekdays the scribe continued to copy front the

gospel. of Luke, a few verses for each day, beginning with the last two verses

of the last ct lection (which verses he had. omitted. in their norma]. place).

He continued. in this way for eleven weekdays and. then began to give leotiona

front Mark, once again proceeding from the last lection in the a Marcan Table,

This he did for eighteen weekdays and. then concluded with a Lucan ieotion.

§4. .22	 j 48 and 321* are p type where that type has weekday lections,

but to fill the eight weeks after the Matthean weekdays, the scribe duplicated

the a Marcan weekdays (although stating that they were from Matthew), with

slight variations in numbers 11, 13 and 16, until 19!zlk, after which the lection

change radically and are also taken from Matthew and. Luke.(96)

§4. .23	 Four lectionaries, L83*, J.634., 1.638 and. £958, which are a type

where that type has weekday lectionz, are connected. by the additional lections

after the Lucan weekdays. The first week's leotions consist of selections

from Luke, while the next five weeks utilise lections which are approximately

the same as those of the S system for that period, i.e., the second half of

the 1arcan pericopae. 97 j . 638 omits the last week of the a Maroan period

as well as the Saturday which would follow it, the seventeenth. A the addition

(5) See Table 25
(96) See Table 28
(97) See Table 25
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leotions for the sixteenth week of the Lucan period, refer to the leotions

for the seventeenth week of Matthew, one must assume that the exemplar contained

themP8

.24.	 Three a type leotionaries, 134., 1519 and. 1821*, add. the second.

half of the S type Maroan ].ections immediately after the a Lucan weeks, thus

reading them one week earlier than they are read. in an S iectionary.

In addition, one of them, £34-, substitutes the first nine weeks of the S type

Matthean lections for the normal a type.

The layout of £34., which is a ii century codex and. so one of the

earliest weekday lectiortaries, clearly indicates that the a system was the

original one.

§ 1.25	 L 729 is a type where that type has weekday ].ections, but chooses

lectioris from Luke for one week after they end., after which the lections are

chosen from Mark. Four of the Lucan lections are sni1ar to those added to

L 634-, 2.638 and. 958, while the first four Marcan leotions were chosen by

the scribe or his predecessor from verses not otherwise found. in the synaxariori.

From that time onwards the lections foUow the ,t system, including the use

of the	 Saturday after the anaanitess.(100)

§ 4.26	 One Greek Iectionary, , 364-, and one Slavonic, Miroslav's Gospel,

continue from the beginning of the twelfth Lucan week as if they were S type

lectionaz-ies. This means that the pericopae for the weekdays of the eleventh

and. twelfth weeks are almost the sme.(101)

	

(98	 See Table 25

	

(99	 See Table 26

	

(100	 See Table 25
(101) See Table 27
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MANUSCRIPTS CONTAININC PERICOPAE OF VARIOUS TYPES

	

li. .27	 The XII century MS i854., dated. 1167 AD, was not written uniformiy

throughout. During the lection for the Morrow of Pentecost the writing becomes

smaller, and. this method. of writing continues as far as the middle of 3Mk

	

(v 25	 e avou ), the lections following the S system. Prom that point

the writing becomes larger, but not as large a originally, and the lections

follow the a system. Since these Marcan lections have been placed. after

the eleven S type Matthean weeks, they are read. two weeks later than they

are in a normal a type lectionary which has only nine weeks of Matthean

lections. Since the Saturday and. Sunday lections continue normally, use was

probably being made of a supplementary a Marcan cod.ex.

The first three Ma.rcan lections are unusual in that they are

described, prima. marui, as intended. for the first week. Although not unlciown,

this is unusual for S type leotionaries, although common in a lectionaries.

The fact which places the first lection, at least, in the S system rather

than the a system is the S or type inoipit, which is not normally found

in the a system, although the extent of the pericopae are the same. An

explanatioi of this possible contradiction may lie in the rubricator filling

in the days after the lectionary was completed., and so using for Mark those

given in the supplementary codex- when he commenced. rubricating this portion.

However, when he reached Sunday 12th the discrepancy seems to have occurred.

to him, because after writing Monday of the second week he altered. it to the

thirteanth week, and from that time on made the weekdays correspond. to the

Saturdays and Sundays. He also altered some of the days in the first week,

but the original number is still clearly discernible.

These a type Marcan leotions continue for five weeks and. the

"Matthean" period of the year closes with the sixteenth Sunday. In Luke the

codex continues as an type leotionary containing the transposition of

7 and. 8 L until 24L, even though the original size of writing was resumed.

during 16L at vs 4.6 .L ] oo ourAecaç. However, once again the smaller

writing commences towards the end of 24L at vs 54. La 43og and. from that
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point onward3 the lections follow the S system. It does, however, refer to

the Canaanitess at the seventeenth Sunday and. add the t Saturday for the

lection foflowing. In this respect it foflows the 'I lectionaries.

There are some indications that the varying size of writing may

be due to the scribe continuing his work after interruptions, which would also

account for his picking up a different exemplar, or exemplars.
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4..28	 The unusual sequence of Matthean lections contained, in XII century

L 876 appear to have been obtained, by using a continuous text MS which had. the

c and.	 of some cq3 type and. some S type lections in conjunction with a

Saturday-Sunday lectionary.

The Matthean section commences with the Morrow of Pentecost, foUowe

immediately by the Saturday after Pentecost and. the first Sunday, as a normal

Saturday-Sunday lectionary would.However, the scribe then began to copy from

his source of weekday lections, repeating the lection for the Monday after

Pentecost, calling it the Monday of the first week. After the lection for

Friday of that week he wrote down the lection for the second. Saturday after

Pentecost, calling it Saturday of the first week. He called. the following

lection, correctly, the second. Sunday. He continued. uuthbering in this way

until he reached. the eighth week, when he labelled, the Saturday after it the

ninth Saturday. From that time onwards Saturday is considered. the first day

of the week.

In the New Year, he again commenced with the first Saturday and.

Sunday, writing down the usual. S type lections for each week after the norma].

Saturday and. Sunday instead. of before them. In this way each lection was

correctly labelled. according to the usual notation, but the order was

transposed, so that each week began on Saturday instead. of on Monday.

The weekday lections contain the normal pericopae of the S system

from 5OMt onwards, but until then they swing from af3 type to S type and.

back again, interspersed with pericopae not read in either system. Apart from

4.7 - 4.9Mt, when the scribe was obviously frantically trying to find. pericopas

to fill the gap before writing the S type pericopae on the usual days, the

Matthean pericopae are in Bahnlesung. This is what one would expect if a

scribe were using a partially rubricated continuous text MS.

Beginning with	 lections, the ffrzt variant occurs in 31(t, which

is concluded. at vs 29 instead of vs 30, probably by hoiuioteleuton. 1411t adds

yeypair'vau. oti. after the usual 	 incipit PB. 5Mt is the pericope A vii:7-].8
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found in the a sub-group I 12letc. This pericope is also found for the Vigil
of Thursday of the first week of Lent, so that a scribe using a cod.ex without

the days marked would. believe this to be the weekday pericope. 6Mt is the CL3

pericope, but the incipit is A instead of AB, which again is consistent with

the use of an imperfectly rubricated. continuous text codex. 7Mt a3 type is

read. as 8Mt, and a pericope lying between, viii:1-12, is read as 7Mt. The a13

perjcopae are continued a day later than usual until Friday of the second.

week when, instead of reading the a(3 pericope for Thursday, C ix:32-x:l is

used. and the second half of 9Mt a13 type (Thursday's) is read on Monday of

the third. week.

It seems probable that the usual S type pericopae were correctly

marked with the days for Tuesday, Wednesday and. Thursday of the third. week,

since the scribe wrote these for the usual days. If this were the oase, it

would account for his desire to spread. the previous pericope over two days

in order to reach the right place at the right time.

However, the scribe seems to have a	 pericopae marked. subsequently,

because be did not use l5Mt S type (which is not used. in the a13 system). The

pericopae 15 - 18It for this lectiona.ry are a3 type used. two days later than

usual, while 24,25Mt use that type four days later, 28 and. 29Mt five days later,

3lMt six days later and 33 - 39 Mt seven days later.than usual. The intervening

leotions are chosen in Bahnlesung from the intervening portions of the

continuous text. He even used. the pericope usually reserved. for the Sunday

of the Canaanitess.

From ).3Mt the scribe used. S type pericopae, which at first probably

were not dated. since they were written three days earlier than usual until

5Mt. For i.6Mt the scribe continued from the end of the pericope for 5Mt

until the end. of the corresponding S pericope (9Mt S type), thus including

ten more verses than was usual. This he surely would. not have done had he

realised in time that the next pericope (s type) was to be read. as 5OMt,

because he now must break the Bahnlesung to obtain sufficient material for
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three lections. One is left with the impression that he turned, over the page

to look for the next lection and., finding it clearly dated, as were all the

subsequent lections, he continued in search of suitable material. He chose

the pericope which is the final one of the a 13 type but which is not used.

in the S system for weekdays (the writer supposes because it is used, for the

seventeenth Saturday). He then returned. to where he had. found. the 5OMt lection

dated. and. chose pericopae before and. after it in order to brid€e the gap.

From that day onwards the weekdays follow the usual S eytea.
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§ .29	 The two codices £72L (XII/xIII centuries) and. Ll6,. (XII century)

contain the same coiñbination of lectjons and. seem to be derived from a

common archetype which may have been obtained by using an a13 list together

with a continuous text MS rubricated for the • system for the first four

weeks of Matthew. A norma]. n type lectionary seems to have been used from

27Mt onwards.

The weekday lections after the Morrow of Pentecost commence with

the S leotion for 2Mt, but L721.. omits the last phrase vito 	 avpwrtcv.

The pericopae for the rest of the week follow the czf3 system ( but omitting

B in 4Mt, prima. manu, a corrector supplying the c incipit in the margin),

while in the second. week the it pericopae are read. on the a system days.

This seems to imply the use of an cz3 list. The third. week contains leotions

according to the txI3 system, but Monday has Tuesday's lection, Tuesday has

Thursday's lection, while Wednesday returns to the usual lection for Monday.

Such a confusion could occur if the list had been written with two days to

a line,	 Monday	 Tuesday
Wednesday Thursday,

the scribe reading down the second. column instead of across the first line,

returning to the first column for the third. lection. The mistake may have been

made by the scribe who copied the list.

On Thursday the scribe wrote the pericope which had been omitted

between two lectioris, thus confirming the use of a continuous text, since

these verses are not usually read. On Friday he wrote the norma]. a lectiori

for that dy.

The lections for the fourth week are even more confused., since

Monday has the normal it lection for that day, Tuesday has less than the

norma]. cx lection for Monday (which is more than the corresponding t lection),

but Wednesday goes back to the previous Friday's it type leotion. Thursday

reads the it type leotion of the following Monday (which has no counterpart

in the a system, so the a(3 list seems to have been put aside), while Friday's
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].ection utiises the x type lection for Tuesd.ay of the second week (again

a pericope which is distinctively non- af3).

The n type lections are now read. one day before normal until

Friday of the fifth week when the pericope usually read. on the following Monday

is divided into two parts, the first being read on the Friday and. the second

on the Monday. The ,t lectionary then continues in the normal way.

Perhaps the first 26 weekday lections had been lost from a

x type lectionary, and this was the way the scribe managed. to find. lections

for the missing days.

At some time folios bad been lost in £724. from Thursday of the

fourth week until ¶L\iesd.ay of the twelfth week, but the later scribe must

have had another copy containing the same system, since his pericopas are

the same as those in £16144, which was written before the time of the

inserted sheets.

MATThEJN LEG TIONS IN 1724. AND 1644

2Mt
3Mt
4.Mt
5Mt
6 Mt
7Mt
8Mt
9Mt

lOMt
llMt
l2Mt
l3Mt

TA8BL 7

2Mt & type
3Mt a type
4.Mt ct3 type
5Mt cç3 type
vii: 21-23
7Mt ar3 type
ix: 11.-l7
9Mt a[3 type
lOMt a type
l2Mt a 13 type
]4Mt a type
].lMt a3 type

L4Mt
l5Mt
l6Mt
l7Mt
l8Mt
l9Mt
2OMt
2lMt
22Mt
23Mt
24.Mt
25Mt
26Mt

x:23-26
l5Mt af3 type
l6Mt x type
xii: 1-9l5Mt x type
2lMt K type
7Mt x type
22Mt K type
23Mt type
24.Mt x type
25Mt x type
xiii:1O-17	 26Mtxiil:18-23 J K type
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§ If .3
	

A&RNTS BETVVEEN THE a13 MANUSCRIPTS

With very few exceptions, in the relevant portions of the

lectionary the weekday lection boundaries are identical for all the MSS

considered. Braithwaite, 102) on the evidence of secondary sources for

/ 292*, stated that for Y 034. and Q292* there were only eight differences

out of 14.0 lections, but when these 14SS were examined personally for the

present study it was found that there were, in fact, only three differences,

The results for all the a MSS may be sumr-rised. as follows: (103)

TABLE8
LECTION BOtTNDARIES .A&REE WITH 1292* ETtYWEE EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING:

2321*, 2364., Q]496 (Mt, 14k)
1185 (5-21, 32-4.5Mt, 14k)

5]4*
0 387 (12-4.5Mt)
234. (14k, L), 21552*, £184.1
p 729 (except last 3 weeks 1flc)
1854. (3-2514k, l-24.L)
L1826
Q226*
£211 (Mt)
£341. (L)
14.8*
1821*
1121*, 308*, 2318, L519,1u2

1O15
1323
£634., £958
183*
L638
Miroslav's Cospel
£1526

Since the number

No exceptions
3 214t
4.2Mt

5L

54.L.
3lLt, 5L
4.3 Mt, 44.Mt
3IfL, 55L
23Mt, 33Mk
1314k, 2914k, 39Mk
5Mt, l9Mt, 44.Mt, 3314k (lac: 3314k in 308*)
l9Mt, 41,.Mt, 3314k
3314k, 5L, 55L
3314k, 3ZfL, 46L
8Mt, 1314k, 3314k, 5L, 33L, 34.L, 38L, 4.6L
5Mt, 1614k, 5L, 9L, 141, 25L, 33L, 34.1, lf6L
3lMt, 33 Mt, 1214k, 1814k, 3314k, 36L, 37L, 501
1L, 17L, 26L, 27L, 29L, 30L, 35I, 371s, 44J.,
4.6L, L7L, 4.8I 50L,	 54.L., 55L
which agree against 1292* in any one

lection is so much saUer than the number which support L292*, this

lectionary, together with i 321, 364. and 14.96 (in Mt and 14k), seems

to contain the pericopae in the form intended by the compilers of the

system. Although quite a number of lectionaries have variant boundaries

for 5L, it is divided between three different variants, and. so cannot be

compared. with the number agreeing with 2292*.

(102) Op. cit. p 270 (footnote)
(103) Apart from a few MSS for which time did. not permit more than a

cursory appraisal.
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CONTINUOUS TEXT CODICES CONTAINING a RUBRICS

It has not been possible to obtain full details from all the

continuous text cod.ices so far discovered, but four of them have been

thoroughly inspected from the point of view of boundary variants, with

the following results:

TABLE 9

V!ECDAY LEG TION BOUNDARIES .AC-REE EVERYWHERE WITH t292* EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING:

M 021	 26Lit, 36L
Y 034.	 8Mt, l6Mt, 2L
G 011	 3lMt, 5L, 24.L.
2624.	 8Mt, (].6Mt + norma]. lection), 24.L, 33L, 5Th

(some S type ].ections are also marked)

These results confirm those of Table 8.
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3.
1..
5.
6.
7.
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TABLE 10 TRANSPOSITIONS IN a[3 MANUSCRIPTS
1. 7, 8L are transposed. in:

IL3lf, L4, L83*, p. 226*,	 29Z, 1. 321*, 9,323, p. 634, £638,
Q729, t821*, )854., L958, Q1552* and. Miroslay 's Gospel

but are not transposed in:
L121*, t308*, L344., L364, j5]4*, 1.519, L1826, L18, £1015,
£649, L69z., . 732, 1.. 1112, t 1526,	 U (021), Y (034.), 26 24.

lacuna: £318, C. (on).

19, 20L are transposed in L8y
23, 27L are transposed in £519
12th, 13th Matthean Saturday/Sunday are transposed in L1552*
26, 27Mt are transposed in U (021)
19, 17, 18L read on 17, 18, 19L respectively in Miroslav's Gospel.
6th and. 7th Sundays transposed in Miros1av' Gospel, as in some Slavonic
Saturday-Sunday lectionaries

anspositions 2 - 6 are, so far as is known, unique to the MSS

concerned and. therefore may be due to a mistake on the part of the scribe

in. each case. On the other hand. they may have had. predecessors which have

since been lost. Such mistakes could be made by losing the place in a list.

The first transposition must have taken place at a very early

date, not only because of its widespread distribution, ut because it must

have occurred before the Marcan lections were added. to the A type lectionaries.

It will be observed that the two ].ectionaries containing the Matthean and.

Lucan weekdays and Saturdays and Sundays according to the A system, L 226*

and 1, 5l4., are examples of the two groups: £ 511 has the lections in the

original order, while 1 226* transposed them. A number of A type lectionaries

belonging to each group must have been copied. before the Marcan weekdays were

compiled and written down in the form of a sup1ementary codex, since these

Marcan weekdays were added after the Mattheaxi weekdays to some members of

each group and. after the Lucan weekdays to the other members of each group

when the codices were combined. into continuous ].ectionaries • The fact that

all the continuous text codices are without the transposition indicates that

this was the original intention of the compiler. For ease of reference the

13 type MSS are underlined in Table 10.

As the present writer had. formulated. the above theory- as the only
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one which could. explain the presence of both a type and. 13 type leotionaries

in the two groups, as well as certain variants in the Marcan lections, before

the two	 type lectionaries t226* and. £514 .* had. been seen and. their form

discovered., it was gratifying to obtain confirmation in the form of extant

MSS of the type that had. been postulated.



NOT TOWN

9318 (lao),
1185, 9)496
t].079,

9].

§
	

SUB-&ROUPS OP THE ct3 SYSTEM

In the first place, the most obvious method of dividing the

MSS is accord.ing to the position of Mark, i.e.,

A type: 1L226, L514.' (,+ supplementary Marcan section), .1526

a type: I3, R 83*,	 121,	 185, L308*, 1 318, j323, 9. 344, . 364.,
t519, 463i., t638, 1729, 1821*, 1854., 1958, 11015,L].].12,
thf96, l552* and. Miroslav's Cospel*

13 type: 114.8*, 1292*, 1321*, t1826, 1184.1

t known} t358*, tl9OLe.*, 22156, [387, 1876, 1724., ].614, ..t211

The second. criterion for grouping the MSS is the transposition

of 7L and. 8L. This suhdivides all three of the above types.

A TYPE

a TYPE

13 TYPE

WITHOUT TRANSPOSITION 	 WITH TRANSPOSITION

15]4*, £1526	 L226*
121*, 1308*, 9.519, D.1015, 9.83*, 63z,., 638, L958,
31i4, 1364, p. 64.9, L694.,L732 934., 9323, 9729, 1821*,
1112,	 2854., Q1552 9.1131, Mir

11826, L181J.	 &L.8*, 2292*, 1321*

In the ap?endix to this chapter will be found. not only details

of the lacunae in each MS of the af3 group, but also boundary variants

from the norms given in Table 4..

These boundary variants, together with others in other parts

of the ecciesiaatica. year, indicate that closer connections may exist

between soae of the eibers of these subdivisions. By this third. criterion

three sub-groups may be d.istinguished.:

1. a sub-group without transposition: .9121*, 3O8*, 318, L519, tiOl5, t1112

2. a sub-group with transposition: 	 1.83*, 1634., R 638, 1958

3. 13 sub-group with transposition: 	 [4.5*, 2292*, 1.321*

These sub-groups have been distinguished by common boundary

variants only, but it will be found. by reference to the incipit variants

quoted. in the appendix to this chapter, that the degree of unity within
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each sub-group in this respect is reflected in a similar degree of unity

in the incipit variants.

This confirms the writer's hypothesis that lectionaries with the

same ].eotion boundaries are likely to have similar texts, and. that small

common variants in lection boundaries are significant. It is not, of course,

certain that they will have similar texts.

1. a sub-group without transposition: 1121*, t308*, f 318, 1519, £1112
with 1.1015 a weak member

It has already been mentioned in § 1.2 that 1.121*, 1318 and.

L 519 are united in having an extra lection for each of the four weekdays
follo.wing the Morrow of Pentecost, while 1.308* has the normal lections for

those days written on inserted leaves, as if some correction had been made.

¶Laces of these lections have otherwise only been found. in t798* (x century).

They share with this lectionary the use the Saturdays of the Cheese-eater

and Carnival, respectively,for the Vigils of Monday and Tuesday of the first

week of Lent. This is not as common as the lections in the reverse order.

This sub-group exhibits a variant amongst the Saturday lections

which has not been found elsewhere so far: the lection for the fifteenth

Saturday of Matthew is C xxiv:1-9, 42-44. The usual lections are either

C xxiv:1-13 or 1-9,13.

Three members of this sub-group, t121, 1308* and. t318, have the

very rare feature of a lection for the morning of Lazarus' Saturday (the sixth

Saturday of Lent), w.le £318 and. 1.519 have the unusual insertion of

3OuXcL xat in their rubrics for the Saturday before Carnival:

Z	 ( o.ov	 ouXci. .tas. &cXci.

The rubric is indistinct in 1 121*, there ia a lacuna in L308 and L1015

gives the	 Saturday.

The menologia of 1 121*, t 308*, £318 and. 1519 also appear to
have descended from the same archetype.
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The sub-group 1121*, 1308*, 1318, J519 and. t1015 have the

following weekday bound.ary variants in common:

	

5Mt	 9-181

	

l9Mt	 I) om

	

44Mt	 14.5-51)

7-18 (except £1015)

4.2-51

Thrning to the incipit variants, we find. the following in common:

25Mt I.LEtaI3ac] s43aç (except 1.1015)
26Mt ou. aa ou)a1.ol.] oin 0'. with 1.211, 1226*, 1876
3OMt ov '.raouv] tU) L1 OOU with al]. 13 MSS and 1211, 1323, £364., Q387,t72
32Mt o.io'.a cat'.v]	 oIor1 (lac. 1318)	 and.t]496

8M a v] add. a p.i V with J729 (except 1.1015, ].ac .1308*)
lOMIc -cawtllv] om with.L323, 1.729 (lao. 1308*)

Acye'.) €A€ycv with sub-gThup 2 and. 1729 (lao. L308*)
].6ik aouovtcc] aouaavtcç with 1.854., 114.96
l9Mk autou] add. oi. avpcç wou roitou scc'.vou with L729
21MI.c aLmvoç] add. ta'.	 cicXcv c'.ç O'.3tov with 1 634. (lac.Q 318)

(o'.icov] oL.t '.av t34., 1.323, 1729)
26W.c '.ç ancpvaouj praem nau. 01. ,LCI&TVraL atrcou with sub-group 2

and. p.323, L]496, L184.]. (lac.f 318, indistinct in 0.729)
2L v apx o.LEVo c] trap with 1323, 1364. (lac.1318)
4.L vaap€&] vatctpet with 183*, L638, 1.226*, 1.1826

14.L '.ouba'.aj add. rtcpI. aurou	 226*, 1323
25L axxouç] €rcpouç with sub-group 2, £ 226* 1323
35L Xcyc u.v] trap with j323 (lao. .t3185
41L vI.ç]praem Acywv with 1.83*, 1323
4.5L au.r1v om (except 11015, lao. 1308*)
511 ovr'.veç Xc youI.v] 01. czvw'.XeyoVtç with t226*, 1323, 1.729, Ll8Zfl
52L ccp'] praem yap with sub-group 2 aud.g34., 14.81, p.323, 1364., 1729,

1.1552*, 11826, L18z.1
It will be noticed. that 1121*, 1.308*, 3l8 have no variants

in the incipits which are not shared. by the other members of the sub-group,

while t519 has only one singular variant,in ilL where ypapwre1.ç has been

written instead of rzXouioç. 1.1015, on the other hand, has five singular

variants:

l8Mt t() '. i aou ] oza
37Mt E)G.
lOMIc wov '.nouvJ oin
22L	 ci.
50L apx'.cpc '. c) çap'.oaioi

However, 519 and. 1.1015 agree in the significant variant

61& '.ouba'.o'.] i.ôai.oi.,

significant because it implies a strong probability that they have a common

ancestor containing this mistake.
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Bearing in mind, that L1015 does not contain the weekday boundary

variant in 5Mt, nor the three incipit variants in 25Mt, 8i1k, 4.5L which the

other members of this sub-group have, it must be concluded, that L121*,

1308*, 1.318 and 1519 constitute a closely connected sub-group, but

£1015 may be considered a weak member of it.



5Mt

33}&

5L

33L
34.L
6L

4.6
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2. a sub-group with transposition: 183*, 1634., 1638, £958

These four cod.ices are united in adding leotions apparently

obtained from the same archetype after the Lucan weekdays. In addition,

they write the Canaanitess after the Sunday of the Cheese-eater (with

the exception of £958), which so far has not been seen elsewhere.

Like the first a sub-group, they use the Saturdays of the Cheese-eater

and. Carnival, respectively, for the Vigils of Monday and. T\iesday of the

first week of Lent.

They have the following weekday boundary variants in common:

9-18] vs 12 rubricated. with	 in 183*, t634., £958
J 12-18 in £638

xi:22-26+Mt vii:7-8] add. 9-U (except 2638)

23-30J 22-30 in 183*, 1638 with 226*, G 011 and. S type
23-29a in 1958 with £34.
23-2 in 1634. withL323, £729, t821', Q].552*, l84l

xi :43-xii: l i xi:4.3-51 (except L634., £958)
2-7J 2-12 with S type and. y. type
12-26] 12-28 with S type and fl type

These MSS are more consistent in their incipit variants:

4.Mt B) cppE&1 woç apxal.olç ori with n type
l9Mt DJ B
26Mt . w aou xai. oi aabbounau.oi.) trap with £323, 1387, L876

2}Ak auiwv) om with 134., 1323, 1729, 114.96
8MIc av Xcy u i iu,v ] om

10}& Xeyci] cXeycv with sub-group 1 and. £729
26IAk ciç nancpvaoviij praem na oi ILaevraL avrou

with sub-group 1 and. 1323, 114.96, 1194.].
38Mk ibwv] eibwç with	 MSS and. 134., 1323,1.1552* (no lection in638)

toy] om
vn ' autou] vito toy Irlaou (except 1.638)
bwbeux] add.	 arta (1.83* + ccutov)
axxovcJ ctpouç with sub-group 1 and. 1226*, 1323

exeeiv] anoXov&eiv (except 183*)	 11826,11811
tq,') praem yap with sub-group 1 and. Q34.,t4.8*,1323,L364.,L729,11552*,/

£634. joins with 1.958 against 183* and 1638 in

33Mt auwov] om with 1226*, J323, £1015

and in retaining the majority readings when they have the following variants:

4.L vatctpce] vaapct with sub-group 1 and. 1.226*, 11826
25L tvpi,oç} LTIaouç with 1184.].

1L
19L
20L
25L

2 2L
52L
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However, in the following incipit variants, L83* joins with

t958 against 1634. an 1638:

26L	 yivwanci.J ciriyvwanei with j314. and L8511.
53L	 oipatoitcbwv) ow PawOltaLbwV with 1519, t34., 1364., 11532, O18

while in the following cases each MS in question has a singular reading

within the sub-group:

L 83	 39)1k	 czuroi.ç]om
27L 	avwouJ rw aov

tov LToouvJ avtov with 1.323	 -
31L	 autou.a] npos uurouç
41L	 wi.cJ praem Xeicav with sub-group 1 and. L323
1%	 yuvoevci) rcvoev with 134., 1226 11826

L638 19L	 .erpapxrc) ad.& w1V anoi iicou ,ai
31L	 ipavo o ioouç Xcyciv auwoS) encv av'voiç o iflaouç

t958 31L	 CVE 2°) om with t226, .1.323

Two members of this sub-group, 83 and. L638, contain a

comparatively large number of boundary variants not Bhared. by the other members

and. the nature of their singular inoipit variants seems to suggest ind.epethent

adaption from a continuous text. On the other hand., the consistency of their

common incipit variants suggests a common archetype. Perhaps the inconsistency

can be resolved. by supposing that the archetype of' I 634.-and t 958 had been

compiled from a continuous text ood.ex which was available for reference when

the ancestors of the other 1135 were copied. The codices t634. and. 1638 are

both preserved. in the Monastery of Dionysiou, )1ount Athos, while U and

1. 958 are in the National Library, Paris, which- is not inconsistent with the

supposition that they or their ancestors were written in the same place.

The fact that the pericopae of the Canaanitess is written after the

Sunday of the Cheese-eater, to which place the reader is referred on the

17th Sunday of Matthew in 1634., makes it difficult to believe that there

was not a leotionary as the principa.]. means of bausmission, since a list

would have no need to refer to it at that place and. a rubricated. gospel

would. only indicate when it was to be read.. This position seems to be a

relic of the time when the Canaanitess was written at the end. of the volum$10,

which in this case ended. before Lent began.

(104.) See §6.3 and. Table 17
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3 3 sub-group with transposition : I 13 8, 1292*, £32l

This sub-group contains all the p type MSS which have so far

been discovered, with the transposition of 7L and. 8L.

Alone amongst the a leotionaries so far discovered, these three

repeat the fifteenth Saturday of Luke for the Saturday before Carnival (the

Canaanitess being written as the seventeenth Sunday).

These three ].eotionaries are the only ones so far discovered to

have morning leotions for the Sundays of Carnival and. Cheese-eater.	 In

L 292 reference is made to the fact that they are written at the end. of the

-	 book. In 3J* the ].eotion for the morning of' Carnival is written in the

correct place, but for that of the Cheese-eater it is written after the

liturgy instead of before it. In I 1.8* both leotions are written in their

correct places. 321 therefore shows the transition stage..

These leotionaries are also unusual in having lections for the

mornings of the Sundays of Lent.

Both t 48 and I 321* have added the same leotions to the weekdays

after those given from Matthew, ,with the exception of four in the last two

weeks. These lectiona commence with a )Larcan perioopae, as if they were in

a lectionaries. They seem to have been taken from a different sources since

3j* gives no chapter numbers for these leotiona, and in the first lection,

for example, both have vaCapcc, whereas the same pericope written in the

Lucan period has vcxapee with L292*.

In the a weekdays L321* contains no boundary disagreements

with 1292*, but 12 of the lectiona are referred to the menologion instead

of being given in full as in t292". Li,.8 contains two boundary variants,

but both of them occur in lections which are referred in 1.321*, and. so may

have arisen because the predecessor of L4.8* had. references also for theose

days, but for some reason they or the scribe of L8* were not as accurate

as the references in t321*. In addition, 31L is referred to "Friday of the

fifth weak of the same gospel." This reference cannot, of course, give the
normal pericope, and Friday of the fifth weak of Matthew is not the parallel

(105) But E 07 (VIII century) has them on ff 13 and. 61, respectively.
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either. Once again we find, that ,f 321* refers this lection, but to the

correct pericope. Hers also it seems that the explanation lies in incorrectly

realising a reference.

In the list of incipit variants, it can be seen that this sub-group

have the following in common:

4.Mt AB] add. Ttouowre owl €ppt1 ¶oLç apxaOlS
3OMt wov u.ioouv] wø oou with a subgroup 1 and t211, 1323, Q364.,

1387, £729, 11496, [1826,21841

38Mk ibcv] eLbç with cx sub-group 2 and. 1.34-, 1323, 11552", 91826,
t1941

1OL	 wwv] oat with a sub-groups 1 and. 2, and. 1.34., 1.226*, (1323, 1.364.,
1729, 1854., (1552*, ].826, 11841

241	 ouv] om with all except 1514.*, t83, 958
37L	 bonciw] oat with Q3J,., 1226*, 15141, 91015, q]552*, D.18].

J4 has the following incipit variants in leotions which are

referred. in t321:

32Mt
33Mk
35}&
1OL
52L

oota con y ] wiol.wT1 with	 sub-group.1
cxc 'rc ] praem aiiv Xcyw VI.LLV
curcuacv av&pwnoc] trap

praem yap with a sub-groups 1 and. 2 and. 34., 1323, 9 364.,
£729, Ll552*,.t 1826, 1.1841

In addition, £ 4.8 has the following singular variants in. the sub-group:

25)&	 caunouç] auwouç
27L	 auwou]	 aou

wOV enoovv] auwov with /83*, 1323,1519

/ 321" has no singular variants. It is, however, interesting to

observe bow inoipit variants can arise, by inspecting 41 in Q 32]. This

leotion is referred. to 1st September, and. the introductory phrase is given

when the reference is made. In that place the	 inoipit gives vatapce,

but on turning to the menologion, one finds vaapcw. It would. be  more

probable that the copyist of a subsequent lectionary would. copy from the

menologion the latter spelling, thus producing an incipit variant.

From the above variants it can be seen that t292', t32].* and. t 48

constitute a closely connected sub-group, with referred. leotions causing the

majority of the differences. Moreover, t 321* seems very close to £ 292*.
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z. .8	 MIROSLAV' S GOSPEL

Amongst the S].avonic weekday leotionaries, U. Stojanovi and his

friend.a were not able to discover another with the same leotion system as

)(iroslav's Gospel, but L. P. Zhukovskaya 	 has discovered a XIV century

codex in Grigorovich's coeotion(1O7) which is of the same type. Only 57

leaves are extant, the leotions extending from the third week of Matthew

to the third week of Luke. It has not been possible to see tbi codex to

compare it with Miroslav's Gospel, but it is good to know that another

example exists for future comparison.

Miroslav '5 Gospel is an a type leotionary with the Lukan

transposition, being grouped, therefore, with the a sub-group 2 and

L31. (Ix), 11552* (985 AD), .1729 (xii), .t8a (xix), 1854. (u6- AD),

323 (XIII) aiid. 11131 (xiii) (the affiliation of 1155 (XI), ,t 1079 (XIV)
and t. 11.96 (1113 AD) not being known, since they are non- a type in Luke).

Considering first of all the variant leotion boundary in 36L, it

is significant that the Ammonian section given in the chapter number is the

correct one for the a system. As the variant consists of the omission of

five verses at the beginning of the leotion it seems probable that in a

predecessor it was the usual cL lection. The verses could have been omitted

accidentally during copying: perhaps in turning a page a column was omitted.

In 33Mk, Miroslav's Gospel joins the a sub-group 1, L4.8 and. L 323

in omitting the usual Matthean addition. These two verses have even found

their way into continuous text codices, presumably under the influence of

lection rubrica, but their absence in a leotionary text may be due to the

absence of such rubrics in the continuous text from which the archetype was

compiled, or because at some time during the successive copyings the lection

was referred to another part of the leotionary which did. not contain them.

The latter was probably what happened in the case of t4.8, since j321*

(106) Op. cit. p 24.7
(107) rEJI: . 87 (co6p. rpEropoBla) No.9/M . 1691
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refers the lection, while the third member of the 	 sub-group 3, L292" (Ix),

includes them in the lection, which is written in fuU. In view of the fact

that Miroslay 's Gospe]. contains this perioope a second time, in the diaphora,

but in this casø with the Matthean conclusion, it is perhaps more likely that

the Marcan weekday pericope was obtained by the former method.

The following boundary variants involve additions to the a

pericopaez

3lMt xviii:4.-l].] 3-U
33Mt xx:].7b-28] 17-28
l2MIc iv:35-4.l 34b-4.].
l8Mlc vi:4.5-53 j ad.d.

37L xiii:2-.9] 1-9 +
50L xx:].9-25] 19-26

Ct (MO Bb3FcACH+I

These variants are perhaps more easily explained as originating

when the archetype was first compiled from a continuous text MS, but it i

not impossible that one or more arose because reference wa made to another

part of the leotionary.

Looking at 26214. (XIII), which is preserved in Obrid., Macedonia,

and which has certain features in common with Codex Macedonianus (Y 034.), (108)

it is easy to see how such a rubricated. cod.ex could give rise to the

differences from the norm which exist in Uiroslav's Gospel. A few S type

pericopae are marked., a few rubrics are omitted and the result would be

general agreement with the other a leotionaries, but some variant

boundaries and some variant inoipits.

In the following pericopae variants 1 exist in the incipits:

]4Mt A] add B
6Mk Miroslay 's Gospel has a translation of the continuous text, whereas

the a incipit paraphrases it.
8Mlc A] add B

lOMk Miroslav's Gospel and L323 follow a different form of the Oofltinuo,
text from that followed by the other x lectionaries.

.21& The a introduction is an abbreviation of verses 34b and 35, which
Miroslav's Gospel gives in full.

15}& The aPintroduction adds the phrase itpo tou oXou, but
Miroslav's Gospel translates the continuous text.

(108) Yvonne Burns: The Slanica Gospel and. Codex Macedonianus,
In preparation for the Journal of the National Museum of Obrid.
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30)4k The norma]. proper noun is not inserted.
31)4k The normal proper noun is not inserted.
3314k A) add. B
3814k The normal proper noun is not inserted.
1L The norma]. proper noun is not inserted (with ,L323)

12L The first phrase is omitted..
31L The norms]. proper noun is not inserted.
39L A stereotyped incipit has been formed. from the beginning of verse 12,

and the usual a incipit omitted..
1.7L A phrase is included which is usually omitted in the u incipit.
48L Prefixes a stereotyped. incipit to a temporal clause which is usually

paraphrased.
50L The normal proper noun is not inserted(with 2226*).
51L Commences with the ffrat verse of 55L before beginning the usual

leotion. The latter does not adapt the text in the usual way (with 2 323

These variants confirm the use of a continuous text in the

compilation of the archetype, which must have taken place separately from

those of the archetypes of the other a ].ectionariea so far seen. The

boundary variants may be compared. with those in sub-group 2, while the

incipit variants may be compared with those of L 226* and. 2323.

In spite of this codex containing more variants of these kinds than

the other a3 leotionaries seen, many pericopae preserve distinctive P

features, such as:

81lt The conclusion of this pericope is contrived, using as it does a
sentence which in the continuous text is the begim'ing of an episode.

37Mt A distinctive a incipit.
1M& The CL incipit
314k Final word F a B I C K V
2614k Conclusion Uke L292*, J.lE3*, J 33.*, L1552*
6L Final word.

On the one hand. Mjroslav's Gospel is the descendant of a leotionary

whose weekdays were obtained from a continuous text MS in a less conventional

manner than most of the a lectiona.ries, similar .tendencies:being

found, however, in 1226* and. 1323. Since 1.226*, 1323 and. Miroslav's

Gospel do not seem close enough to come from a common archetype we must suppose

that each of the three represents a separate compilation of a leotionary from

continous text codices, the methods of adapting the continuous text for

leotionary use differing in certain lections in different ways from the

methods intended by the original compiler of the system, who probably produced

a number of well-written lista for distribution which resulted in good. incipit
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agreement amongst the ].e ctionaries produce.). in early times. As time passed.,

scribes seem to have been more careless in their rubrioating of continuous text

codices, and. a later compiler of a leotionary from a rubricated. codex would

naturally produce at least as many variants in his inoipits as there were

ais takes or omissions in the rubrics.

In the non-weekday portions of Miroslay' s Gospel, on the other hand.,

the characteristics found in Slavonio Saturday-Sunday iectionaries(109) are

faithfully followed., showing that the complete lectionary was obtained. by

combining a Slavonic Saturday-Sunday lectionary with weekday lections from

another source. In particular, Miroslav' a Gospel contains both transpositions

given in Table 10: II, thus being connected with Sava' a Gospel. and. the Arohanga

Veles, Vraoa and Boyana Gospels in the Lucan Sundays and. with Sava' a Gospel

and the Veles, Vraca, Plovdiv and. Rila 1/13 Gospels in the Lenten Saturdays.

TABLE 10: II TRANSPOSITIONS IN SLAVONIC SAIUBD.AI-SUIIDAY LECTIONARIES

(i) anspositions of 6th and. 7th Sundays of Luke

Sava's Gospel
Archangel Gospel
Veles Gospel
Boyana Gospel

(ii) 4th, 5th and 3rd. Sat lections read. on 3rd., 4.th and. 5th Lenten Sat

Sava's Gospel	 Vraca Gospel
Veles Gospel	 Plovdiv Gospel

Rila 1/13

It does not, however, add. the typically Slavonio Luoan Sunday and.

Saturday (no) shown in Table 11: I, but, as shown in Table 3.1: II, after

placing the Canaanitess as the 17th Sunday of Luke refers the reader to the

16th Saturday of Matthew for the additional Saturday needed. as a result. The *

scribe was evidently carrying out the instruction so often found. in Greek MSS,

"Choose which Saturday you wi gh," and. he decided. to choose this one.

(109) Yvonne Burns: Some characteristics of early Slavonic Saturday-Sunday
lectionaries and. their Greek counterarts (In preparation)

(no) Yvonne Burns: Op. cit (Canaanitess)
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The unusual feature of Miroslay's Gospel is the number of leotions

referred to ara1lel passages. Since this is very unusual indeed in Greek

lectionaries, the implication is that it is connected. with the compilation

of the prototype of Miroslav' a Gospel in Slavonic. We know that the Saturday-

Sunday framework of Miroslav's Gospel follows the early Slavonic pattern, so

the complete synaxarion must have been obtained. by combining weekday lections

with such a Slavonic Saturday-Sunday lectionary. If this combination had. been

made by using a list of weekday leotions and a continuous text cod.ex there

would. have been no point in referring Ihese leotions to para].le]. passages, sinoe

it would. have been as easy to copy the perioopae from the continuous text for

the last few weeks as it obviously was for the first weeks. The parallel passages

must therefore have been included. at the time the S type leotions were added.

during the copying of an 1ype Slavonic lectionary by a scribe who had a list

of S lections, but no S type Slavonio lectionary and no continuous text Slavonic

gospel from which to copy the pericopae. The type Slavonic lectionary from

which he was copying had lost some leaves, and so the copZist had been obliged

to adopt the same strategein in those places also. Since those lections are not

restricted to the weekday pericopae we must assume that the referred passages

in question were introduced into the sequence of copies after the O( weekdays

had been added. to the Slavonio Saturday-Sunday system.

The weekday lections found. in Miroslav's Gospel were therefore added

to the Slavoriic Saturday-Sunday system at two different times • On the first

occasion, either a S].avonic continuous text codex had. been used, or a translation

had. been made from a Greek text (which could. have been continuous or lectionary),

but on the second occasion no Slavonic continuous text codex was available, nor

a Slavonio S type lectionary, but only the type lectionary that was being copied.

and a list of lections with a continuous text Greek codex (probabXy rubricated)

having Ainmonian sections and EUS ebian canons (or "Foot-harmonies (m)) without

which it would. not have been possible to find the parallel passages.

(111) Yvonne Burns: Op. cit. (Chapter Numbers)
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17 L xix:12-26 L xi:5-].3

17 L xix:12-26 L xi:5-13

None	 L xi:5-13

None
	

None

None
	

None
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TALE1t: I ThE NUMBER OF SATURDAYS AND SUNDAtS OF MATThEW AND LUKE IN ThE

SLAVONIC SATURDAY-SUNDAY LECTIONARIES

I	 MATThEW	 I .	 LUKE

Ostromir'a
	

None -

Rila 1/12
	

Lac: all Mt

Jrchange1
	

Lac: 17 Sat,

Sava's
	

Lac117 sat,

	

None	 16 Canaaniteaa L xj:5-13

	

None	 16 L xix:12-26 L xi:5-13

	in None	 17 Canaanitesa L xi:5-13

in 14. &in, 15 Su 17 (øafled 16) Lxi:5-13
Canaanitesa

Vales	 None	 None	 17 Canaan.ttesS l.a xi:—.L5

Jseenlanianus Lac: 16 - 17 Sun None	 17 L xix:12-26 L xi:5-13

Pop Jovan' a	 17 Sat, Sun	 16 Sun, 17 Sat 17 L xix:12-26 L xi: 5-13
(Additional

Putna

Vraca

Boyana

Sofia Nation
Library: 111

Sofia Nation
Library: 18

Sofia Nation
Library: 84.9

rubric rerers to
end of book)

None	 None

None	 None

Not known	 None

None	 Usual 17 Sat

Lao:
16 Sat - 17 Sun None

La:c all Mt	 None
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TABLE 11:11 ThE CANAANITESS IN 3 MAJ3CRIPTS

	

MATThEW LUKE	 RUBRIC FOR EXA SAIURDAY
Atype	 -	 -
15)4* :Absent	 16	 aov•IH'avayivçocc	 9np	 ryouv	 IZ
L226* Absent	 16	 (it anop ... lT itap	 0

a sub-
group 11
£318 	1.7	 16	 OLOV ouXci. '

t519	 17	 [161	 ot.ov po na
&m16
Sat,Su

£121 17 [16]
'on 16
Sun

1308	 17 Lacuna Lacuna	 -

ptype	 -
£1826 Absent	 17	 IH oov &eXii c Xeycrcz
9.1841 Absent	 Li	 €co cznoxpeou oi.ov OcAei,ç
$3 sub-
group,3
1292* Absent	 17	 A + L xvii :3-10 = 15th Saturday of Luke
1321* Absent 17	 A + L xvil :3-10 = 15th Saturday of Luke
L4.8* 17	 17	 A + L xvii:3-].0 = 15th Saturday of Luke

sub-
group, 2
1.83*	 17	 Before No Saturday

Lent
1.634.	 17 Before No Saturday

Lent
17

	

	 Before No Saturday
Lent

L958	 17 Absent No Saturday

a type
11552 Absent 17 No Saturday

,L34.	 17	 17	 No Saturday
1.364. 17	 17	 No Saturday
1.821	 17	 17	 No Saturday

on 16
Sat,Su

£344. 17	 17 + No Saturday
16 Sat,
Sun

t185 17 Absent No Saturday
£323 17 Absent No Saturday
£387 17 Absent No Saturday

1.3496	 17	 Between No Saturday
16 Sat,
Sun

11015 17	 17 n Saturday
1 211 17	 17 x Saturday	 —
.L729	 17	 17	 , Saturdr	 B	 ' '6"
Mjr.	 17	 (17)	 .	 , k,. r C '	 H CFO ZI Li'
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Table 11: II, setting out the position of the Canaanitess in Luke,

together with its presence or absence in Matthew, shows clearly that the

a weekday loctions were added to Saturday-Sunday lectionaries of the

various types which had. already been in existence.

The choice of any Saturday the reader desired was regulariced.

to the seventeenth Saturday in the case of I 5l1, and. the rubric for 1226*
is probably the result of interpreting a rubrio like that of f 5]4* to mean
the seventeenth Saturday of Matthew (which is the same pericope as that for

Friday of the ninth week of Matthew). This would be very easy to do, since

the Canaanitess itself was read on the seventeenth Sunday of Matthew, although

not written there in these particular MSS.

The a sub-group 1 shows that the apparently sange order of'

lee tions in L121 and.1519 is only the result of omitting one or two lections

from the normal order to be found wham the Canaanitess is read on the

sixteenth Sunday in a Saturday-Sunday lectionary.

It is ins uctive that a.0 the manuscripts have the same form,

but, again, the free choice has given place in the sub-group 3 to one

particular Saturday, in this case the fifteenth of' Luke.

The a sub-group 2 does not refer to the Canaanitess in the usual

places in Luke, but writes it between Sunday of the Cheese-eater and the

lst Saturday of Lent. This must have been the end of the volume in the

archetype.

L]496 is considered S type in Luke in view of the fact that

the Canaanitess is placed. in one of the positions where it is to be found

in Luke in S type lectionaries. On the other hand., ..t 211 is n type in Mark

and Luke, and 1.729 is type in Lucan Mark with the x Saturday.

It can be concluded from this survey that the archetypes of the

various sub-groups of a(3 lectionaries, whether distinguished hers, or as

yet not distinguished (perhaps because only one of its sub-group is extant),

were obtained, by combining the weekday lections with various Saturday-Sunday

lectionaries, probably at quite an early date.
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. A. I	 DETAILS OF LE at3 MATI!IEAN PERICOP.AE

lMt. Concluding rubric is accidentally omitted in I (031,.). If a codex

contPLi1ng suob an omission were to be used to compile a lectionary,

the scribe would. be encouraged to continue until the next pericope

commenced. This would give rise to the pericope A^Mt xviii:1O-22, which

is found in the Slavonio Badomir 's Gospel.

Lacuna: L821, .1-1826

2Mt. £185, £387 read C+ iv:23-v:13, which is 2Mt S type, witha before

vs 25 and.	 after vs 12a.
Referred to 10th January (Gregory of Nysaa) in
Lacuna: L 821*, L 1826, G (on), r (oi,.)

3Mt. j. 185, . 387 read. .AB^ v:20-26, which is 3Mt S type

Concluding rubric omitted in U (021). Lection continues until, next

pericope commences.	 -

Lacuna: Q- 821*, £ 1826, G (on), I (oi,.)

j4.Ut. Four versions of the incipit exist, the first being a characteristic

of the a(3 system:

a) .B+ oç av aito)ucit

b) .AB+ ptouaatc ott. eppi&i wot.g apxalot.c'oc av anoXuc

read by £ 292*, 28*, 1321* (corrector), U (021)

c) + rptouoatc ott. cppeioç av anoXuoi

read by L729, 2621,.

d) A-,. cpper tot.ç apxat.OIc otl • oç av anoXua

read.by L83*, J.63l,., t638, 1958
and the majority of the )t type lectionaries.

L 185, 1. 387 read. A+ v:27-32, which is 1,.Mt S type.

Concluding rubric omitted in U (021). Lection continues until next

pericope commences.

Lacuna: & 821, t1826, G (Oil), Y (031,.)
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5Mt. ftL2l*, J.308, £318, £519 read. A+ vii:7-18, which is the pericope

usually given for the Vigil of Thursday of the 1St week of Lent. The exta

verses may have been have been incorporated. into the usual lection so that

the lection for the Vigil could be referred. to this day.

L 83, t 634., 9 958 rubricate vs 12 with p , t 83 having in addition

the incipit A (i.e., ca.ncv o xc	 ), but £638 gives only the

verses 12-18.

Q.387 reads A+ v:33-4.1, which is 5Mt S type.

Lacuna: 1 821, t1826, Y (034.)

6Mt. AB+vii:17-23 (by homoeoteleuton) read by 2-226*

L387 reads A+vi:31-34., vii:9-]4, which is 6Mt S type.

Lacuna: 1 821*, 11826, 1 (034.)

7Mt. 9 387 reads A+vii:15-21, which is 7Mt S type.

Lacuna: 1821*, 11826, Y (034.), C (oil) after vs 23 tpto[Xouoav

8Mt. Y (034.), 2624. read. C+ix:14.-17, which is lOMt S type.

The inclusion of the phrase contained in the first half of verse 18

seems to be a device to round of the leotion, but 83* adapts it , writing

rzauva ãutou XaXouvtoç autovc&auiatov eni. ¶11 bba	 auvou

f. 387 reads A+vii:21-23, which is 8Mt S type.

Lacuna: £ 821*, £1826,

9Mt. L387 reads C+viii:23-37, which is 9Mt S type

Lacuna: 1 821, t 1826

lOMt. L387 reads C+ix:l4.-18, which is lOMt S type.

Lacuna; L 821*, Ll826

llMt. L387 reads C+ix:36-x:8, which is llMt S type.

Lacuna: £ 821 until vs 29 ane ] avEv	 .11826
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l2Mt. Lacuna: i.1826

l3Mt. Lacuna: Ll826, Y (034.) until vs 5

L4.Mt. Lacuna: /1826

].5Mt. Lacuna: /1826

l6Mt. Y (034.) read.s C+xii:9-13, having utilized. C+xii:l-8 for Clement

of .Anoyra. 2624. rubricates vs 1 correctly (i.e., according to the

pericope given in afl. the a lectionaries seen so far), but places

after vs 8 and. a with the inoipit beside vs 9, but without

stating the day on which it is to be read.. After vs 13 is written

- If the weekday lections had been rubricated. in Y (034.)

or in its predecessor after the menological rubrics had been completed.,

it would be easy for the rubricator of Y (034.) to think that the second.

day mentioned referred to the second half of the passage 1-13 instead.

of to the whole of it.

Lacuna:

l7Mt. Lacuna:

l8Mt. Lacuna:

l9Mt. I = Mt xi:15, o £XWV wva acOuEiV axouctw

("He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.")

This is a concluding exhortation which appears as a rubric in U (021)

and. Y (034.), but as part of the text in G (oil). It is omitted. in 2624.

and. in tl2l*,Q308*,t318,t519

2621. baa a second incipit within this pericope which corresponds to

the beginning of an S type lection. This is the first of a number of

S type rubrics which have been superimposed. upon the original a13 rubrics,

perhaps in the predecessor of this codex. It results in two pericopae

for certain days and. shows how S lections can intrude into an utype

lectionary if such a rubrioated. oodex is used. to compile a leotionary.

Lacuna:
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2OMt. Lacuna:

2lMt. L387 omits	 o cxwv ota anouciv anoueww	 at end..

Lacuna: 2308* after vs 36 apcLç touç

22Mt. J 185 reads AD+xiii:44-54.a, which is 3OMt S type.

Lacuna: L308

23Mt. L 185 reads C+xiii:54.-58, which is 3lMt S type.

L 321refera to the morning of 29th August, and. / 4.8, which ia

linked. to-L 321 in various ways, reads .A3+civ:l4-19. it is therefore

possible that this unusual lection was the result of copying a different

lection from usual from the menologion.

Lacuna: 2308* until vs 9 auvavaxcLevouç

24Mt. t 185 reads C+xiv:l-13, which is 23Mt af3 type ar 32Mt S type.

Lacuna:

25Mt. £185 reads C+xiv:35-xv:11, which is 33Mt S type.

Lacuna:

26Mt. (185 reads C+xv:12-21, which is 34.Mt S type.

Concluding rubric omitted. in M (021) and 2624., but the formercodex

has the tending of the S pericope marked at the end. of vs 6 • This codex

has transposed 26 and 27Mt, but the ending of the S pericope is labelled.

Monday (which is the day on which it is normally read) although the

beginning of the leotion is labelled. Aiesday.

Lacuna: L l8lf].

27Mt. P 185 reads C+xv: 29-31, which is 35Mt S type since it omits the phrase

which is used. to introduce 25Mta type.

Lacuna: I 18Z1]. until vs r	 tuç

28Mt. . 185 reads C+,cvi:1-6, which is 36Mt S type.

Lacuna:

29Mt. J].85 reads ^xvi:6-12, which is 37 Mt S type or 27Mt atype.

Lacuna:

3OMt. £185 reads C+xvi:20-28+xvii:l0-18, which is 38+39+0Mt S type.

Lacuna:
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3lMt. - 185 reads C+xviii:].-1]., which is 4lMt S type.
t 2].]. omits rubrio stating day on which the pericope should. be  read.
Miroslav's Gospel reads &+xviii:3-U.

G (oil) reads A+xviii:4.-9, i.e., it was thought that this lection
should finish before the next pericope commenced, perhaps because a
predecessor had omitted the concluding rubric.

2624. rubricates this according to the S system.

Lacuna: L318 after vs 6 tuwanov[n.o&

32Mt. 9.185 now resumes apericopae.
1211 rubricatea this pericope for 3lMt in error.
26 24. rubricates this according to the S system.
Referred to 9th March in Q,.321*.
This pericope concludes with the exclamation

noXXoi yap eioiv tkqwoi oXiyoi be eiiXewroi

("Many are called, but few are chosen."), which Nestle does not include

in his text. It is omitted in L 5)4*, but appears as part of the text

in a (ou), M (021), Y (034.), 2624..

Lacuna; L 318

33Mt.	 211 rubricates this perioope for 32Mt in error.

Although giving a and	 for this pericope, 2624. omits the rubric
stating on which day it is to be read.
Miroslay 'a Gospel read.s C+xx:17-28, i.e., commencing from the beginning

cj' the verse, as does the S type.
Lacuna: L 3J8

34.Mt. 1. 211 rubricates this pericope for 33Mt in error.

26 24. rubricates this perioope according to the a system.

lacuna: t 318 until vs 14. c8cpaircuocv

35Mt. L 211 rubricates this pericope correot].y.

2624. rubricates this pericope according to both ct and S systems.
Referred to morning of Great Monday in j. 323
Lacuna:

36Mt. Referred to 18th Sunday of Luke in Miroslav's Gospel.

37Mt. Lacuna:

38Mt. Lacuna: £ 308* after vs 33 anou[oavrcc

39Mt. Referred to the Morning of Great Thesday in Miroslav'a Gospel.
Lacuna: f 308

4.OMt. Referred to the Morning of Great L\.iesd&y in Miroslay 's Gospel.
Lacuna: L308
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411t. Referred to the Morning of Great Theaclay in Miroslav's Gospel.

Lacuna: L308

4.2Mt. j 387 reads A+xxiv:13-27, which could result from the use of a

rubricated continuous text codex in which the concluding rubric had

been omitted., since the next pericope commences at vs 28.

Lacuna: ft308* until vs 26 it niareuarite

3Mt. Q 211w reads AB+xxiv: 27-33, which is the first half of 55Mt S type,

although it also oonsist of one verse more than the a pericope (vs 27).
Referred to liturgy of Great Monday in 1323.
Lacuna:

44Mt. Q 121, £ 308*, 2318, i 519, 1 1015	 read A+xxiv:14.2-51,

which is also the second half of 55Mt S type.

Lacuna:

4.5Mt. The last phrase of this pericope, which Nestle omits from his text,

appears as a rubric in Y (03k). So far no leotionary has been found

which omits it. This pericope is used in various places in the menologion

as well as for 17th Saturday of Matthew.

Referred to 17th Saturday of Matthew in I 4.8, 1321 , j 323, £387
Referred to Vespers of Great Thesday in Miroslaw's Gospel.
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4. App. II	 DETAILS OF THE a p MARCAN PERICOPAE

lVk. Lacuna: t308*, ft. 1826, 11814
2MIc. Referred to 2nd Sunday of Matthew in Miroslav 'a Gospel.

Lacuna: L308° until vs 18 aCUrCç, L318 after vs 20 na[wpa

£1826 until vs 2]. ei.ano ]pcuovtai , L181

3M}c. Lacuna: £318, 21841

4Jik. Lacuna: L 318, .L].841

5Mk. Lacuna: £318, 1-184.1

6M]c. Lacuna: i184.].

7MIc. Lacuna: 1308* after vs 27	 oi.xi.av autou 10, 1 184].

8Mk.	 I 83°,	 634., ft. 638, 1 958 omit aJnlv XEy( v i.tiv	 (vs 28)

L].2].°, £318, L519, £729 add. 20 av	 (v 28)

Lacuna: 1. 308°, L.841

9JOc. Lacuna: 1308*, L,184l

lOMk. Lacuna: £ 308°, L184].

1]JOc. t 821°, G (oil) omit the exhortation Acr€tc t axoucTc

("Take heed what ye hear.") at the beginning.
Ends €XaXct. aurolç
Lacuna: 308° after vs 30 o.tou.wac tv , ft. 1826 after vs 3].

l2MIc. 1323j364. (corrector), G (on), 2624. omit o4iictç ycvocviic
at the beginning.
Miroslav's Gospel reads C+iv:34b-4].

Lacuna: t 308°, ft-1826

l3Mk. Ends o iaouç

ft 83° adds ai navweç eauiiaov	 i.e., continues to end

of verse.

Lacuna: j308*,21826 until vs 10 anocrcci.]X

14Mlc.	 14.96 reads C+v:22-34.a , with Miroalav's Gospel.

183° reads C+v:21-34.a

Lacuna: 308° until vs 22 i ]aipo ç , 2 318 after vs 26 noA?wv

1514k. Lacuna: 1318 until vs 39 a]itseavcv

l61dc. c	 before vs 7 in 1323

2 638 reads C+vi:7-13

Lacuna:
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17Mb,, Lacuna:

8Mk. End	 yvvraape , i.e., omits final phrase of vs 53, except

Miroslav's Gospel.
Lacuna:

19M]c. Lacuna: t318 after vs 3 nav[teç , £1826

20M:k. End.s oibwvoç

Lacuna: ft.. 318

2].Mk. ft. 821* omits rina]. phrase (vs 30)

nat. rllv euyacpa P Xricvtv cni. rflç nXiviic

£323 transposes last two phrases

Lacuna: j318

2214k. Lacuna: (318, t1814J. after vs 7 	 t.nv

2314k. Q, 83* read.s C+viii:lOb-21

Lacuna: £318, L184.].

24.l Ic. Lacuna: £318, £ 1841 until vs 22 acI,lyra t.

2514k. Lacuna: £318

2614k. Lacuna: 1318, £729 not certain

2714k. Lacuna: t318, £729 not certain

281&. L729 read.s 2814t S type.'

Lacuna: L318

2914k . L729 reads 3lMt B type.

Lacuna: £ 318 until vs 18 cvroXaç

3014k. £729 reads 35Mt S type.

Lacuna:

3114k. [729 reads 3814t S type.

Lacuna: £308*

32)4k. t729 reads 4.OMt S type.

Lacuna: t308*

3314k. E729 reads 4.214t S type.

Q121*,J318,L519,Q 10] 5,14.8*, 323 and Ilir. omit XErw uiit.'v +Mt vii:7-
as do G 011. 14 021. 26214. writes it as part of the text but Y 031g. gives it
as a rubric.

Referred to 7th August in (321*

1. 83', 1 634., £ 958 add vs 9-1].
Lacuna: 1. 308*
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3lfMk. L729 reads 5Mt S type.

Lacuna: t308* until vs 28 ita p. Xcyovau.v autw

35}Ak. 9. 729 reads 6Mt S type,
Q..z18, L185 read. AD+xii:1-12, whic)' is 1,.OJ& S type.
Referred to 13th Sunday of Matthew in Miroslav'a Gospel.

This is the last weekd.ay lection before the New Year commences in

Q l85, Q. 638, )_729 and it is read on the same day as the last weekday

lection in this period of the year in the S type leotionaries. There are

no lacunee. J 638 does not give a leotion for 17th Saturday, 1. 729 refers

it to 45Mt, while L185 gives it in full. All three give the Canaanitess.

It is possible that this is a relic of the time when there were only

sixteen Saturdays in the Matthean period., although it may be due to

the influence of the S type leotionaries.

36Mk. No lection given in 2185, 2638, £729. See 35&.

9. ]496 ends ww ecc, i.e., last phrase of vs 17 omitted..

Lacuna: ,1318

37MIc. No ].ection given in .Q 185, 1 638, ,L 729. See 35Mc.

Lacuna: .t 318 until vs 22 ctneeavc

38M1c. No leotion given in L185, ,t638, .t729. See 35Mk.

Lacuna:

39Mk. No lection given in 2185, 1638, L729. See 351Oc.

L 821 ad.8.a the final exhortation

iaua X*yv £qwvcV 0	 t)ta a)COUELV U)OUEWø

Lacuna:

OMk. No lection given in £185, 2638, £729. See 351&

Lacuna:
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4. p. III	 DETAILS OP 3 a(3 LUCAN PERICOP.AE

LL. Lacuna: 2226*, ,t3].8

21. ! (034.) reads C+iii:23-iv:2a

Pins], rubric omitted. in C- (on), 2621,.

Lacuna: 9-226* until v-s 34. ou iaxw , 1318 until vs 33 apa

3L. Lacuna:

4.L. Referred to 1st September in i4.8*, J321" and. Miroslav's Gospel.

5L. AE+iv:23-29aread.by 9-34., ,L958

.E+iv: 23-29 read by 2.323, 1634., L729, 1 1552, j184.1 , 1821

C+iv:22-30 read. by 2.226*, ,L83*, 2.638, G (011) and. S type

Lacuna: )..318

61. Lacuna: 1318

71. £ 638 omits final phrase ai, npoocuxopevoç

8Lre4d.by £34., 2.4.8*, t83*, 1226*, ft . 292*, 1321*, Q323, 1638,

L729, 2.821*, 1854., 1958, L1552(and. 1&iroslav's Gospel, referred to 5Mk.)

Lacuna: L318, C- (011)

81. 71 read. by .134., L 4.8*, 1. 83', 2.226*, 1 292*, 1321*, 323, £ 638,

9729, 2.821*, 1854., 9-958, 2.1552* and. Miroslav's Gospel.

Lacuna: 2.308* after vs 33 o[ILol.wc , .1318, C (on)

9L.	 t638 reads C+vi:12-17a + itat. cbi,baanc rou Xaou

Lacuna: 1. 308 2.318, C (on)
1OL Referred to 21st October in 2.321* and Miroslav'e Gospel.

Lacuna: L308, 9-318, a (on)
111. Lacuna: !-308, .1318, C. (on)

12L. Lacuna: .1308*, L318, C- (on)

13L. Lacuna: 2.308*, 2.318, C (oil)

14L. L 638 reads C+vii:17-23

Lacuna: 1308*, 2.318
15L. Referred to ]4Mt in Xirosiav's Gospç]..

Concluding rubric omitted in M (021). This ].ection continues until
the next pericope commences.

Lacuna: 2. 308*, 2.318
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16L Referred to Monday of 16th week of Matthew in L148.
Ref erred to 16th September in I.321.
Lacuna: L308*, L318

17L. ft.. 36i. reads C+viii:1-3a

Lacuna: ,t.308*, L318

18L. Lacuna: ,L,08*, 5-318

19L. 1- 83* reads 20L.

Lacuna: £308*, £318

20L. 9. 83* reads 19L.

Lacuna: 2308*, -318

2].L. Lacuna:	 308*

22L. Referred to 29Mt in Miroslav's Gospel,
Lacuna: t308*

23L L 519 reads 27L.
Referred to morning of Transfiguration in L4-8*. and. Mjroslav'a Gospel.
Referred to 20th July in j321*.
Lacuna: ft308*

24.L. Concluding rubric omitted in lit (021)
Lacuna: t308*

25L. J. 638 reads C+x:l-12

Lacuna: L308*

26L. Lacuna: 1.308*, L318, L181.].

27L. t 519 reads 23L.

Commences at the beginning of verse 1 in L519, 2624.

Lacuna: .t. 308*, 9.318, J-1841

28L. Lacuna: 9.308*, 318, £181

29L. Lacuna: L308*, ,318, LlBifi (One column)

30L. Lacuna: L308*, .1318, .ti8Z1.i (one column)

31L. Referred to 21st September in L321*
Referred. to Friday of 5th week of this gospel in
Lacuna: ,t308*, L318

32L. Lacuna: j308*, £318

33L. .AE+xi:4.2-xii:1 read. by ,L 226*
AE+xi :4.3-4.6 read by 2624., an S system pericope,
A3+xi:11.3-51 read by 283*, ,L638

Lacuna: L308 until VS 53 YPCXIL$La]teI.ç ' L318
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3 . Referred. to l2Mt in Miroslay 's Gospel
AB+xii:2-12 is read by L83*, £6314., 638, 2958, and S type.
Concluding rubric omitted. in M 021
262l. is rubricated. for $ system as well as for (L system.
Lacuna: L318

35L. Lacuna: L318

6L. Miroslay 'a Gospel reads A+xii:11.7-59

37L. Miroslay 's Gospel reads (C) xiii:].-9 +t £ FJO U L3l. AC H + i

38L. 2 83 reads C+xiii:10-17, which is the pericope immediately after that
read. for 37L.

Laoina:

39L. Lacuna:

4.01. 2624. is rubricated. for S system.

41L. Lacuna:

4.2L. Lacuna:

4.3L. Lacuna: .t 82]. after vs 20 uno tv
4kL. Concluding rubric omitted. in M 021.

Lacuna: . 305* after vs 37 Xcyouaiv auci, .L 821*
451.. In1oductory rubric omitted. in 2624..

Lacuna: 1226 after vs 32 napaboei[ocaai. , 308, 1821*

4.61.. AD+xix:12-28 read by 183*, 2634., 1638, £958 and. 2624.
Miroslav'sGospeladd.s CH ?€KL rw +i
Lacuna: .t 305* until y 22 aurw, £ 821*

471.. Lacuna: 1 821

4.81.. Lacuna: 1821*, 1.519 after vs 11. 13CZ[IVrLCTILa
491.. Referred. to lth Sunday of Matthew in Miroslav's Gospel.

Lacuna: £308 after vs 16 anou[aavtcç ,t519
501.. Mjroslav's Gospel and. 2621. read. C+xx19-26, an S type pericope.

Lacuna: £ 308*, . 519 until vs 19 xc Jpaç

53.1.. Lacuna: £ 308* until vs 31 wa]aumç

521.. Referred to 20th September in .2 321*

Lacuna: Z 292* after vs 12 ovol.Lwtoç ou

53L. Lacuna: L292*

51,1.. .AB+xxi:28-33 read. by t1826(an S type pericope)
2624. is rubricated. for S system as well as for a system.
Lacuna: t292* until vs 32 oti ou

551.. 26214. omits date.
C+xxi:37-xxii:6 read. by 1. 323

Lacuna: k 226* after vs 6 LrW[LOXOYTCJ€V , 1-358 until vs 4.
b

)tUi arpatqyoiç
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1,. App. IV The Inoipit and Concluding Word., in a Manuscripts

Although certain leotions in the Saturday-Sunday lectionaries

commence with th. text it.lf,t2) the overwhelming majority of ].eotiona

in all types of synaxaria which commence with Easter Sunday are introduced

by stereotyped phrases(h13) and when neoessary a noun is ubatituted. for a

pronoun, a conjunction or particle omitted and. the first few words rearranged.

Variant readings in this very small portion of a lection have not been

considered important for the textual critic endeavouring to determine the

autographs, but provide useful information fa' those wishing to determine

the methods of transmission of the leotionary texts and the connections

between MSS. The concluding phrases alBo have their part to play, but to a

lesser extent because fewer liberties were taken with the continuous text.

In 1933 E,C.Colwe].1 and D.W.Riddle suggested the use of Roman

numerals for the stereotyped. introductory phrases1 and. used them in

their collations of four lectionaries. They concluded their description

of the methods of presentation as foUowa:

"Our presentation of these collations is in no
sense final, but is given as a tool that may be used
by students of the leotionary text until a better
has been fashioned."

As can be seen from Table 13, this system used the numerals II, III,

IV and VI to represent phrases which each began with the words "the Lord

said", which was, when used by itself, represented by the numeral V. Such

(112)Easter Sunday and Monday, Sunday after Easter, Mid-Pentecost, Pentecost, el
(113)The use of stereotyped. phrases seems to be a later development, at least

as far as writing them down is concerned. Perhaps the lectors adapted
ex tempore at first and later certain expressions became customary. Three
lectionaries which may represent earlier attempts to standardise lectionarl
1. 24.9, Lazi. and I 8i4, contain slightly different forms

LV L)ICI.VWW xapj	 -
eincv o nç flLWV ç o xc oiç caurcv LLaeTrrctl.c )caI. roi.ç oxXolc

(114.) Studies in the Lectionary Text of the Greek New Testament, Vol I,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1933 p 814.

(115) Op cit. p 84.
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a system does not help the reader to appreciate at a glance the significance

of a variant incipit. The present writer feels that a better tool for this

purpose is a system of letters representing each phrase, resulting in two

letters representing an incipit which contains two phrases. The correlation

between the two systems is shown in Table 13 , but one example will suffice

here. A is used. to represent "the Lord. -said." -and. B to represent "to hi

disciples", so that AB represents "the Lord said. to his disciples". If this

is the usual incipit for any given lection, those lectionaries which have only

"the Lord. said." can be collected. together under the variant B) om. It is

perhaps fortun&te that the writer devised this system before seeing the one

devised at the University of Chicago, because otherwise she would. have become

so accustomed. to the latter by the time its disadvantages had. become apparent

that she would. have been reluctant to change. Undoubtedly, those who have

used it to any extent, especially those more interested in the variants in

the body of the text than in those of the incipit, would. experience such a

reluctance, but it is hoped that this refinement will eventually prove

acceptable.

The two concluding exhortations "He that hatli ears to hear, let him

hears" and. "Many are called. , but few are ohosen" have been designated.

I and. II respectively.
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TABLE 12 SYMBOLS FOR INC IPITS AND CONCLUD	 PHRASES

A	 cu,ncv o nupoç

B	 toiç Lautou a&irrac

C	 TO) itULW L)ILIVO)

D	 'rv napa3oXv rauwiv

B	 npoç rouç eXrXueoTaç npoç auwov ioubai.ouç

P	 avaataç o LYOOU Lit VCitO)V

npoç touç nciiareuxoraç au'vw ouôai.ouç

H	 npoç ouç cautou aeivrac

J	 enapaç o i.qaouç wouç ocpaXe.&ouc avou

K	 Li.ç toy ovpavov euitcv

M	 e	 ov	 a&1taç ciiev

I	 o cov wa aitouciv

II	 noXXoi yap cai itXrrot oXu.yoi bE

TABLE 13 ThE CHICACO SYSTEM

I=c

II = AB

III = AE

IV = AC.

V=A

VI = AD
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INCIPITS POR TEE c WEEKDAYS

The symbols A,B,C, etc., are defined in Table 12

+ before and after a symbol or phrase indicates that
it is an addition to the continuous text of Nestle contained
in the pericope quoted in Tables

The absence of + indicates that the stereotyped incipit
is either the first words of the pericope in question or is
a paraphrase of them.
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TABLE 11g. INC IPITS FOR	 af3 MATTHEAN WEEKDAYS

1. + A + opate
2. + C + itoXouoav ¶W	 oou oXXoi. noXXoi,
3. +AB + cay it ncpl.aacuaT)
4. + lB + oç av anoXuai
5. + A + riç to-nv c. uv avtpwnoç ov ca y anaci o vloç autov
6. + lB + nay bcvbpov	 noi.ouv napnov naXoy
7. + C + cp43avr,, tc i,raou tic nXoiov
8. + C + npoocpowrai r i.roov 01, p.aTtaI iavvou
9. + C + I6V o Ltloouç rouç oxXouc

10. + lB +	 naiac
11. + lB + bov
12. + lB + ovbcv cawi,v tcnaXupicvov
13. + C + anouoaç 0 icavvç cv rc. bcourcipi.w ¶a
14. + A + vivi oowo
15. + lB + nay-na
16. C	 tnopcui
17. + C + npoavcxeq tCi) ITOOU &xLpOVIOILCVOç
18. + C + ancnpi8qoav t irloou nivcç
19. + AD + eEXecv o oncipv -nov ancs.pclv
20. + AD +
21. + AD + oLoa
22. + AD +
23. C	 pcouocv
24. + C + cniyvovtcç 'nov Toouv ot. avbpeç
25. + C + cwa 13a c tnt i&ev o iraouç
26. + C +npoocXov'neç o cpapLoal.o. ww u.roov nau. ot. c,abbounaoi.

ncipatov-rcç cnpwwwv avwov
27. + 13 + opa'nc
28. + C + ,I.catcI.XaTo 0 iaouç toiç I.Lae tvraic au-nov va
29.
30. + C + cnpwroav -nov iaouv oL irnOiwai.
31. + A + oo'ni.ç 'nancivwoci.
32. + AD + opoia ca'ni,v
33. + C + naptXacv o Lrloouc novç bwbcncz ILairI -cac au-nov na-n
34. + C + ciaiX&cv o Licouc tic 'no I.cpov -nov Oeou xai
35. 4- C + cnavaywv o Llaovc tic
36. + A]) + avpwnoç £i.xcv 'ncnva
371 + 13 + bia 'nov-no Xcyw vLIv
38. C	 npoariX&ov 'nw i.aou aabbounai.oi
39. + ouai
401 +1 + ouai
41 +A + ova'.
421 +1 +o unoIc'.vac

43' + lB + onov cay q no n-nw.ta
44' +1 +'.ç
45' + AD + wpo'.11 i
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TABLE 15 INCIPITS FOR THE NATTHEAN WEEKDAYS OF MIROSLAV'S

GOSPEL

1. +A+	 CMo,t'Pe H tIC pOAI'Ie 0 ekHHOML G)

MA7LJXb CHCL

2.+0+ HAOWCBI ttb ica IIAPOAH .IISO3I

3+AB+ ALC NC H3 EPOA C 'rb npABAA BAWa.fla'$(

KIIH*tIHKL H $APHCH

4+&B+ H*C ALIIC fllOC'I'H'PL *eN	 CBO.0

5+A+ k'ro icr,	 BACL 'IKt . ii*e atpe

BbCnpOcl'rb CHL 17i'(L c7iSEA

BLctKO APtBO e*e Ni	 8OpIsb n.'.oAi

AO cpa

7. +c+ Bb7.t3LwPo I ' ( DL

8. +0+ I1?HC9'VnHUJ€ Kb	 oVc,1(H HQAHOUH

rpe

9. +o+ BHAtBL lb tlApOAbl

1O..,. Hi fl I' l 'rC * H 're 3A'I'A NH CPCCA NH

MAH flH flOtttcb BAWHcb

11. +AB+	 A3L CMO DLI IKO rBtLe no cptAt

BLKb

12. +AB+ NH'l'ro*e Co rloKpbaeiso ec'r	 1*1 Ii

rKpHe'rb ci

13.+c+ CbtuJABL IOA DL	 *HH4IH At'a *8A

14.+A+ KOM	 VnOAoC.io sOALCbts

15.+AB+ UCA UH flptAaHA	 OL(EML MOHMI.'

16. C	 O*AaWe ITt B C103 C0'rbI cKO3t CtAFIHI

17. +0+ fl?HBCAO UI E Kb ITV EICHV,O L4la Ce.
—

].8.+0+ (JB(LAU	 IcOVse'repH ó KHH*IIHKL H

•ApHctH r7Lpe.

19. +AD+ H3IA ( 	ttig cta'P.

2O,+AD+Vfl C H C l U'CTBÔ HSCHOC . 9FiKV

Cteøwió AOS?Oe CtMi HA ceS CBOi.4b.
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TABLE 1	 continued
A	 -	 -

21.+AD+ na'EftO ecrb upc'rBO tICHOe.K8AC

•*e BL3LMUJH *CPIA CbKN
A p.	 -

22.+D+ flOCHO £C'Pb U,pC'PBO HCcHOe . HMHHIO -

CbKPbB(PIV HA C7t	 -
23.-C	 tUWABL HpOAL '$e'rBOpOBPtAC'rbu.b.

p.
t(cb ICOBL'

24.+o+ flO3IIAWC Ica MÔ*He Mtt'rA 50F0.

25.+C+ npIA e l ' L Kb AOç'lO raHtI1cKoMy.

26.+C+ nPHC'PVIlHWC Kb ICV.$APHCtHC H

t AAtIKCH - HCKIOWAOLV( . npOCHw- t 3HaMtn-Ps

27.+AB+ BbHHMAH'Pe H EMGAI'Pe

$APHCIHCK& . H c AAVKeHCKArO.
28.+C+ 3AflOBAA It V'1HK	 CBOHMb'AA

HHKOMO*e HC PCKVPb . tKO 'r	 ac'r Ib

29.+AB+ H*C xOLpC'rb Ub c7tAb MCIII I'PH
p.

30.+O+	 BtII1POCHWC ICA	 f€HILtH ero rwc.

31,+A+	 awe iie OEA'PH9'C CC H EVAI're tKO

A	 -	 -	 p...
32.+AD+ flCHO IC'Pb upCPBO HECHOe.fKV

AOM0BII'PV . 	- 	 'O%49'flKL

33.+C+	 BbC)COAC ICb Bb Ip7%MbflOhl'LBhi

34. +C+	 BbIIHA( I ci Di q pKBb E*HIO.

35.+C+ Bb3BpaLpae cc ICb Bb rpaAb 8b3ALK

36.+AD+ 17Kb HtKc'rópbl HMI ABA	 $A'

37.+AD+ tero paAi r ' io BAMIP • tKO Q'rIIue'rb
p.	 p.

CI U BACIt&pC'rH	 GHC.

38. C	 flpHAOWI Kb IC( CAAVKCH'
39.+A+ FOe BAML KIIH*nHuji $ApHCtH

7HleMtpH . Ko CbtitAac're AOMbI VAO8HIb

40.+A+ FOpt BAML KHI*HHUII $ApHCtH
p	 'p

lHtL S M% tKO rece'r.
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TABLE 15 continued

41.+A+ rope Baub KHH*uiHH tKO 3H*Ae're
rpoci nppLit.

42.+A+ npt'rpkntabl AO KoNa cn'e'rt.ce.
43.+AB+ HAt*/ALpC	 ,oA ' 'rp'fnb•	 -
44.+AB+ BtpLHbl	 4Cb H MIOApbl.

A	 —	 —
45.+AD+ flOCH ce u.pbcPBo tiCiiOe . i. AIBL
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TABLE 16 INCIPITS FOR !IE a MARCAN WEEKDAYS

1. C	 T1Acv o roouç
2. + C + 7LLL1LUW(A)V 0 LTGOU napa

3. + C + av&pwnoç TLç tv ev rr auvaywy tv i.ovbawv ev

4. + C + qX&cv o	 aouç eI.ç

5. + C + t'aav
6. + C + ovpI3ouXLov LnoIl)oav o LoubaI.oI. Ka-ra rou LTlaouc onç
7. + C + avc3 o ioouç tic
8. + A + av Xcyw utiv owi navwa aocwai
9. + C + ipawo o l.rlaovc bibaatct.v napa wiiv eaxaoaav

10. C	 pwwqoav Toy	aouv oi p.aerrrai auwou w1v napaokrv wauwtIv nai
Acyci auwoi.ç

11. A	 XLnctE
12. C	 cincv o iriaouc woiç LLaeTTaLc auwou o4iaç ycVoLcvTç bLEX&WLCV
13. + C + ii X&ev o iiiaouc ncpav wqç &xXaaotic tic w'rv xwpav wwv yaôaprvwv

14. + C + cpswai npoç 'roy l.T)000V tic
15. + C + XaXouvwoç TOO LTOOU itpoç 'rouç oxXouc cpovwat.

16. C	 tipawo 0 iraouç cv ri	 UVUWT) bibaaxci.v )taP. ItOXXOL U3t000VWLç
LCflXflaOOV'r0 X€yovtcç

17. + C + ccX&wV 0 iTI 000 c cibcv
18. + C + vayaacv 0 iaouç 'rouç
19. + C + LcxeWv 0 L 1O0U cx woo nXoioo cu&cwç cltl.yVOVwcç auwov

ncpl.öpaLovweç oXtiv 'rtv 1cpiov LXCI.V1V ipavwo
20. + C + ciariXDcv 0 inaouç d.c ou.xov ano 'too oXou xau. cnlpcarrwv
21. C	 eAOwv 0 iaouç d.c 'ra Mc9opLa 'rupov xai oi.bwvoç ou&va 1)Acv
22. C	 ,toXXou oXou
23. + C + cEX&ov o papiaao tpoç 'ro y i.aouv tai 1pav'to
24. + C + cpx c'ral. 0 I.Taouç tic l3reaaioav
25. + C + -ro y Xoyov -too iqaou expa-raav npoç cau'rooç oi. aT'rai

auwovvwcç
26. + C + iixecv o iaouç cu.ç xancpvaoui xai. cv -r oLxi.a ycvojLcvoc

cipwwa auwouç 'ri LV 'ri obw itpoç cau'touç l.dXOyLt€G9e
27. + A + oç €UV anavbuXi.o'q
28. + C + 7p0OLA0V'V€ç 'rw iiaou os papsaasoi c pwwaav au'rov
29. + C + LflItOPCUOILCVOU 'tOO l.TYOU ciç
30. ^ C + tpawo 0 ncwpoç Xyciv r iaou i.bou
31. C	 cxiiopcuoicvou 'too si-boo ano
32. + C + cscrqA&cv csç scp000Xua o sriaouc nai. tic 'to u.cpou
33. A	 LXCIE
34. + C + E PX C 'ti 0 sraouç tic scpoaoXvAa

35. AD	 uLneXcJva LUt€U7CV av&pcntoç 1tai. ncpieOrincv
36. + C + anoa-rcXXouasv ,tpoc 'toy iiaouv 'ri.vaç

37. + C + LPXOVTaL, aabboua&oi npoç 'toP &Tb000V ovr&v€ç
38. + C + npoacxewv tic rwv ypatawcwv 'rw irioou axouoaç auwv au1'rouv'rw

Owl.

39. + C + cXcycv auwosç o srioouc LV 'ti ibai au'tou l3Atitc'tt
40. + C + cxnOpcuOLcVOu 'tOO LT1000 L TOO iEPOU
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TABLE 17 INCIPITS FOR THE MARCAN WEEKDAYS OP MIROSLAV'S

GOSPEL

. C	 npge ict	 HA3AI'PA raHtHcKaro

2.+C+ cOe ICb flH MOTH FAIH&tMb

—
.+C+	 El 1?IIKL 116 CbHbMHL$lHcb H('$C'TOUl

4.+C+ nplAe ITb BL AÔML CHMOHOBL.

St	 V'II1L&H HOAHOBH	 H $APHCIHLtH

nOCPeqle Ce

6.+C+ BL W LA LUJC $ApHCIH CL H?OAHAHLI.

	CLBI'IVI	 U6pl,ctO HA HTA . KAKO H SHW(

7.+C+ Bb3HAC Itb 116 ro,V

	

8.+AB+ AMH	 MO BAML tKo UCA t)fltOCPC'PL CC

CHONL ''1LCKOML

9.+C+ HA'5e9L ICL 11 T H MOTH V91'IP"

10. C	 BLnpOCHWC HCA *e EtAIO C HPIML.

	

CII OEIMA 146	 ece're.rI9H'	 rawe HML'

U. A	 SMGAI'Pe Ce	 O CUH'C'B H*C

Mt?V MtH'PC HAMt9Ib Ce BAML
-

12. 0	 epg1ICb'CKA36Wt f &4t4 KO M L CBOHML
..

UCA H IA HML'BL 'Pb Atib ue'ICPVEbISLWIO
.-

13. +0+ nptIC ICL HA OHL flOb MOpl.8L

CTPAIIV raèapHHIIcKIo.
—	 'P

14. +0+	 npiAe Kb IC%( CAPJHL ta)b apHC.oH6rorI

HM14LMS 6I1A'
-	 •	 -	 III

15.+C+	 CLIi€ rMIJ,O IC%j'H flpHAO ta ApCHC1L%I'A

36.	 11A9C'PI. ICL (IA CIIIILMHLpH V'sI'PH.H

MHO3H CLI1IABWC AHBtIO Cl FL(
17. +c+	 BlAt ICII HApOAL MHOFL.

18. +0+ VCIAH ICL OVHKH CR01 ObICTH
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TABLE 17 continued

19. +0+ H WbAbwló I( IC KÔpAc7t.AsHe

flO3IlAWt H I npt'rwe 6CO C'rpa g s%f 'rIO.

20. +0+ -BbIIHAe id	 at AOMI U

21. C	 n?HAI Ida Bk flpAtPb 'rOVpLCKH H

CHAOtILCKH . H BbWbAL Sb AOMb

22. C	 MI1OI'O CyqJIó tiApO AV .H It HMIOLIHO	 CO

tC'I'H.

23.+C+ H3HAV •ApHtH Kb ICOV.tA'fECa

Ce C 1111Mb.

24.+C+ flpHAe 1db Sb SHACAHAIO.

25. +0+ O VAP b * awe CO90 ICOBO s cc sl

Ce3alóqJe cc.

26.+C+ Bb11HAC 1db Bk Kar)epbti4yMb.H Bk

AOM1O Cb-IBb O Vn paLuawc •-s'ro HA flIOPl3

B C(Et flÔMbIUJ?tE'pe

27,+AB+ H*C AL$i€ cbSa3HH'p b LAHHOFO

MA7blCL CHck BIpOIOIfiIi,cb Bk MC'

28.+C+ fl11C'PlOflHWt 4ApHCtH Kb IOV.H

Bbflpawa,clo H

29.+C+ HCOAe Lplo HCIf HA fl109'b'

30. +0+ NA,PI I1epb I"A'PH €P.iPO 'dl

31. C	 HCCOAELVIO HAO IMO S eçHcOHA.

32. +C+ flHA e 1db Sb £ML H UbWbAb Bk
33. AB Aqie HMAP€ Btpy 6*1110	

t&pKBb

-	 I34.+C+ flHAe 1db Bk epMb.

35. AD HAC& DKb BHH0Fp'.
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continued

36.+C+ flOC'sAWeKL I{I( £IbI (J $apHcSul.

H OAii anw

37. +0+ flpIAV cavKeH Kb It

38.+a+npHc'rIort7%I e\IHI	 KI1HKHI1Kb

CUWABb £ t'I't3AIOL	 ce BI1IBL 1kO

39.+0+ r7wc	 Bk f'1H,1 CBO(ML.O,,1(

40.+C+	 IC%( IJ'rb tpKBe'rPa £MtG

V'$HKL ero.
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TABLE 18 INCIPITS FOR "flIE a LUCAN WEEKDAYS

1. +	 + ti pwbtic 0 ¶Ctpapxtic cXcyxopvoç vno toy iwavvou ncpt. pwbi.aboç
2. + C + tv 0 t.roouç woci. ctwv ¶pt.anov'ra wv apxop.evoç wç evoii.cwo

vI.oç t.waT)ç
3. + C + uncotpc4cv o i.1'laouc ano toy iopbavou
4. + C + X&cv o t.aouc çt.ç wiv vaapc& ou v tcepapcvoç
5. AE	 navwwç cpci.tc
6. + C +	 OTXOcV 0 11laouç ct.ç tTV 0t.flt.V at..twvoç ncvecpa c toy

01. Lwv0ç
7. + C + tiv 0 t.raouç cv e.t.a wwv noXcwv nat. ibou avp 7tXi)pç Xcnpaç
8. + C + ot. cpapt.aat.ot. ci.nov npoç to y LTO0UV bt.a ti. ot. aeitat. i.wavvou
9. C	 ciX&cv o t.ioouc etc to opoç npoocuaaai.

10. C	 cati o i.1aovç citi tonou ncbt.vou nat. oxXoc twv I.La&ltwv aotou
11, + A + ouat. uu,v wot.ç nXouat.ot.ç
12. + A +	 xpt.vctc nat. ov..jrI npt.tc
13. + B + ti c naAct.tc ne xc nat. ov itot.ct.wc a Xcyw
14. + C + cEXecv 0 Xoyoçtou i.aou cv oXi t Loubai.a nat. cv naor ri

nep I.
15. + A + tu.vi. oiot.waw tooç av&pwltooç rrlc ycvcaç tautrç
16. + C + ipwta rç twv çapl.oat.wv to y i.ijaouv i.va ay ict'aurou nat.

ciacX&wv d.c tv ot.nt.av too apt.aat.00 avcxAt.&i
17. C	 citopcucto o t.ioouc nata itoXt.v nat. nwILtv npuoawv nat.

cuayycku. toevoç
18. + C + cvcpri 0 l.r)oouç et.ç itXot.ov nat. ot. ta'9itat. autov
19. + C + xouacv 11 pthr)c 0 tctpapxtic ta yivotcva vit autou nav'ra nat.

bt.inopci. ôi.a to Xeysoeat. vito tt.vwv ott. Lwavvrç cyiycptat. cx vcnpwv
20. C	 npoocX&ovtcç tw t.aou 01. bwbcxa ct.itov avtw anoXuaov to y oXXov

u.va ancXovtcç tç taç nunXw nwaç
21. + C + cTtl l pwtlacv 0 Ltic700c touç itaeitac autou Xcywv tt.va ILc Xcyouoi.v

01 o)(Xot. ct.vat.
22. A	 ci. ti.ç &cXci. ont.ow p.ou cxeci.v anapvaaa&w cautov nat. apaww toy

ataupov autou na&'i.icpav
23. + C + itapaXa(3wv 0 I.raouç to y newpov nat. t.wavvTiv nat. t.anwov avct3i ci.

to opoç npoocu Eaa.9at.
24. + AH + ecoec ouv vIict.c ci.ç ta wta uwv tovç Xoyooç toutouç
25. C	 avact.cv 0 xupt.oç nat. aXXouç coiixovta itat. ancatct.Xcv

avtouç ava boo
26. + AB + na y-ta p,oi. napcbo	 vito too natpoç p.ou nat. oubct.ç yu.vwanct. Tt.ç

catt y 0 ot.oç ci. t7 0 natp nat. tt.ç catt y 0 natp di.	 0 oioç
27. + C + et.ncv tt.ç twv .tartwv autou npoç toy lTlaoov... natcp TAWV 0

cv tot.ç oupavot.ç aTLaa-Ttw
28. A	 at.tct.tc nat. boioctat. utt.v
29. + C + 11 V 0 L laou c cnf3aXXwv
30. + A + o ii wv ict ' cjou nat ' cp.ou catt.v
51. + C + cnapot.ocvwv twv oXwv ipato 0 t.aooç Acyct.v autot.ç i ycvca

auti ycvca novipa cott.v
32. + A + o Xuxvoc too awatoç catt.v 0 op&aXiioc otav OUV 0 ocpOaXioç oou

anXooç r
33. + AE + ouai. ui.t.v toiç cpapi.aat.ot.ç Ott. ayanarc triv npwtonacbpi.av
34. +	 + oubcv cuyxcnaXutcvov cavt.v

	

55.	 AB	 bt.a too-to Xcyw uii.v
36. + A + ti.ç apa cati.v o niatoç oi.novotoç nat. cppovt.toç ov nataatraet.
37. A	 bonct.tc Ott. 01 yaXt.Xat.ot. 00-tot. ap.aptwXoi.
38. + C + npoaiXeov ti.vcç pap t.aai.ot. rw i.raou Xcyovtcç autw
39. + C + ct.ncv o Iraouç rw ncitXnott. aurov otav not.tic apt.atov
40. + A + ci. ttç cpxctat.
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TABLE 18 continued.

41. + JD + tLc avpwnoç eF. uv cwv cnatov np3ata
42. + Al) + avpwnoç wI.ç v nXovaoç
43. + C + encpwtq&cI,ç 0 iTaouç vito tcv çapiaai.wv
44. + A + cv cinv1	 cpa oç cotau. £n toy öcatoç
45. AB	 ainiv Xcyc uiv owi. ovbci.ç cotv oç açipcv
46. A+D + avpwnoç tic cvycvic
47. + C + cinov ol. çapiaai.oi. npoç to y inouv bibaoaXc en	 oov toiç

lLa&liTaic coo	 --
48. C	 bibaoitovtoç too iaou toy Xcxov cv r u.cpw
49. AD avepwmoç tic cputcuacv airncXwva
50. + C + ctroav oi ypaatciç nai. ou. apxicpcI.ç cniaXciv cni. toy

iaouv taç xcipac
51. + C + npoacxeovtcç t ,toou tivcç tcv aabbouitaiwv oitivtç Xcyouoiv

avaawaaiv p.T civai.
52. + AR npooexctc ano twv av&pwitøv + cni.(3aXouoiv ccp ' ulLac taç xcipac avt

xai. biwovas.v napabi.bovtcç etc ouvayøyaç
53. + AR + otczv Lbitc noXoucv1)v uno otpatoncbcv tiiv icpovaaXt
54. + AR + avaxv4,atc tai. cnapatc waç ,tcaXaç uiwv
55. + C + v btbaatwv a triaouc cv tco iepw tac	 cpaç taç ôc vvwraç
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TABLE 19 INCIPITS POR THE LUCAN WEEKDAYS OP MIROSLAV'S

GOSPEL

L.+C+ HpoAb Mespb'rôu7ac'rbHHKb

OH LfaIu HML•O HPOAHAAI

2.+C+ St ICk 'tKO P1Mt ACCIPCML	 tPb
,1afHHAI . c,Ib CH tKO MHHMb St HOCH$OBb

'p
3.+C+ BL3UA'PH CI •Cb r HOPAIAHA•

4.+C+ BbHIAIITL 01. HA3AZ'.

5. AE BCaKO pi9e MH flH'P1tO CHPO BA'1IO

H(&tiH CI CAML.

6.+0+ B1HHAI Itt. UI. AOMI CHMOHOUL.PI.L$JA

*1 CHMOHOBA St O AP b * HMA orlieMb

B171HCML.

7.+C+ 11?HA I •'Et. at. I AINI.	 rpaAb. ii cc

P.11*1. HCr1blII. npOKa*IHHt.

8. +0+ Ct1cIO O 'Pl t$IL H HOM$DBH flOC'PtL.

9. C	 H3HA€ lt. at. rop	 flOM.O?ieF$Pb CIs

10. C	 H WhAt. Ib CI.	 CBOHMIi t'I'A

HA	 pautit.

1]..+A+ FO'pI 84Mb Ea'rtiIM1. tko 01.CflPHIC'rI

('rt,cIo UALIHO

12.+A+ ,1I O t ,ó *Aa're	 A He OCIOAIPI. Oath.

13.+AB+ $'rO MC 30B1'PI rH FH A HI 'PBOpHPI

t*e r'lo.

14. +C+ H3HAI tiouo rio BCIH IfloAtH 0 P11Mb

H nO 8CtH t'rpAtit.

15. +A+ KOMI6 OVn ' S 7 lO POA I. tb•

16.+c+ MOtw€	 'PI	 ApHCIH AASH t1.

C HHMH'H BhwbAb 81. AOiit $&pHCtOBb
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TABLE 19 continued

17. 0	 fl9OCO*AAWI I ' L tKO3t Fp Abi H UCHI

nOnOBS,ae H S#FOBC'PIOC t&pc'PHI E*H(.

].8.+C+ 8I7t3b lCb Sb K0paS7b H OV9HL&H

cr0.

19.+C+ CMdWAUb HpOAL -$e'ru0p087ACrbI1IKb.

sblaAeoLlIa

	

	 tIeFO BC	 H MC AOMbIUJF,iWC
—

Ce 3anC F7.eMo si	 e'rep. IKOHOAtIL

BbC'PA	 Mb'PBb-IL.

20. 0	 npHC'PtOnHwC Kb HTV 056 MA

H pIWI CMIO 2flIOC'PH n a poAbI . A A wbAbWe
Sb 0bMCRt BCH

21.+0+ O V fl pOCH ICL OV9CMHKH CBO€ re.

KOFO MC MCj,LLIJI01'b 1A0AH_Sbrl'PHs
'K	 'P

22. A	 H*C 1cOL$Jt Bb	 MCHC I.

23. +0+ flOCML ICL !11TA H0AHA.

24.+AB+ Sb70*H'PC BbI Sb 0UJH BAWH CO6€CA

CH

25. 0	 iSH HMtcL FL WCC'P	 AeCE'Pb. H

nOciA e no ABiMA flptAb 7IH(4eMb CSOHMI

26.+AB+ BC'A Mlii nPtAauA Cb1WC	 0A MQ€F0u

H MHKL'PO*€ Me 8iC'Pb K'rO £C'PL CML
P...	 P-

'PLKMJ QILb • H K'rO CC'Pb utL PLKMO tilL'
'P

27. +C+ PC	 'PCpb G) $ApHctH OyIHKL cr0.

28. A	 flpOCH'Pt H	 ACPL BAML'

29. +0^ St ICL H3r0He StCL H 'Pb St iliub.

30.+A+	 H*C tiSC'l'b CL P.111010 116 MC	 CTb'

31.+C+ HA POA OML CLCIA1OLpCML CC'tIA'f'C'PL

FA'PH pOAL CL'POAL VKABLML CCPb.
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TABLE	 continued

32.+A+ CBVPH7%bHHKb	 €c'rt oko.erAa

OifSO WKO 'PBOe npOco EIGAI.

33.+AE+ fOt BAMb +ApHttOMb IKO	 OCiiPe

IIPt*ACtA A HHI HA bqJ,ycb.

34. +JtB+	 flOKpbB€HO £C'rb'

35•	 cero PAAH rio BAMb.

36. A	 K'rö £CPb	 ASb Bt	 8O'O r ' A ceoero

37. C	 (1HE?H*HW€ Ce Htt*H . rIOBA&OLJJC

LMPO 0

38.+C+ npHC'POI1HWe Kb •T	 e'repii

rLpe	 øió

39. A Kb 3BdUbWPOMO H . CFAA TBOHWH

OtAb H7I1 ueiepO.

40.+A+	 AL$IC K'rÔ rpee'rb Kb ietit•

41.+AD+ KH 'I,1I	 BACb HMbI CTO OBb(41•

42. +AD+ 1IIKb	 'EL g t E'iA'Pb 31740•

43.+C+ O VflP OW€Hb EtI Ib	 $AVHC1H

44. +A+ Bb'rb-a AHH I*e slOA eP b hA KpOBl

45. AB 4M	 r'KPO BAMb . IKO tIHKPO*E 8C1'II
H*C Oc'rABH'rb AOMb.

46.A+D+ 7Kb	 I	 Ib st A0BPa pOAa'

47.+C+ ptuie a'repH2 •ApHCtH . S [tiajpOAa
Kb ICOV . O%j"l'PMO 3aflpt tP H OV9HKOMb

'rBOHL•
C	 -

48. C	 Ski Bb IAHHb ( AHCH . OV9I L$ftO IMO

MOAH Bk t&pKBH.
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TABLE 19 continued

49. AD	 'I7K	 £'1'1'b E	 AOMOBH'PL.H*t NACAAI

BIt1OF'.

o.+c+ 9L3HCKAWe ItA Ap,CHeptH H_KMH*NHI4H•

8b3O*H'I'H NA N	 (((t Sb 'b

51.+C+ El ICI Oy'*t AbIIHVO ab t1pKBH a A Bb

NOLI HC7cOAeBb8AplW1 CC Sb FOl+

H IlpHC'PIOIIHWA erepH	 cAoKeH rI'e.

BCKpIUJ€HHIO H1 EbiPH'
P

52.+A BbMCA7tHPe U 'I7Kb+ Bb3O*ePb GO

Pta BbI çyKH CBOe . [H] H,KAEt4IO'rb

ntAeiOqle HA CbN4HL$IA

53.+A+ LFAA 0 v3 p H're OEbC'POHMb BOIl £Llb.

54.+AB+ BLCKOHH'rC CE H ub3A8.rNt're

FPaBb-I BAWE.

55,+C+ St O%('1E ICk AbMHPO BbU.KBH . 6 Sb

IIOLIJH HCcOE abAsapIwe Cth Bk ropI.
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TABLE 2(1	 INCIPIT VARIANTS IN a13 MATTHEAN WEEKDAYS (from BFBS 2nd ed)

2Mt. )(aL 1°) om
autw ) Ca) LTOOU

3Mt. Xcyw yap viv ori.) om

L,.Mt. cppc	 be	 ]om

5Mt. , I om

7Mt. nai 3 om
aurw I tu iioou

8Mt. torc I om
aum 3 ww LTaou

9Mt. be ] o iraovç•	-

l2Mt. yap I om

l3Mt. be ] om
0 Lwavvl)ç anouoaç ]trsp

14Mt.	 c ]om

l6Mt. cv ctci,vw vca xapw I C

l7Mt. ¶OC 3 om
aurw ] 'tu iaou

l8Mt.	 oc
au'tw J 'tw iraou

l9Mt.	 .bou 3 om

AD is an adaption of xiii:3a

2OMt. AD i an adaption of. xiii:24a

2].Mt. AD is an adaption of xiii:33a

23Mt.	 £ncv 'tw naipw ] C

2l.Mt.	 )caI 3 om

auwc 3 't i.raou

25Mt. na I om
cxcLCv I om pm, but earliest ( (.292, L5]4) retain it

26Mt. nau. I om
ot. ,ap L aa l o k] add. 'w i.roov
oabboutaioJ praem oi
cnipw'tiiaavj cnlpw'rwv

27Mt. AB is an adaption of last phrase of vs 5.

28Mt.	 'to'rc
enc'rniocv] bi.cotcXa'ro o	 aooç
ILa&T'vaLçJ add. au'rou

29Mt.	 'ro'tc o iroouç et.nev 'roiç p.a&'r1'rac aurouj A

3OMt.	 tai I om
au'vov) 'ro y	aouv
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TABLE 20 continued

3lMt. ouv ) om

32Mt	 yap ] om

33Mt. napexapcv) add o L,cJOuç

bcobcta I add. iaOrraç aurou

	

34.Mt.	 ] oin
iepo'iJ add. rou &EOV

	

35Mt.	 npwu. bc] om
cnavayayv] cnavaywv o itoouç

	

38Mt.	 cv ctevi t	 cpa ] C
auiw] r	 Toou

	

4.2Mt.	 I

	

5Mt.	 rotc I oxn
oLowenacraI) OLoIW
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a	 INCIPIT VRIANTS INaP MARCAN WEEKDAYS (from BFBS 2nd ed,)

lMk. flat Lytvcto LV cx€tvatç rat.ç nILcpaL c] C.

2)&.	 nat. ] om
napaywv] ncpt.natwv 0 LflOOU

3Mlc. nat cu&uç ) om

- qvepwnoç ]trBp
auvJ tøv touat.øv
avepwEoç )acid. ttç

,.Mk. TI X&Ov 3 T)XOLV o t.aouç

5Mk. nat I om

6Mk. Et.boUV ] cnot.raav ot. toubatot

7}&. nut 3 om
avaatvci 3 avepi o tiaouç

9MIc. nat itaXiv ] om
11 paio I add. 0 t.taouç

10&. nat. ote LEVCtO nawa Iiovac]

lpcArrca)v I flpwtioav
autov] tOV ITOOUV

ol. ncpt. auwov auv tot.ç bcthcna taç nupa3oXac] ot. j.taOta. autou
tv napa3oXrv tautrv

cXcycv ) Xcyci.

].]}&. nat EXCYCV autot.ç] A

l2Mlc. nat. XE'ct. autot.ç LV cnct.vi t 11I.LcpaJ A+ct.n€v 0 t.raouç tot.ç

ia&rtatç auwou

].3Mk. nat. I om
Txeov ) T1 XEV o t.1)oouç
etc tO ) om
ycpaarvwv) iaapr,vwv

]4Mk. nat. ) oni
ep>ctaI. I add. npoç toy tiiaouv

l5Mk.	 autouj Olfl
AaxouvroçJ add. roy iraou npoç touç oxxouc

16lk. nat. YLV0ILCV0U oa3atou] C
paoJ add. o t.00uç

it.baonei.v LV rh OuVaywytl] trsp
noXXoi] praem ot.

171&. nat] om

Lt.ÔLVJ praem o t.iaouç

].8Mk. nat. eueuç) On'
vaynaocV] add. o t.Tlaouc

l9Mk. nat.) on'
L,cX&OVwWV autwvJ LCXOCA)V o u.laouc

20L&. nat. ote) om
etarXeev) add. o t.loouc



TABLE 21 continued	 141

2lMk. cxcu.&cv bc avaotczç] C
anXecv] cX&wv a &noouç
opicx
opou J add. )CL oi.bwvoç

nai cLacXwv tic oI.niav] om

22)4k. cv citcivaç taiç 1ultpaic naXiv] c

23)1k. xai ] om
çapiaaioi] add. npoç toy iiwouv

24)4k. KU1. ] om
cpXovtcZL] £ PXCWL 0 irlaouç

25)4k. ai ] om
Xoyov] add. tou iaou
cavtouç] add. 01. ia8ryrai

26)4k. itai ] am
rXeov] qX&cv 0 ioouç
apapvaou ) tancpvaoui
ieXoyicoec) praem npoç cauwouç

2711k. xai 3 oni

28Mk. cai ] om
ipoocX&ovtcç 3 add. r LT1OU 01.
cnipwtwv 3 cnipwtiaav

2911k. )(UI. 3 om
autou] tou I.tlaou

30)4k. Xcyciv o nctpoç 3 trap
atrrw] tw i.raou

3].Mk.	 tai. cpovtal. tic t.CpCixw) C
xai 2°J am
autou 3 tOU 1.raOu

3214k. cai. ] am
tic 3 praem 0 iaouç ai

33)4k.	 tau. anoi.pi.ect.ç o LTlaouc Acyci. auroIç] A

311 Mk.	 caI. £PXOVtaI. flcXXI.V) c PXctaI. o iiaouç

35)4k. xai TIpao cuo4ç cv napaPoAal.cxaXciv] AD
a.trLcXva av&pwnoç 3 trap

36)4k.	 ai ] om
autovj tO y LtWOUV

3714k. ,tai] om
auwov) to y I.TaOUV

3BMIc.	 tai) am
ypapiatcv 3 add. rw irioou

39)4k. xai] am
cv rt ibaXr) autou cXcycv] trap
cXcycv . ) add. autou.ç a iaouç

4014k. xai) om
autou] toy iiIaou
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TABLE	 INCIPIT VARIANTS IN a3 LUCAN WEEKDAYS (from BFBS 2nd ed.)

11. o be 3 om
on' avrov ] vito woo iwavvou

2L. nai avwoç 3 om
i.taouç J praem 0
apopcvoç woct. cwwv rpiatovta wv] trsp
uioç wç cvoiiiteto] trsp

3L.	 be nXpç nvcu$.Lawo] om
LT1OOU uircawpcev] trap

aovç] praem 0

i 1.	 xa]Om
Xeev] add. 0 itaouç

vaapa ] wiv vaapce

	

5L.	 nat. £LILEV npoç ctutoUc] AE

	

6L.	 avaataç be ano vrç ouvaywytic] C
cLaflX&CV ] add. 0 Ywouc

	7L	 nai. cycvcvo ) C
cv ww ei.va autov} v o i.roouç

8L. be] cpapLaao
eLiLavJ £LitOV
auwov] to y u.raouv bia ti.

	

9L.	 cycvcvo be cv waiç iepai.ç wauwai.ç] c
ccX&ei.v autovj c,rX&cv o i.raouç

	

)OL.	 xat. nawai3ac icT'aowwv] C
cawn] add o u.r)aouç

ilL. nXiv] om

	12L.	 iai.] om

	

13L.	 bc)m

]4L. nail om
outoç} woo iraov
nepi. autou 3 om

15L. ouvi om

16L.	 J om
autov wwv 9,apiaawv] vwv çapi.ciawv to y i.iiaouv
natcnXI.ti J avenXi.il

17L. nai. cycveto cv ww na&cF,lic] c
nai. aowoç biwbcvcv] cnopcucwo o iiaovç

18L.	 cycvcwo be cv i.a wwv icpv] C
nai. auwoç cvcI3n] eve	 o iraouç

19L. oc) om
navta I praem uit'aowoo

20L. r e icpa rpr,awo itXivcu.v] C
bcJ ww i.aou
cinav I
nopeuecvwcçJ ansX&ovwcç



TABLE 22 continued	 243

211. icai ] om
auwouç 1 o 1aouç touç a&rrrac uuvou

221. €XEycv b npoç wau'uxç) A
cpco&ai. ] £X&CLV

23L. nau 3 om
napaXa$3wv 3 aö.d. o Lrlaouc rov

2lL. All is an adaption of the final phrase of Vs 4.3. It is the only occasion
in the synaxarion when H is used for such an adaption instead of B, and. is
a characteristic of the ar3 type. It is characterised by the retention of
the preposition npoç with the accusative instead of using the dative case
without a preposition after the verb "to say" (in this case ei.nev).

25L.	 p.ca bc rauwa 3 C
ewcpouc] xai. aXXouç
ôuo] om

27L. autov] rov i.taouv

28L.	 xayca ov Xcyc] j

29L. naj om
ii v] add. o	 oouç

33.1.	 ôe] om
tv oXXwv £nae. 3
Acyc4 add. auoç

32L. oav] add. ouv

341a.	 ]om

351. CLnEV be npoç wouç aettaç av'rou]

361. o 2°] na

37L. flUL anonp&cç cu.nev autoç) A

381.	 cv aur	 wpa I C
npoaXeav ) npoarxeov
Xcyovtcç ] praem rw ilaou

39L.	 eXcyev be	 ta I ea.itev o Lr)aouç

4.11. AD is an adaption of vs 3.
4.21.	 eXcyev c ai. mpoç wouç ae,rvac] AD

Thi5 would have been paraphrased by AD

4.31.	 be.] o i.i'aouç

45L.	 o be cu.itev auwoi.c] AD

CLItCV ouv ] AD

4.7L,	 wt.] om
tveç ¶wv apaawv ano toy oXXou erLav] cnov o cpapI.aaoL
autov 3 toy u.raouv
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8L. a& cycvto cv tia rwv rnLcpwv ] c
airrov 3 rou ioou

19L. flpato bc npoç tov Xaov Xcyciv] A
avpwioç ) ad.a riç

50L. xai 3 om
cit uutov ) citi wov u.11aouv

5].L, 6c Frw iaou

52L. npo ôc ouwov navvwv] oni
cni.aXouai.v ] praem npoacxcvc aito rwv avepntwv

53L. bc 3 om
icpouoaXti. 3 praem tv

54.L. apoicvwv e wouwwv yi.vcaeu] om.

55L. 6€ ) om
aç	 spaç/bbacitcv)trsp

bi.6aanwv J add. o	 aouç



2 7Mt

0Mt
31 Mt

3 2j

3 3Mt

3 5Mt

3 6Mt

TABLE 23 INC IPIT VARIANTS WITHIN THE af3 TYPE MMUSCRIPTS

ifMt AB] add. iptouaatc owl. eppr	 wolç apaLoIç t292*, 148*, 1321*

AB] add. rlxouoawc owi. cpp	 1729, 2624

B] £ppc&ti wol.ç apxal.olc owl. J83, 1634, 9638, 5.958

AB] add. ycypanwal owu.	 1876

6Mt B] om 1323, 876

llMt B] om L323

1.2Mt oubcv ] add. yap 9.226*

J 00 yap 1323

KenaXucvov] auy- 1514*, 1.185, 2387, 1.1496

cawi.v xcxaXuiiiicvov] tp 2]496

l 3Mt 0 Iwavvr)ç cv tco bcoi.tcawipi.] trsp 	 1 364

l4Mt A] add.B .9.226*

l6Mt cnopcu&ii] £flOpCVCtO 1 358*, 1. 876

l 7Mt	 Lrlaou] auw	 9323

lBMt rw iraou] om 1.1015

i 9Mt D] B 183*, 2634., £638, L958

] add. ,.bou 0 226
2OMt .AD] C 9 387

25Mt	 cwa13ac] c43aç	 0121*, 9308*, 23 1 8, .1519

om	 0121*, 1308*, P3 1 8, £519

0 83, 2 634, 1. 638, 1958

0211, 13 64, 1.7 29, 11496, 91552*, 1.1826, 11841

26Mt ww i.aov tai. oi. oabouxai.oi.] trsp 1 83, 1 634., 1. 638, 1 958

1.323, 2387, 1876

wc Lflaou] om 1 211, 1226*

oi. aaôouai.oiJ om oi.	 L121*, 1308*, £318, j519, £1015

1 211, 1. 226*, 1.876

xai. - auwov] Li.ILEV auww ncl.paovrcç auww 11496

npoçck&ovwcç) cxeovwcç £323

ji;'

oon.ç] add	 ouv 0.323	 J387, 1729, £2496

D] om 0.323

oioi.a] add. yap I 226*,I 323

oi.Loi.a eowiv] w.Loa.wOq	 1. 121*, 1.308*, 1.519, £1015, ,t4.8*

auwou] om.1226*,2323, 1634, £958, £1015

cnavaywv] napaywv 0226*

av&pwnoc] add wi.ç 1121*, 9308*, 1.31
	

1. 519, 11015

83*, 1634, £638 L 958

Q.185, 1211, 1364, 1.1496, 9.1841



TABLE 23 continued
	 246

37Mt	 Jc £1015

3Mt onouj add. yap 1 226*

2 Uk

6Uk

7Mk

9)1k

l2Mk
L6 )lk

19

20)1k

napcLl en	 1364
om 183*, .1634, 2638, .1958

154, 152 3,, 1729, L1496

LouaIoI) apiaao' 1.729

]	 aoL	 15 1 9, L1015
€n	 1854

cxiirv1 add. apxv 1121*, 1318, 1 519, £729

av Xcyc u.L.vJ	 1. 83*, 1.634,1638, J.958

nXotov] praem	 to 1121*, 1318, 1519, 11015

2 83, 1 654, 9 638, 1 958

1 34, 1523, 17 29, 2854,

17 29, 1149 6 , 2.1826

o	 oouç bibaotcivl isp	 .1323

aurou] om 1729
tautl y ) om 1121*, 1318, j519, 11015

1323, 1729
Xye] €A€ycv 2121*, 1318, 1519, 11015

1 83, 1634, 1 638, 2958

9 729
toy iilaOuv) autov .1 323

) om	 11015

OL LaOflta autou) o, tpI. autov ciuv tol.ç bwb€na	 1323

o4iaç ycvocvç] om 1323, 1364(corr.)

cv tii ouvaywyi 	 baancv)	 ap	 523

anouovte c]cxit ooaavtcç	 4 121, 1308*, 1318 , 2. 519, 1.1015,

L854, 21496

CflLyvovtcç] £ltLyvwvtcç 2364, 11496

] add. itavtcç 1364

autou] add. ot. avbpcç tou tonov eKci.vOU

-	 1121*, 1308*, 13 1 8, j519, 2.1015

.1 729

o Lflaouç) probably omitted. by scribe who then added it after nXoiou

ci.olX,cv] 1X&cv 1.323	
L958

£iç) add. to y £1841



TABLE .23 continued
	

247

2lMk	 i.L&opia] cpi
	

£364

obwvoc] add. xa £IOEX&wv dc oLxov(o1)tav Q34, f323, 1.729,

0 854 )

1121*, 1308*, 1519, 11015

25& £avwouc] autouç
ouwouvicç3 auvt. 1 83*

26Mk iAcv] c&a,1X&dv 1.364

£Iç Kancpvaoul.L] praem nai oi i.taSitai auwou 1323, 0.1496, 1.1841

1121*, 1308*,	 519, 0.1015

1 83, 1634, 1638, 1958

28 Mic

32 }&

33 }&
35)&
38 }&

	

] add	 a& oi a9rai auwou 1.364

	

] add.	 uv wol.ç Iia&qrau.c aurov /.185

IEXoy4.?EGedJ bieXoyiovwo 134

3 cXoyicaOc 11841

tpoacXovtcç] npoacX&ovti 	 0.185

o]	 34

ci.orX&ev] dLalxewv 1.1496

cç icp000Xuta 0 LllaoucJ trsp	 115523' 9.1826

praem c	 1.1841 praem a i.tii v Xcrw uv ci. 1.4.8*
cçuwcuev avepcitoç3 trp 4.8*
tw i.aou - autouvtwvJ om 1.323

aut,itouvtwvJ auvt.	 .0.83*

bwvJ £LbWç 1.292*,	 34, L321*, 1.323, 1.1552*, 1.1826, 1.1841

183*, 2634, 1958 (no ].ection in £638) 14.8*

39}& CwtoLç] om 1.83*

0 i.aouçJ add.	 i.baaww 21496

1 L uno -you i.wavvou] un ' autou 1323

wouj oxn 0.83*, 1634, 2638, t958

2L wu apxo.Lcvoç] tr5p	 .0. 323, 1364,

1121*, 1.3 08*, 15 1 9, 21015

3L ano ou &opbavoo - cv rw nvcutari.] ozn	 1.226*

4L vaapce] vaaper	 Q121*, 1308*, 1.318, 2.519, 1.1015

1 83*, 1638

1226*, 11826

	6L	 ,c 3om	 1.729

	

1OL	 ncbi.vov] ncxi.bi.vou	 1226*, 11552*

twvj om	 0.292*, 134, 1.226*, .1.323,

P1552*, 1.1826, 11841,

1121*, 1.519, 11015

083*, 1634,	 638, 1.958

1364, 0.729, Q854, 0.4.8*,



16 L.

18L

19L

20 L

21 L

22L

23L

854, Q1826

,t323

thLE 23 cotiued.	
18

7L wv) uutov 1854

•i L nXouoLoLç) ypaMLacLç j519

•2L KUL ov] iva 11341.

3L vu add. bc 1226*

xup&cJ add. nupie
	

1854,	 Ji015

14L	 LoubcXLU) add.	 aurot,	 1121*,	 519, 11015
1 226*, 1323

24L

rpwwaJ add bc I 22*

roy Ltioouv] ww uoou £323

tvcpqJ avcpiu	 1*

	

1226*, £854, 1.1826,	 11841
rcrpapxic) a&d. vuv UKOflV ,.raou tai, 	 j638
yivo.icva) ycvocva	 .183*

	

234,	 1226*, 11826
un'auTou] UTtO TOy LT100U 103*, £634, 1958
bwbca} add. iaOiraI aurou (oznaurou J634,

	

183*, 1 634, 1638,	 958
roy oXXov] rouç oxXOu c 11552*

ciç] om	 1226*

1 364, 1 1641

oXot.) av8pwnoi. 1 729, 1 854, . 958

Aeyouai. OL aL) trsp 	£ 854
civaL) praem	 X 1.226*

EL mc] oarmç £1015

£XOCLV] atoXouOev 1 634, 1638, ,L 958
a	 a	 ata rcpczvj out	 A 121*, 1.3 16 , ji.5l9

1. 83*, 1 634, £638,	 958

134, 1226*, p 3 23, £729,
napaXaøv) 8UPGAaIJ43cIVEL 1 323

)tam LwavVllvj out, but added later after matwf3ou

xam i.wavvflv tm macwPou] trsp	 1.226*

H JB 1226*,	 IA 021,

•	 (1015

- 183*

1636, f1958)

•	 ouv) om	 1121*, 1318, Q519, 11015

1634, ,L638

134, (226*,	 321, ,L323, 1364, 1729, 1 84,

).1552, 11026, 11841, 5.292*,	 32l*, L4.8*

uicmç) om

a rra] ruç itapbmaç	 83K



D9T.ABLE 23 continued.

25L	 tupoc] LlooUc L83*, £638

1.1841

aXXouç) erepou
	

1.121*, 13 1 8, 1.1015, 1.519
183*, 1634, 1638, L958
1226*, 1323

nal 2] om	 L321*

26L B) om	 £854

	

cnLylvwaxti.	 183*, 1958

.134, 2854

27L auiou] Th) aou 183*	 LT)OOU 1,48*

]om	 134
toy flcouv] avtov 183*

13 23, 1.48*, L519
28L A] add. B £854

30L	 i.iet'ou xaw'€ou] cm.	 1.854

31L €na&. twv oXXwv] tv bc oXwv cna&.	 1.323
o LIl aou c] om 1.226*

o	 aouç Xcyci,v] trsp	 1323
autoicl npoç avtouç	 183*

) 01fl	 1226*, 1323, 1854

rpato 0	 aouç Xyciv autoç] £IflEV autoi,ç o iijaouç

yeva'2°J om	 1226*, 13 23, 1958

34L	 avynctaXul.LILEvov) auvxc.	 i1841

35L	 Acyw utivJ tLp	 1121*, 1.308*, 15 1 9,	 11015

1323
36L oL(ovoMacJ bouAoç 1 34

1638

wiLl o 1323

37L	 boncitc) om	 1514*, 1292*, 1.34,	 321*, 4*,

1226*, 11552*, 11841,

11015

381, autco] om	 2364
39L C+€i. y cv o Llaouç tw xnXptor autov] A 163*,	 14 021
41L	 tic) praem Xcywv	 1121*, 1308*, 13 1 8, 15 1 9, L1o15

183*,

1323
451,	 a.L1iv] om	 1121*, 13 1 8, 1519
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TABLE 23 continuo.

47L npoç roy oouv] WW • LioOU 1.226*
50L	 o	 pajiji. KuI oi apx.] 'bsp.. p 226*, 1323, 11841

apxtcpc&ç)aptoaoI t1015.

ens rov troouv] cn-'uucov 1226*

•	 cs rov siaouv raç xEIpucl .1zp 1.323
511,	 npooexeovreç] npooeX8ov-ci •. 1226*

rw siaou] be £323
OLrLVcç A ouaLv]•os avLA€Tov'cCc 1121*, L308*, 1.3 1 8, L519.

Lloi5
1.226*, .1323, •i729, L1841

- 521, :B] om--Mirosl&v1 s oeI

£p')praeln ap 1.121*, 1306*, 1318,. 1.519, 11015
1.83*, 1 634,	 63s, .95S,

1.8*, 134, 13 23, 1364, .1.729, ,t1552*, t1826, j184
531,	 B] o Miroslav's C-ospel

l awpatouev1 atpatonaibtv 1. 519

) praem

54L	 UI.LCJV] iiwv L34, 1.83*

55L	 tctç Lcpac) oia 1.226*

l83* 1958,
134, 1364,1. 1 552*, .L1841

L323
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TABLX 24.	 CONCLUDING PHRASES IN a LECTIONARIES

The foUowing variants occur in the concluding phrases of a 1153:

l9Mt The exhortation "He who hath ears to hear, let him hear" is added to

the continuous text pericope in all a 1133 except the five members of

a sub-group 1.

2lMt The exhortation "He that hath ears to hear, let him hear," which is

the concluding phrase of the continuous text pericope, is omitted. in p387.

2311t autw iic amo wwv noXcwv] cw u.iou £1k96

2511t apcX] om 1.1496

29 11t aøiX€ia avrou 3	 wou ecou £1826

3111t	 ?rrtaai. ai.] om L323, 1.876

3211t Mirozlav'sGospelomits I flbBH flOt1ALMH.

211k
	

paLjLavc& 1LurWV) cm avrwv U sub-group 2
34., J3 23, (729, 1.1496

311k np xwpoy ¶ T ya?iXaia

icpvwpov) ytv L1l+96

ri y&iXaiac 3 xvv t83, £11196

5}&
	

xa.I.vouç Xitcov

xcvouc] vcout £8511

owi XaXci autoi.

Miroslay 's Gospel has r 7 AW € HML • i.e., omits t'IE.

1311k o Itwou ] add a itavrc EoauaCov L83*

1411k Mfroslav's Gospel concludes this leotion with H A I B I M I ' b,
as do £1496 and t83*.

1811k

	

	 3 y€vvcapcO £34 , 1.323, 2634 , 185k, 1.958

Miroslav' Gospel continues to the end of the verse.

21111c Miroslav's Gospel transposes last two clauses as does TR

2911k L82i*, f.958 and. Miroslay's Gospel transpose last two phrases.

3IMk	 tai Tp(oXouecI CLUTW CV Wi) obw

autw] ¶W I.i)øO1) 1323, £1015 and. Miroslav's Gospel

CV W'l 06W ] om 1.83*

S
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T.ABIE 21. continued.

3311k Matthean conclusion not add.ed. in a sub-group 1,

14.8*, j323 and. Miroelav's Gospel.
Matthean conclusion continued. for a further three verses in a sub-group

(except 1958)

4.011k apT wöi.vwv ¶aura

api ] P)ftt. 1634, j958 (i.e., two membere of a sub-group 2),
J.323

6L cv ra avvaywyaiç auwwv

aucwv) ri yaXu.Xaiaç	 a sub-group 1,

1226*, ,L323

	

7L	 cv tai. LPLOL KO 1tpoO€VXO1LEVO

ai npoacvxoe vo I om 1638

	9L
	 7tpoöowTç] add.	 xcraac p.cc'aurwv cart citi. wonov 1t€Lvou

cui. c66aac to y Xaov 1 638

This is an adaption of the first part of the following verse.

	

1OL	 ww oupavw] to	 oupavoiç 1-184.1

	

12L	 XaXEI. ro awoa autou

XaXcito crolLct] trap 183*

aurou] om. JL 4.8*

	

13L	 cya] cyaXi 1184.1

	].5L	 ano twv rctvwv autli] add. avtwv a sub-group 2 (except L 638)
1226*

	

16L
	

d.c	 p,viv ) c	 wov oi.tov co y £1826

l7L ano rwv unapxovtwv au1aI . c) om 1 364.

20L OL Lc6TTaL) add avrou	 a sub-group 1 (lacuna 1 3O8, 1318)
Miroslav's Gospel

21L cLvaat,vaL] ccpOva	 asub-group 2 (except 183*)

sub-group3, £1826, 118i4 (i.e., a.UP M33
.1 1015

£ 34., 1 1552*, 1 364., £ 729, 1 854.,
-	 Q 226, L323

	25L	 xawaPi.PaaOtianJ ,tataaaerIc	 5111*
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TAM 24. continued.

26L	 atouaai. a a.tout xau. otrn txovaav

axovaai a axouct€] trep J361.

28L	 1tv€va ayiov wo	 airovav avtov

ayu.ov] crrcLeov 1854.

uivova.v] wecvoi.	 1.3k

to qyyo Xnwaiv]	 X€itwaiv to pwç a sub-group 1 (except 11015,
lacuna: 308*, g318)

Miroslay 's Gospel

32L	 tauta ôc £bci. noiiai xa)tei.va	 api.vai

Jtoi.aaI.] noiei.v L36k, £1826

35L	 xai. taut itavta 1tpOatCOflEta1. u)Ll.v

iavta ] om t226,	 323

36L	 to caxatov Xswrov aito6wC

MtALHHLItO in Miros1av' Gospel, as in Vukan's,

Yurye's and. the other codices quotea by Ainfilokhi except

the Galicia Gospel (continuous text ood.ex) of 11J4 AD, which

has K 0 A A'Ph, while Zographensis, Marianus and Nikola's
Gospeihave	 SrL'PL

39L	 oøri. (payctal. PtOV CU t1	 ØL?ICLOC tot, Oou

Ooti. ] cc a sub-group 1
a sub-group 2
Q 226*, £ 323

pUyEtctL) ay	 364., Q..1552'
aptov ] apiarov	 a sub-group 1

a sub-group 2

323, 1364.

4.2L	 CL ¶ft ai.wvi.ou	 )(TV

tc] wot L226*

4.3L	 toxaXuntrai.j Cpxcwa Q. 729

41.L	 onou to awp.a sei auvaxetCovtaI. ot. acrot.

awp.a ) nrwa g.1826, (184.1
1226*, 1958 (corr.)

ci. acroi I praem •KaI.

l,.7L	 aouwv I axouciv a sub-group 1 (except 21015)
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TABLE 2Z continued.

lf9L	 XT)Oc& avwov

XLx)LTacL] Xiyuaci	 3k

50L	 cai wa roy Ocou w Ocw
ta ] om L1552*

5Th ovit€ti. ba aroXwv encpwwav aurov ou6v

oubev Jom L1552*

52L. )ttt(1€OOC taç 4uxcL uwv

xwtciaa8c) xwiaaaec a sub-group 1
a sub-group 2
L1 .8* (i321* referred. to 2lst September)
t226*, 2.323, I36 , £729

53L api.ç cv itXipw6waiv xaipos. £Ovwv

XP( 01)] axpl	 a sub-group 1
1 226, £323, L729

These variants follow the pattern of the inoipit variants, with

the sub-groups rarely divided and. J 226, J323 and L]496 appearing more

frequently than the other MSS.
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APPENDIX V

TABLE 25 ADDIT]ONAL LECTIONS IN 	 MANUSCRIPTS

TABLE 26 ADDITIONAL S TYPE MARCAN LECTIONS IN a MANUSCRIPTS

TABLE 27 ADDITIONAL S TYPE LECTIONS IN a MANUSCRIPTS

TABLE 28 ADDITIONAL LECTIONS IN MANUSCRIPTS



1. L xxii:7-13

2. L xxii:14.-22
3. L xxii:23-30

. L xxii:3].-39
5. L xxii:4.0-5].

6. L xxii:52-62
7. L xxii:63-xxiii:2
8. L xxiii:3-1O
9. L xxiii:11-17

10. L xxiii:18-25
11. L xxiii: 26-31
12. Mc xiii:9-13
13. Mc xiii:]4-19
14. Mc xiii:20-26
15. Uk xiii:26-31
16. Mc xiii:32-xiv:2
17. Uk xiv:3-9
18. Uk xiv:1O-16
19. Ilk xiy:17-25
20. Uk xiv:26-31
21. Mc xiv:32-39
22. Mc xiv:4.O-44
23. Uk xiv:4.5-5O
21g.. Mc xiv:51-59
25. Uk xiv:60-65
26. Uk xiv:...67-72
27. Ilk xv:].-5
28. Mc xv:6-15
29. Uk xv:32b-4].
30. L xxiii:5O-56

£729
xii :13-15,

21-24
xv: 1-10
xvi:15-xvii:4.
xviii :15-17,

26-27
reads No 4.

vi: 7-13
vii: 5-16
viii: 1-10
viii: 30-34.
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TABLE 25 ADDITIONAL LECTIONS IN	 MANUSCRIPTS

L634., L638j958
L xii:13-15,	 xii:13-15,

22b-31	 xvii:11
L xvii: 20-25	 xvii:12-19
L xviii:15-17, read.s No 2

26-30
L xvijj:31-34.	 read..g No 3
L xvi:15-18,	 read.s Noxvii: 1-4.
}tfk viii:15-21	 viii:15-21

(Mc viii:22-26) (viii:22-26
Ilk viii :3O-34.	 viii:30-311.
Mc ix:].1-15	 jx:11-15
Mc ix:35b-1,.9 	ix:35b-4.O
Mc ix:42-1j
Ilk ix:4.7-5O	 / ix:4.7-50
Ilk ix:].].-15	 ix:11-15
Ilk x:23b-27	 x:23b-27
Ilk x:24b-3O	 x:24b-3O

(to 3lMk)	 (to 26Mk)
Mc xi:U-18	 xi:11-18
Uk
( 68 to 31.I&)

MIC vii;5-9	 vii:5-9
638 to 36Uk	 to 36Mk
638 to 37M1c	 to 37Mk
638 to 38}&	 to 38Mk
638 to 39}&	 to 39Mk
638 to 4.OMlc	 to 4.OMk
638 omits
638 omits
638 omits
638 omits -

Mtxxvi:6-164 (Mt xxvi:6-16)

S typ
xx: 27-44.

xxi: 12-19
xxi:5-8,1O,
11, 20-24

xxi: 28-33
xxi :37-

xxii :8
viii :11-21
viii: 22-26
viii:30-34.
ix: 10-16
ix: 33-41
ix:142-x:1
x:2-12
x:11-16
x: 17-27
x: 24b-32a
x: 46-52
xi:11-23
xi:22b-26
xi: 27-33
xii:1-12
xii:13-17
xii: 18- 27
xii: 28-37
xii:38-44
xiii: 1-8
xiui:9b-13
xiii :14.-23
xiii: 21.-31
xiii: 31-xiy
Ilk xiv:3-9

Unspecified pericopae are S type
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a MA!USCRIPTS

t821*
placed 13-17
called 13-17

TABLE 26 ADDITIONAL S TYPE MARCAN LECTIONS IN

S TYPE	 L31,.	 £519
weeks 13-17	 placed 12-16 placed 12-16

1 • Ii1c viii :11-2].	
called 13-17 called 12-16

2. W.c viii:22-26

3. I& viii:3O-314.

1.. Mk ix:1O-16

5. 3& ix:33-41
6. Mc ix:42-x:1
7. }& x:2-12
8. Mk x:].1'-].6

9. )& x:17-27
10. 14k x:24b-32a	 ]28-32a	 ]23b-32a
U. }& x:1f6-52
12. 14k xi:11-23
13. 14k xi:22b-26

]4. 14k xi:27-33
15. 14k xii:].-12
36. 14k xii:13-17
17. xii:18-27
18. 14k xii:28-37
19. 14k xii:38-41f.
20. 1 xiii:1-8
21. Mk xiii:9b-13
22. 14k xiii:]4-23

23. 14k xiii:2i.-3l
21k..	 xiii:31-xiv:2
25. 11k xiv:3-9 (Mt xxvj:6-16)

Unspecified perioopae are S type
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TABLE 27 ADDITIONAL S TYPE LECTIONS IN a MANUSCRIPTS

S TYPE	 1364.	 MIROSL.AV'S GOSPEL
12-17 weeka

1. L xx:27-414.	 (L xxi:37,xx:27-4.0)
2. L xxi:12-19	 (L xxi:12-19)
3. L xxi:5-8,10,U,	 L xxi:5-6,20-214.

20-2.
4.. L xxi:28-33	 (L xxi:28-32)
5. L zxi:37-xxii:8	 (L xxi:37-xxii:8)
6. Mic viii:11-21	 (Mc vlii:ll-21
7. Mc viii:22-26	 Mc viii:22-26
8. Mc viii:30-34.	 !Lt xvi:20-24.)
9. Mc ix:1O-16	 Mc ix:1O-16

10. Mc ix:33-4].	 Mc ix:33-4].
11. Mk ix:1.2-x:1	 Mc ix:4.2-x:1)
12. Mk x:2-12	 (Uk x:2-16, 1t half
13. Uk x:11-16	 (Mc x:2-16, 2nd. half
14.. Uk x:17-27	 Uk x:17-27)
15. Mc x:24.b-32a	323b-32a	 Uk x:l7-27 2nd. half)
16. Mc x:4.6-52	 Uk x:46-52)
17. Mc xi:11-23	 Mc xi:U-21
18. Mc xi:22b-26	 ]ad.d. Mt vii:7-8 Mc xi:22-26
19. Mk xi:27-33	 Mc xi:27-33
20. Uk xii:1-12	 Uk xii:1,11 (Mt xxi:33-4.2)
21. Mc xii:13-].7	 (Uk xii:13-17)
22. Mc xii:18-27	 Mc xii:18 (Mt xxii:23-34.)
23. Uk xii;28-37	 Mc xii:28-37
2Z.. Uk xii:38-44.	 Uk xii:39-44
25. Mc xiii:1-8	 Uk xiii:1-8)
26. Mc xiii:9b-13	 Uk xiii:9-13
27. Uk xiii:]4-23	 Uk xiii:14.,23 (Mt xxiv:3-35)
28. Mc xiii:24.-31	 (Mt xxiv:3-35)
29. Mc xiii:31-xiv:2	 Uk xiii:31-xiv:2
30. Mc xiv:3-9	 Mc xiv:3-9
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TABLE 28 .ADDITIOKAL LECTIONS IN 	 MA1JSCRIP

tl.8, 1321

Lections not mentioned. are the corresponding a
Marcan ].ection3

U. flc iV;21f-34.
L3. )& v:1-17
16. 1& vi:2-6
19. Uk vi:54.-56
21. Uk vii:llf-2l4-a
22. Uk vii:24-30
23. Uk viii:1-10
24.. Mt xxi:4.3-4.6
25. Mt xviii:18-20
26. Uk vi:29-33
27.L vi:17-32a
29. L xxi:12-19	 I ix:51-57,x:22-2 2i,&*
30. L ix:1-6
31. L vii:36-50
32. Uk xi:22-26+Mt vii:7,8] ix:2-9 4.8
33.(Mt x:1,5-8)	 J (Mt xx:1-16+II) Lz,8*
34. Mt v:14-19	 J (Mt xi:27-30) L8
35. L ix: 28-38
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5 'I!IE S WEEKDAY LECTION SYSTEM



(1336 Al) )

(1319AD)

(1395AD)
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TABLE 29 GREEK LECTIONARIES CONTAINIM- S TYPE PERICOP.AE

VIII century

U 354.	 8f Paris

IX cen

U 36	 268f Rome
U 722	 23f Athos
U 1661	 2±' Leningrad

X century

U	 2	 257f Paris
U 150 (995AD) 374f London

	

U 296	 6±' Cambridge
(Mass.)

	

U 1105	 53±' Athos
813*	 334f Patmos

	

1014.	 272f Jerusalem

XII century (continued)

	

822	 259±' Patmos
1033 (1152AD) 233f Jerusalem

	

1259	 123±' Birmingham

	

138].	 250±' Kiev

	

111.7	 387f Megaspilaion
1462 .(117OAD) 148±' Therapna

10±' Leningrad.

	

14.94.	295f London

	

164.3	 161±' Washington DC

	

1694.	197±' Bessa

	

1753	 339±' Sinai
1800*	 265±' Athens

	

1934.	 197±' Rome

	

2187	 196f Cyprus

XIII century

316f
310±'
3 22f
176±'
207±'
90±'

151±'
liOf

288f
230±'
210±'
320±'
288±'
190±'
207f
295f
4.Olf
353f1

99f
34.7f
188f
198±'
363f
235f
268±'
327±'
206±'

309±'
382±'
279±'
368±'
24.8f
168f
178±'
295f
24-2±'
158f
26 2f
336±'

XI century

	

105	 292±' Venice
203a(1067AD ) 300f Oxford

	

252	 4.98f Leningrad

	

283	 313±' Siena

	

322	 79±' London
4.02 (1089AD) 20411 Athens

	

539	 31l1f Rome

	

633	 237f Athos

	

731	 267f Athos
835 (1072AD) 293±' Athos

	

995	 296f Jerusalem,
Leningrad

139]. (1033AD) 398±' Leningrad

	

1744	 280f Edinburgh

	

- 174.8	 21,4±' Copenhagen

XII century

68*
	

357f Paris
76
	

182f Parj
200
	

292±' Oxford
202
	

323f Oxford
319
	

360±' London
361
	

236±' Paris
384*
	

292±' Athens
386
	

286±' Athens
4.08
	

167f Athens
11-37
	

26 Of Athens
4614.	 29 2f Gro ttaf errata
513
	

318f Messina
520 (u84.AD) 285±' Messina
651
	

371f Atbos
654.
	

279±' Athos
673*
	

298±' Atho s
701
	

306±' Athos
705
	

226±' Athos
726
	

296f Atho
752
	

Athos
787
	

262±' Istanbul
802
	

221±' Lesb os
810
	

329f Patmos

7* (12o1AD)
15
19
299
339
371
4.03*(1274.AD)
553
655
698
930
950 (1289/90)

1010
1084. (1292)
1092
10914.
1097
1128
1223
1383
1536
1642
1722
1752
1782
1853
1863
1974.

XIV century

8
86

10].
118
184.
276
327
332
4.06
4].3*
650
688

Paris
Paris
Oxford
London
London
Paris
Athens
Rome
Jtthos
Athos
London
Uppsala
Jerusalem
Athos
Atho S
Athos
Athos
Athos
Athens
Mos cow
Maywood
Chicago
Jerusalem
Sinai
I tanbul
Leningrad
Kiev
Ohrid

Paris
Paris
Paris
Florence
London
Venice
London
London
Athens
Athens
Athos
Athos



XIV century (continued)

1107
1135
1756
1757 (l373)
1763
1765
1941
2189 (13lf6AD)

XV century

277 (11f38D)
302
416
826
827 (1443AD)

11914.
1200
1436
3.539 (141a+AD)
1759
1761
1762
1817

XVI century	 -

11.
272
39].
4.36 (154.5D)
6zi. (1559AD)
708**
719 (1586AD)
874.
886
990 (1565AD)

1029 1594.AD
1030 1596AD
1031 1599AD
1034.
1036 (1596.AD)

4.35f
4.02f
337f
296f
365f
337f
239f
14.91ff

37 2f

387f
199f
396f

286f
14.91f
21].f
217f
385f
189f
352f
11 2f

34.8f
276f
355f'
3].4f
301r
271f
366f
36Sf
4.08f
378f
4.25f
511ff
268f
220f
414.6f

Istanbul
Atho
Athos
Sinai
Sinai
Sinai
Sinai
Rome
Cyprus

Venice
New York
Athens
Patmos
Patmo s
Atho
Athos
Sinai
Patmos
Sinai
Sinai
Sinai
Athens

Paris
Venice
Athens
Athens
Athos
Athos
Athos
Sinai
Sinai
Lesb os
Baltimore
3 eru s a]. eni
3 erus a].elfl
J eru s a). em
3 erus a]. em
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TABLE 29 G.REEK LECTIONARIBS CONTAINING . S TYPE PERICOPAE continued

XVI century (continued)

1054. (1595AD) 273f Athos
U.4.7 (1583AD	 2k8f Atho a
114.8 (1562	 24.5f Athos
114.9 (1576AD	 250f Athos
1.150 (1597AD) 261f Athos
13.65	 4.32f Atho
1704. (154.9.D) 1414.6f Joannina
1709	 325f
1712 (1558AD) 447f 

Joannina
Sofia

1758	 449f Sinai
1760	 272f Sinai
1793	 34.9f Athens
1823 (1563D) 4.68f Athens
2176	 214.Of Navpaktos,

Tatarnis

XVII century

	262
	 265f Paris

	1713
	

592f Sofia
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5 THE S WEEKDAY . LECTION SYSTEM

§ 5.01	 For the purpose of the present study, with only 27 exceptions,

all the extant lectionaries up to and including the XVI century known to have

weekday lections have been inspected, either in the libraries where they are

now preserved or on microfilm. This complete review has only been possible

because of the indefatigable work of the Institute for New Testament Textual

Research in M!fnster, Westphalia in collecting microfilms of New Testament

manuscripts, and. because of the generosity of Professor Kurt .Aland, the

Director of the Institute, who made it possible for the writer to have access

to the facilities of the Institute.

As a result of the large numbers of MSS available, some limitation

has necessarily been set upon the extent to which they can be studied. The

a MSS, as the oldest, the most interesting and the least known, have been

studied in considerable detail. As there are nearly 4. times as many S type

as a type from these centuries, and a similar number of c type, only the

earliest have received comparable attention.

In view of the similarity of the S type and. 	 type lectionaries,

it has been considered. important to determine the external characteristics,

i.e., non-textual, which distinguish them. It is, however, inevitable that

some lectionaries will show mixed. characteristics, since a defective exemplar

could easily be supplemented by a lectionary of the other type. One would.

expect to find more offspring of mixed. marriages in the later MSS, however,

so that the characteristics found. in the earlier MSS are more reliable for

determining the development of each system.
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5.O2 CHARACERISTICS OF S LECTION.ARIES OUTSIDE THE WEEKDAYS

The S lectionaries give the general impression that one is very

like another, but when a study is made of the rubrics it is found that certain

differences exist, some of which may be due to development over the centuries

and. others which may be due to supplementing a Saturday-Sunday lectionary

by adding weekdays from another source.

Commencing from the beginning of the synaxarion, it can be seen

that the earliest S lectionaries extant do not mention the lections for

Easter Sunday vespers or Ascension Day morning service in the main body of

the lectionary. This does not imply that they were not in use at the time,

but merely that it was not the custom to mention them with the lection for

the liturgy. It is only in the eleventh century that a few S lectionaries

refer to them or give them in full. By that time the c lectionaries had

been evolved, containing them.

In the middle of the lection for the Wednesday after Easter, some

S ].ectionaries mark the fact that the second half of this lection is to be

read on some other occasion. Sometimes it is stated that this leotiori is for

Philip. It is unusual to find a rubric stating that this is where the lection

for Andrew ends, but when it is found in an S lectionary there are sometimes

other features present which are more commonly found in t lectionaries.

Amongst the earliest gospel lectionaries of a].]. types, two methods

of numbering the Johannine Sundays can be discerned.(h16) One method considers

Easter Sunday as the first and Pentecost the eighth, although normally referring

to these as Pascha and Pentecost, resp ectively, while the other method considers

the Sunday after Easter as the first and the Sunday before Pentecost as the

sixth. It is not unusual in MSS of XI century onwards to find that the two

methods have become confused, resulting, for example, in two Sundays being

called the third. In the S type lectionaries, however, the first method (i.e.,

considering Easter Sunday the first) was the one intended by the compiler of

(116) Yvonne Burns: Op. cit. (Johannine numbering)
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the system, and it is only rarely that mistakes occur. If this system is not

followed, or if a change of systems occurs, the particular lectionary concerned.

probably had. a mixed. ancestry. For example, 1252 (XI) follows the second.

system, but inspection of the MS reveals that the Johannine section is

written in a later hand than is the rest of the MS, and so did not form part

of the original S type lectionary.

There are three methods of describing the week before Pentecost in

S lectionaries. The majority call it the week of Pentecost, but a few call it

the week before Pentecost. It seems fairly certain that the latter was the

original method, since the usual method. could easily be derived from it by

the omission of the preposition "before" (.Aa it takes the genitive no

alteration is needed. in the article before "Pentecost" or N). A similar

phenomenon, in this case clearly a mistake, is found. in LL,.67 (x) where the

Saturday before Carnival is called. the Saturday of Carnival by the omission

of the same preposition.

A few S type leotionaries call the week before Pentecost the

seventh week. Further research may show that such lectionaries have other

features in common.

A few S lectionaries call the week after Pentecost by that name,

but the majority call it the first week.

The majority of the S lectionaries conclude the Matthean section

by the seventeenth Sunday and. in this case none of the earlier examples except

Q 539 (XI) mention the Canaanitess in Luke, nor, of course, do they give

any indication of an extra Saturday. Those S lectionaries which conclude the

Matthean period. on the seventeenth Saturday place the Canaanitess either

before the sixteenth Sunday or before the seventeenth Sunday. Either no

mention is made of the extra Saturday or the choLce is free.

Between Matthew and Luke some MSS have an inscription describing

when the Canaanitess is to be read in Luke. Another inscription discusses

when the lections from Luke should. commence. These are perhaps inserted as

aids from other liturgical books, since the earliest MSS give the lections
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alone, without any directions for their uses apart from the day.

Some S lectionaries contain an extra le ction after the normal one

for the fourth Sunday of Luke. Sometimes this extra leotion is rubricated

"the beginning of the Synod." It is possible that this was added to the

S lectionaries as a local feature. The earliest example is Lioii. (x).

Considerably more research is needed in the field of the non-

weekday lections, but it would have to be correlated with similar research

on the Saturday-Sunday lectionary before the results could be correctly

interpreted. On the results obtained so far, it seems possible to suggest

that some S type lectionaries, or their ancestors, were obtained by combining

Saturday-Sunday lectionaries with supplementary ].eotionaries containing

weekdays only, such as L 10 (xiii), while others were obtained from continuous

text MSS with the aid of lists. There are many such lists extant. Some later

MSS are likely to be the descendants of the earliest S lectionaries, since

it would have been natural to make a fresh copy from an old exemplar before

it became too difficult to read from it. Such leotionaries may preserve an

older form of text.	 -

These characteristics of the S lectionaries are important for a

proper appreciation of the significance of the characteristics of the )C

lectionaries discussed in the next chapter.
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§5.1
S*sub_group 1: 1813*(X), £68*(xII), 1673*(XII), L148z 1.*(xII), Z7*(12OzAD),

L19Th.(XIII), I 1223*(XIII) 113.13*(XIV)
and the Karpina Slavonic (ospe1 Iectionary

Amongst the S lectionaries, there are a few which contain chapter

numbers, and since this is a feature of Slavonic lectionaries, these were

studied in greater detail. It was found that seven of them contained certain

boundary variants and a transposition in common. Another lectionary, L1974.

in the library of the Ohrid Museum, was also found to have the same variant

lection boundaries. These ].ectionaries may therefore be considered to form

a sub-group of the S system.

It seems probable that these lectionaries were obtained by copying

the descendants of one or more archetypes which had been obtained from

continuous text MS5 by means of lists which gave the Ammonian sections.

One would not expect them to be textually the same as those lectionaries

which had a different line of descent, but they may be found to be textually

related amongst themselves.

One of these, Q7*, has been reported by	 as having

a text "close to Stephanus." This supports the conclusion that these MSS have

their origin in a continuous text MS. Their common lection boundary variants

are given in Table 30.

(117) E.C.Co].wel].: Is there a lectionary text of the Gospels? Harvard
Theological Review XXV (1932) pp 73-81i.



Lacuna: £14.84.*

Lacuna: 114.84.*
Lacuna: L14.84.*

Lacuna: t].11.84.

Lacuna: t1I^84.*

Lacuna: L14.84.*, Q 1974.

Lacuna: L].4.84.*, L1974.

Lacuna: J ].484.*
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TABLE 30	 VARIANT LECTION BOUNDARIES IN THE S*SUB_G .ROUP 1

26Mt xiii:lO-23] 12-23	 Lacuna: £1lf84

27Mt xiii: 2Z.-3O] 2l.-32	 Lacuna: t11f8

28Mt xiii:31-36a) 33-36a	 Lacuna: t]484.*

45Mt xxi:12-20 (omits 15,16)] (omits 16b only) Lacuna: I]4814.*

51fMt xxiv:13-28] 13-30a 	 Lacuna: t]484.*

15!k v:22-vi:1 (omits 25-34)) (omits 26-34W)

261&) 27Mk
27MIc] 26Mk

2L iii:23-iv:1] 23-iv:2a

27L xj:1-1O] 1-9

34.L xi:47-xii:1] 4.7-52

4.3L xv:1-1O] 1-8

4.th Sat of Mt viii:114.-23 /(om 18-20)) 14.-22
(except 7*)

VARIANTS ONLY IN 7*

l9Mt) 2OMt
2O1t) l9Mt
7Mt vii:18-21] 12-18
8Mt vii:21-33) 19-23
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THE KARPINA GOSPEL (xIiI-xIv CENJRY)

It will be seen immediately from the variants in Table 30 that

the Slavonic Karpina Gospel shares a comparatively large number of variants

in lection boundaries with the Greek weekday ].ectionaries 9 8l3(X),

L 673* (XII ), L7*, £1223*, L1974(XIII ) and.tzi13*(XIV), joining them and. .1lf84*

(which happens to have lacunae at these points) to form the S sub-group 1.

It is not only in the weekdays that these lectionaries have

common boundary variants, but throughout the synaxarion give the impression

of being derived from a common archetype. The menologia have not been studied.

The portions of the synaxarion outside the weekdays have not been

studied equally in all the MSS, but one example will suffice to show both the

connection between three of them and the way in which variant boundaries can

arise in some portions of the lectionary. The lections for the Canonical

Hours of Good. Friday do not, in general, seem as regular as the lections

outside Holy Week, and in the case of the Karpina Gospel the lection for the

sixth Hour is L xxii:66-xxiii:31, which is unusual. On looking at k 68*,

however, we find, that the same pericope is given but in addition there is

a rubric giving instructions to continue by reading the 8th Gospel of the

Passion. This pericope is found. to be L xxiii:32-49, so that the complete

pericope for the sixth Hour in . 68* is Ii xxii:66-xxiii:)+9, as it is in

many lectionaries. The unusual lection in the Karpina Gospel has therefore

arisen because the scribe of one of the predecessors of this cod.ex overlooked

the rubric giving the reference for the last portion. On the other hand,

the scribe of L l971 or of a predecessor omitted. the text of L xxii:66-xxiii:31,

only giving the instructions to read. the eighth Gospel of the Passion.

In the Johannine section, between Easter and Pentecost, the Greek

members of S sub-group 1 omit the first four words which normally follow the

stereotyped inoipit in the pericope for Thesday of the fifth week, namely,

cL3L1)v 3L1)V Xcw U1ILV.

in view of the fact that these words are not omitted in the Karpina Gospel
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it is possible that this codex does not join the sub-group until the

beginning of the Matthean weekdays.

The Karpina C-ospel contains a number of unusual lexical features

and, at a cursory glance (which was al]. that time permitted), more Greek

borrowings than usual. The impression gained from this preliminary survey

and comparison was that there was every possibility that the Slavonio

prototype of this codex had. been obtained by translating a member (not

necessarily still extant) of S*sub_group 1, at least from the beginning

of the Matthean weekdays. It is plain that any study of the linguistic

features of this gospel should include a comparison with these particular

Creek codices.
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5.2

S* sub-group 2 J 384.* and. 11800* (XII century)

These two lectionaries have been grouped. together because

they contain chapter nunibers for the same lections, all of which are

included amongst the lections to be found. in a Saturday-Sunday leotionary

with the exception of 16 Mt, 20 Mt and 5 L. The 1VISS are similar in

their genera]. appearance and. have similar decorative features. Both

commence the Marcan pericopae in the Matthean period. by stating that the

lections are for the first week of Mark:

api toy 1.Lapcov rt	 wç tpwr, e6o3iaôOt to y aptov

which is not usually found. in S lectionaries (although this method of

numbering the Marcan weeks had. been common in the archetypes of the

c lectionaries). Equally unusual is the description of the thirteenth

week of the New Year as the sixth week of Mark:

xa nxXv a toy yiou 1apxov tY)	 W1 S

These lectionaries do not contain any of the lection boundary

variants of S* sub-group 1, and so form a second sub-group, which was

probably obtained by combining weekday lections and. a Saturday-Sunday

lectionary. The numbering of the Marcan weeks suggests the possibility

that a supplementary Marcan codex was used.. This is an interesting

hypothesis that deserves further investigation, since one would expect

that the archetype of such a supplementary codex could. only have been

compiled. at a date earlier than the extant MSS.
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§ 5.3	 When all the S lectionaries have been studied as thoroughly as the

a lectionaries have been for the present work, one would expect more

sub-groups to become apparent. It is clear that some S lectionaries show a

greater dependence upon the continuous text than others in the introductory

phrases and. so may represent different lines of descent. If the lection

bound.aries have been carefully observed, however, it would not be such an easy

task to distinguish the sub-groups. Certainly, concurrently with the further

investigation of lection boundaries in S lectionaries, it would be wise to

study the numerous S type lists found in continuous text codices to discover

what influence, if any, they have had on this type of lectionary.

One feature of interest has been observed. in the S type lectionaries

of the DC and. X centuries, namely the abbreviation of the stereotyped incipits.

In ,t 2, for example, it appears in the weekdays but not in the Saturday-Sunday

portion of the lectionary, indicating that this particular lectionary or its

prototype had been obtained by combining a Saturday-Sunday lectionary with

weekdays procured from another source. It should also be noted that the

VII century non-Byzantine	 fragment	 contains such an abbreviation, (118)

and the matter is also of interest because the Slavonic lectionaries

abbreviate these incipits.

Of the Slavonic S type lectionaries available, Vukan's Gospel is

the most regular, sharing its single weekday boundary variant with XI century

L 108. Future research may show that they form a sub-group with other codices

containing the same variant. Greek lectionaries have not so far been found

which contain the same groups of variants which exist in the other Slavonic

lectionaries, and these variants may have arisen in the Slavonic field.

(118) Yvonne Burns: Lections and. lection rubrics in early Creek gospel
MSS (In preparation)
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5 . 14.	 YUPYE'S GOSPEL (1118 - 1128 AD)

Yurye's Gospel is a weekday leotionary containing chapter numbers

throughout the codex and whose weekday lections are basically those of the

S system. It has already been shown in §5.1 that certain Greek S type

lectionaries which have so far been discovered with chapter numbers

have a number of boundary variants in common and form a sub-group of the

S system. In addition, this S*sub_group 1 appears to have been obtained

by compiling its archetype from a continuous text MS with the aid of a

list giving the Ammonian sections (the chapter numbers) as a means of

reference. It is therefore probable that the prototype of Yurye's Gospel

was obtained in a similar manner, but as it contained a different set of

boundary variants from those found in S sub-group 1 it must have been

compiled on a different occasion. So far no Greek lectionary has been found

with the same combination of variants, so the possibility exists that the

prototype was Slavonic. In the non-weekday portions of the synxarion

Yurye's Gospel exhibits the characteristics of the early Slavonic Saturday-

Sunday lectionaries (except for the number of Saturdays and Sundays in

Matthew and Luke) and the Slavonic transposition of the sixth and seventh

Sundays of Luke is present in this cod.ex, but not the Lenten transposition.

It is therefore clear that the scribe of the prototype of Yurye's Gospel

combined weekdays from one source with the lections for a Saturday-Sunday

lectionary from another source. The latter must have been Slavonic.

Table 31 gives the leotion boundary variants from the usual

Greek S type. Ten of these comprise a permutation, and this permutation

confirms that the source for weekdays was not the same as the source for•

Saturdays and Sundays.

There seems no reason to doubt that the lections 15-25 1& arose

in Yurye's Gospel because a scribe omitted the pericope intended for l6Mk,
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TABLE 31 WEEKDAY BOUNDARY VARIANTS FROM S TYPE IN Y(JRYE' S GOSPEL

17 Mt
25 Mt
29 Mt
30 Mt
31 Mt
38 Mt
4.5 Mt
51,. Mt
55 Mt

xi:16-20] 16-19
xiii : 3b-12 ] 3b-9
xiii: 36b-4.3] 37-43
xiii:44-54.a) 1,4-52
xiii:51,.-58J 53-58
xvi:20-24J 20-2
xxi: 12-]4,17-20J 12-17
xxiv:13-28J 13-3
xxiv: 27-33,4.2-51 J 4.2-51

14. Mk v:1-20aJ 1-2].
15 Mk v:22-24.a,35-vi:1J 22-34., i.e., 14. MIc
16 MkJ 17 Mk
17 MkJ 18 Mk
18 }Ak) 19
19 Mk] 20 MIc
20 1&] 21 Mk
21 &] 22 Mk
22 Mk) 23 J&
23 Mk]	 i&

az,. nc] 25 Mk
25 MId v:35-vi:l , i.e., 15 Mk a type

	

4.2 L	 xiv:25-35] 26-35

	

4.7 L	 xvii:26-37,xviii:8b] om vs 36

	

8 L	 xviii: 15-17, 26-30] 1-30
	58 L	 xxi:5-8, 10, 11, 20-24J 5-11, 20-24.

cx type
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thus writing each pericope one weekday ahead. of time. However, when he came

to write the pericope for the last Friday before the New Year he found there

was no pericope left. He must have gone back to find, which one had. been

omitted, and. written it down for that final weekday.

This means that in the source the Marcan variants consisted. of

l4Jk v:l-20a] 1-21
151& v:22-2?4a,35-vi:1] 22-31k, i.e., ]4Mk a type
l6& v:24-34.] 35-vi:l, i.e., l5 Mk p type

Since the permutation involves only weekdays, the intervening

Saturday and Sunday having the usual leotions, the source for the weekdays

must have been separated. from his source for the Saturdays and Sundays.

The omission of one pericope may have occurred for no special

reason other than the scribe finishing one lection and returning to the

wrong place when he began the next. This is particularly easy to do when

one is consulting a list, and. it has already been deduced. from the presence

of chapter numbers that the prototype was obtained. by means of a list.

Nevertheless there may have been a reason other than carelessness for this

mistake. If the scribe were using a list which gave the incipits and the

concluding phrases for a normal S type lectionary at this point but copied.

his pericope from a continuous text MS which contained. at this point rubrics

which led him to thinc that the pericope for l5Mk ended. at verse 34, he would.

return to his list, find. the words he had. just written and continue with the

pericope which followed. in the list, not realising that those words which

he had just used. to conclude l5!& in his copy were the ones which properly

belonged. to the conclusion of 161&.(h19)

Most of the weekday lection boundary variants of 1irye's Cospel

can be explained. as another way of dividing the a pericopae, as can be

seen from Table 32.

(119) For an excinpie of an analogous mistake, see Yvonne Burns: n inscription
on the Gospel of Dobrejo, Llakedonski jazik, Skopje, 1966, p 147 (p 5)
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TABLE 32 COMPARISON BEEEN SOME VARIANTS IN SYSTEM OF YtJRYE'S GOSPEL

AND a AND S SYSTEMS

a system	 Yurye's Gospel	 S system

(l7Mt xi:1G-191
14.Mt xi:16-26	 il8Mt xi:20-26)

1f25Mt xiii:3b-9 1
l9Mt xiii:3b-23 (26Mt xiii:1O-231

J3OMt xiii:41,.-52
22Mt xiii:114-58 (3lMt xiii:53-58J

r4.5Mt xxi:12-17
34.Mt xxi:l2-lli. ?z

f6Mt xxi:18-221
35Mt xxi:18-27 (7Mt xxi:23-27)

4.2Mt xxiv:13-281 54Mt xxiv:13-33

t xxiv:5-5lJ f55Mt xxiv:2-51
43Mt xxiv:28-33)

fl7Mt xi:].6-20
18Mt xi:20-26

f25Mt xiii:3b-12
126Mt xiii:1O-23

f3OMt xiii:Z14-54.a
j3lMt xiii:51-5S

45Mt xxi :12-14.,17-20
flf6Mt xxi:18-22
17Mt xxi:23-27

15t xxiv:13-28
S55Mt xxiv:27-33,
1.	 2-5l

l31 v:1-2Oa
]J4J& v:22-34.
l5Mk v:35-vi:l

1w& v:1-21
l5Mk v:22-34.
25M1c v:35-vi:1

llfMk v:1-2Oa
fl5Mk v:22-24a,35-vi:l
ll6Mk v:21f-34.

kOL xiv:26-35
	

4.2L xiv:26-35
	

42L 25-35

It is tempting to consider that the system of Yurye's Gospel was

the result of a deliberate act and, in view of its retention of the more

primitive form of the cxi3 pericopae for l,15Mk intended, to be read on

13,l6Mk, that it antedated the compilation of the S system in its usual

form. However, even this comparatively large number of boundary variants

is too small to consider that the S system and that of Yürye's Gospel arose

separately, and. it is very much easier to account for the variant boundaries

in urye's Gospel on the basis of an S system list in conjunction with a.

poorly rubricated codex, than it would be to try to explain how the S type

45Mt and 5P,., 55Mt developed from the pericopae of Yury's Gospel. This

explanation is also the most satisfactory for the other variants.

In view of the fact that most of the variants occur just at those

places where the S type pericopae were obtained by dividing a pericopae,

it seems probable that the scribe was using a continuous text MS which

was rubricated. for the ctf3 system. Many such Greek codices extant also

contain some S type rubrics, often by a later hand, while the most frequent

omission in any Greek rubricated codex later than E 07 (viii) is the final
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rubric r. Although the number of continuous text cod.ices inspected, for

this study is comparatively small so that this opinion is not based on a

statistical survey, the impression has been gained that scribes rubricating

continuous text codices did. not feel compelled to insert this final rubric

when its place would have been the same as that of 	 for the next pericope.

Such a convention would lead a scribe compiling a lectionary to assume that

the absence of	 meant he must continue the text until the beginning of

the next pericope even in those cases when its absence was accidental.

The variant boundary of 38Mt consists of the omission of the final

verse, in fact, the verse which is repeated in the following lection. This

can be explained by the above supposition: in this case the scribe stopped

when the next pericope began instead, of continuing for another verse.

18L is a pericope which is not read in the a weekdays. In the

S system it commences at xviii:15 and is concluded by verse 30, but verses

18-25 are usually omitted. The scribe of the prototype of Yurye's Gospel

copied all the verses from 15 to 30. In the same way he did not omit verse 9

in 58L.

No Greek lectionary has so far been found containing all these

boundary variants, so the possibility exists that the compilation was made

directly into Slavonic when the weekdays were added to the Slavonic Saturday-

Sunday lectionary. There are, however, still many S type lectionaries which

have not been studied, and until all have been seen it must remain an open

question.
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§ 5.5	 VUK.Aii'S GOSPEL (1201 - 1208 AD)

This weekday leotionary commences as the usual early Slavonic

Saturday-Sunday lectionaries, having chapter numbers from Easter to the

Morrow of Pentecost as well as the liturgical notes found in such lectionaries.

However, from the day following this period of the year Vukan's Gospel appears

to be a perfectly regular S type lectionary, with only one boundary variant

amongst the weekday pericopae, 58L, in which verse 9 is included although

the normal Greek lectionaries omit it. The same variant is found in other

Slavonio weekday lectionaries, as well as in Greek R108 (XI). One would

expect to find, further examples of this variant when all the S type Greek

lectionaries have been inspected. It has seventeen Saturday and. Sunday lections

in Matthew and does not mention the Canaanitess in Luke.

It returns, however, to the Slavonic Saturday-Sunday lectionary by

the time Lent is reached, because it contains the Slavonic transposition of the

Lenten Saturdays.(120) In this respect it is connected with Sava's, Miroslav's

and Rad.omir's Gospels and. with the Veles, Vraca, Plovdiv and. RilaI/13 Gospels.

Since this transposition is also to be found in the lists or rubrics of some

Slavonic continuous text codices (such as No3 4.66 and 4.70 in the National

Library, Sofia),this is not necessarily a direct connection, but via such lists1

A nuiriber of S].avonic weekday lectionaries of the S type have lections

for the seventeenth week of Matthew, when the Greek S type lectionaries have

none. So far as the present state of knowledge allows, it seems probable that

this is a Slavonic development, but, once again, it is necessary to emphasize

that until all Greek S type lectionaries have been studied there is always

the possibility that it was taken over from a C-reek predecessor.

In Vukan's Gospel, as well as in Radomir's, the pericopae chosen

are those read in the seventh Marcan week of the a system by a sub-group 1,

(120) Yvonne Burns: The Lenten Saturdays in Slavonic gospel codices,
In preparation for the publication of the Instiiute for the Bulgarian
Language, Sofia
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t	 L 323 and. Miroslav's Gospel. The pericopae in q.iestion are not

precisely the same as the corresponding pericopae of the S system which

are read. during the fifteenth week of Luke, neither do they appear to have

been obtained. from the same source.

Since this lectionary is regular in its weekdays its text should.

be compared with a similarly regular S type Slavonic lectionary, as well as

similar S type Greek lectionaries.
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§ 5 .6
	

RADOMIR'S GOSPEL (XIII CENaURY)

Raclomir's Gospel follows the pattern of the Creek S type

lectionary, in genera]. without chapter numbers, but from the middle of

the lection for Wednesday of the seventh week the format changes from

two columns to one and. chapter numbers begin to be used. and continue

until the Sunday after Pentecost, although the format reverts to double

columns after two leaves.

This lectionary has a number of lection boundary variants in

the weekdays, and they are such that it seems certain that its prototype

was compiled from a continuous text MS. They are shown in the following Table:

TABLE 33 WEEKDAY BOUNDARY VARIANTS PROM S TYPE IN RADOM]R 'S GOSPEL

1 Mt
15 Mt
22 Mt

10 Mk
23 )&

- 26L

xviii:1O-20J 10-22x : 32-36 , xi : 1 ] 32-4.2,xi:l
xii:14.-16,22-30] 14.-30

iv:l-9] 1-8
,ii:14-24.] 17-24.a

58 L

with Kalinik's Gospel
Kalinik's Gospel reads 14.-29

with Kalinik's Gospel

x:22-2lJaddH nOpAkAA W	tKo3t rpaALl

H c€?a'O%%A H W€C'PBHC 'r6Opft

£ '	 (L xiii;22)	 with Kalinik's Gospel
xxi:5-8,1O,fl,20-24.J 5-11,20-24. with Kalinik's, Vukan's and

Yurye's Gospels

The first variant in Table 33 consists of continuing this pericope

until the beginning of the next, while the fifth consists of commencing the

perloope after the previous one was concluded. instead of repeating three

verses.

The second. and third. variants consist of copying the whole of the

passages concerned. instead, of omitting six and. five verses, respectively, in

the middle.

The fourth variant consists of the omission of the last verse,

which is the concluding exhortation I. It is possible that this was omitted.

from the continuous text which was the source of the prototype of Radomir's

Gospel. The sixth variant consists of the addition of a concluding phrase,
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the significance of which will be discussed. in § 5.7, since it is also

to be found. in Kalinik's Gospel. All these variants are consistent with

the pericopae being compiled, from a continuous text codex.

On the other hand., since the last variant is not only found in

Yurye's, Vukan's and. Kalinik's Gospels but also in the Greek ,1O8 (xi),

its inclusion may not have been connected. with the origin of the other

variants, even though it, too, consists of including a passage omitted n

the earliest Greek S type lectionaries.

Rad.omir's Gospel is late enough to make it probable that the

continuous text codex employed. in compiling its prototype was Slavonic,

rather than Greek, and. it is in the leotion rubrios and. synaxars of the

continuous text coclices, commencing with the earliest, that we must

search for its origins.

Turning, however, to the seventeenth week of Matthew, which in

Greek S type lectionaries does not normally have weekday lections, we

find, that Radomir's Gospel contains lections for those days. These are

the five c Marcan pericopae read. during the seventh Marcan week, in the

variant without the Matthean addition to 33 !!k. As can be seen from

Table 4. . II., these are not all exactly the same in content as the

corresponding S type pericopae (r6ad. during the fifteenth week of Luke).

A comparison between the texts of the seventeenth flatthean and the fifteenth

Lucan weekdays in Rad.omir's Gospel shows that it is unlikely that they came

from the same source. This means that the prototype did. not contain weekday

lections for the seventeenth week of Matthew, but these were added. from

another source to an intermediate leotionary or to Radomir's Gospel itself.

It seems likely that the source was either rubricated. according to the

asystem, or not rubricated at all.
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§ 5 .7	 KALINIK'S GOSPEL (xirr/xiv CEN!flJRY)

At the present time Kalinik's Gospel is to be found. in two volumes

under the press marks III.b.22 and. IV.d.12 in the Archives of the Yugoslav

Academy of Arts and. Science in Zagreb. These formed part of Mihanovi's

collection, and. have always been considered portions of two different

].ectionaries. However, the present writer has shown that they do, in fact,

combine to make one lectionary which has only one folio missing between the

two halves and another missing at the end. The first half has a scribal

inscription showing it was written by Kalinik, while the second half,

containing the menologion, celebrates no Slavonic saint apart from

Gavril of Lesnovo, from which it is supposed that it was written in that

monastery. The fact that these two volumes form one cod.ex proves that the

synaxarion written by Kalinik was written in the same monastery.

The weekday boundary variants of Kalinik's Gospel are listed in

Table 3), and. it will be observed that it contains all but two of the

boundary variants of Radomir's Gospel, as well as a number of others.

The variant at the end. of 26 L is of particular importance since

it consists of a definite and unusual addition which it shares with Radomir's

Gospel. Further research may lead to the discovery of the origin of this

addition and. so to the common origin of these two codices. Since Kalinik's

Qospel has a tendency to omit a word. or two at the beginning of lections

which are included in other lectionaries and it is sufficiently different

from Radomir's Gospel to make it unlikely that they are descended from a

common leotionary archetype, it is in lists and rubricated continuous text

codices that the search should be made.

So far five continuous text codices have been found. to contain

this addition to Luke x: 2L, all in the libraries of Sofia, Bulgaria. In

(121) Yvonne Burns: Op. cit. (Kalinik)
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TABLE 34.. WEEKDAY BOUNDARY VARIANTS FROM S TYPE IN KALINIK'S GOSPEL

15 Mt x:32-36,xi:l] 32-4-2,xi:l
17 Mt xi:l6-20] 16-19
22 Mt xii:]4-16,22-30) 14--29
34. Mt xv:12-21] 12-20
4.5 Mt xxi:l2-14-,17-20] 12-22

23 W.c vii:14.-24-a] 17-24-a
35 Mk x:24-b-32a] 23b-32a
zO Mic xii:l-l2J 1-11

26 L x:22-24-] add. L xiii:22
4]. L xiv:].,12-15] vs 1 abbreviated.
4.7 L xvii:26-37,xviii:8b] om xviii:8b
4-8 L xviii:l5-3O (oni 18-25)] om 18-27
58 L xxi:5-8,lO,1].,20-24.) 5-11,20-24.

with Radornir's Gospel
with Yurye's Gospel
Radomir's Gospel reads ]4-30

with Rad.omir's Gospel
with Radomir's and Yurye's Gospels

with Radomir's Gospel

with Radomir's, Vuican's and.
Yurye's Gospels

the National Library are Nos. 20 (XIV), 4-66 (xIII/xIV) and 4-70 (134-2 A D), in

the Archeological Museum No. 353 and. in the Academy of Sciences No. 4-3 (XiI];/

xiv). In each case the rubric indicating the end of the lection is v'ritten

after the additional ords. It is hoped that further searches will reveal

more examples, especially from an earlier period. When all extant examples

have been discovered a critical text can be made. It has been verified that

Zographensis, Marianus, Dobromir's Gospel, the Turnovo Gospel and all the other

continuous text codices in Sofia do not contain it.

All the variants in Kalinik's Gospel imply the use of a continuous

text 115, sometimes including verses in the middle of a pericope which are

usually omitted in Greek lectionaries (15 Mt, 22 Mt, 4-5 Mt and 58 L) ath at

other times concluding one lection at the point another lection commences

(17 Mt, 22 Mt, 34. Mt and. 4-5 Mt). In the case of 23 Mic, the lection commences

after the previous one is concluded.
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Like Vukan's and. Radomir's Gospels, Kaliriik's Gospel gives

extra lections, not so far found in Greek lectionaries, for the

seventeenth week of Matthew. .Although they are basically the same

pericopae as those in Vukan's and. Radomir's Gospels, namely the seventh

Marcan week in a lectionaries, Tuesday's lection uses the S type

pericope and Wednesday's contains the Matthean conclusion found in the

majority of the	 lectionaries. It is unfortunate that there is a

lacuna in the fifteenth week of Luke (from the end of Tuesday to the

beginning of Thursday), but the pericopae extant are exactly the me

as those in the Matthean period, and are clearly taken from the same

source. Thus Kalinik's Gospel or its prototype was compiled. from a

continuous text codex at a time when the seventeenth week had already

become part of the lection system. There are many later continuous

texts, as well as synaxars, which state that the fifteenth week of Luke

is to be read during the seventeenth week of Matthew, early examples

being Sofia Nation.l Library No. 466 (xIIi/xiv) and the synaxar of

Dobromir's Gospel (which is later than the text itself), and one would

expect its source to have been a member (not necessarily extant) of the

group to which No. 466 belongs.
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5.8	 MSTISLAV'S GOSPEL (1117 A D)

iathough it has not been possible to see this codex, some details

(122)
of the pericopae and. rubrics have been given by L.P.Zhukovskaya,	 so that

the following list of variants can be compiled:

2 Mt iv:23-v:13) 25-v:13

No information for 26 - 50 Mk, 1 - 25 L

41 L xiv:1,12-1] 1,7-15
46 L xvij:20-2j 10-25
51 L xix:37-144J 29-41g.

No information for 6 - 60 L

Sat 15 Mt xxiv:1-13] om 10-12, with Ostromir's, Vraca and Karpina Gospels

The week before Pentecostal Sunday is rubricated the seventh, as

is customary in the early Slavonic lectionaries, but not only is Pentecostal

Sunday numbered N, meaning "Of Pentecost," but so are the five weekdays which

follow. Saturday and. Sunday are numbered. "the first," as are the following

five weekdays which in Greek lectionaries and the Slavonio lectionaries

so far examined are called. "the second." This means that although the order

of lections is the same as in the Greek S system, the weekdays are numbered

one less and the weeks begin on Saturday.

In Greek lectionaries Pentecostal Monday is normally called either

"the Morrow of Pentecost," or "the Monday of Pentecost," just as it is

called Whit-Monday in English. The remaining days of the week are usually

called. "after Pentecost" in those lectionarles which contain but one week

of weekday lections in Matthew, but there is one, £32 (XI), which not only

extends the term "of Pentecost" from Sunday and Monday to the rest of the

weekdays, but also calls the week before Pentecost "the seventh." This

lection&ry also contains the same variant from the usual S system in 2 Mt

as well as that in Sat 15 Mt.

(122) Op. cit. pp 295 - 302
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If weekdays were to be added later to a lectionary like L32

it would be understandable to call the first of the additional weeks

"the first." It is not possible to hazard a guess as to whether such a

combination was made in Greek or in Slavonic without seeing the remaining

Slavonic MSS. It is clear, however, that lectionaries with this system of

numbering were multiplied in the Slavonic field.

There are also weekday lectionaries in Russia 
(123) 

in which the

numbering 1, i.e., "of Pentecost," (1) continues until Saturday, and
each week which follows is numbered in the same way as Mstislav's Gospel

except that Saturday is included with the preceding week. Since this system

of numbering is at variance with that found in Saturday-Sunday lectionaries

there seems no doubt that it is a comparatively late development, almost

certainly in the Slavonic field, caused by rationalising the numbering in

a lectionary numbered like Mstislav's Gospel. Assuming that the Johannine

Sundays were numbered according to the usual S system, Sunday having the same

number as the following week, if a rubricator were to continue beyond

Pentecost numbering in the same way the result would be that every week

throuGhout the year would commence on Sunday, as in the group described

by L.P.Zhukovskaya.

It is rather surprising to find that MSS in Russia numbered

according to the usual Greek system should have the same boundary variant

for 2 Mt as the MSS in the two groups described above.25) Before the mutual

relationships of these MSS can be discussed all their lection boundaries

and incipits must be ascertained.

(123) Ibid pp 301 - 303	 -
(l2) In view of the changing shape of N (50) with the passage of time, it

must always have been possible for an original N standing for Pentecost
to be misread as H standing for eight, especially since the week to which
it referred followed the one called. the seventh. Since there can be no
doubt that the use of N or H in this particular place has been extended
from the original use of N in Greek as an abbreviation of Pentecost, the
present writer would always read this as "of Pentecost" and not as "eighth.

( 125) Ibid p 301 Tablitsa V. There are many xv aM XVI centurr continuous
text oodices rubricated. to read this variant, however.
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§ 5,9	 WEEKDAY LEG TIONS FOR SEVENTEENTH WEEK OF MATTHEW IN SLAVONIC MSS

In Greek lectionaries, only the a type provides lections for the

weekdays of the seventeenth week of Matthew, although by VIII century it was

usual to have a lection for the seventeenth Saturday.

Apart from the a type Miroslav's Gospel, in which it is normal, the

existence of weekday lections for this week in a number of Slavonic weekday

lectionaries of the S type is therefore probably the result of extending

the lection system in the Slavonic field.(126)

Amongst the lectionaries studied in § 5, Yurye's Gospel appears

to stand by itself, not only by reason of its so far unique boundary variants

but also because the Matthean section is concluded by the sixteenth Sunday.

Although Vukan's, Radomir's and. Kalinik's Gospels are not sufficiently

alike to warrant the assumption that they had a common archetype, variants

of the same pericopae have been added for the weekdays of the seventeenth

week of Matthew. These perioopae are clearly defined by the chapter numbers,

the stereotyped incipits and the introductory and concluding words in the

synaxar of the continuous text Dobromir's Gospe1.27) These pericopae are

the a pericopae for the seventh week of Mark. From Table ., II it can be

seen that they are not quite the same as the pericopae for the fifteenth

week of Luke in the S system in three cases out of the five.

It has already been shown in § 5.1 that the prototype of the

Karpina Gospel was obtained from a Greek lectionary belonging to the

S*sub_group 1. As such it had no weekday lections for the seventeenth week

of Matthew, but at a later date lections for these days have been added to

the codex, being written down after the seventeenth Sunday. These pericopae

are not the same as those found in Vukan's, Radomir's, Kalinik's and Dobromir's

(126) Although not found so far in Greek lectionaries, it h&s been found in a
Greek list (26214.) preserved. in Ohrid, }acedonia. lLore research is needed
on lists of lections, both in Greek and. Slavonic.

(127) The synaxar seems to have been written by a later hand.
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Gospels, but consist of the eighth Marcan week of a lections, the very

ones which would have been read for the seventeenth week of Matthew in an

lectionary. From Table 4., II it can be seen that they are the same as

the S pericopae for the sixteenth week of Luke.

L.P.Zhukovskaya (128) has used the additional lections for the

seventeenth week of Matthew as one of her criteria for dividing the S].avonic

weekday lectionaries in Russia into groups. Her other criterion has been the

day on which the week commences during the Matthean period (Saturday, Sunday

or Monday). In her division into groups no account has been taken of small

boundary variants, since Vukan's Gospel is included in the group which is

said. to have the pericopas of the fifteenth week of Luke. It seems that

some of the lectionaries in Russia refer these lections to the Lucan period,

and this is what one would expect to occur in some cases. As a result of

such references, later MSS may reintroduce the lections in full with the S

pericopae. In addition to the two sets of pericopae already discussed, the

lections for the seventeenth week of Luke are to be found in some MSS, about

half of which give the parallel passage from Matthew on Wednesday.

It is not unknown amongst Greek lectionaries to find the first

week of weekday lections written down after the first Saturday and Sunday,

the week thus beginning on a Saturday. It is possible that such a lectionary,

either Greek or Slavonic, was the origin of the XII,/XIII century codex No. 104.

in GBL, f 256 (sobr. N.P.Rumyantseva), the problem of the missing first

week being overcome by omitting the first Saturday and Sunday after Pentecost,

all the weeks being renumbered one less than the normal system in Greek. This

cannot be checked earlier than 29Mt as there is a lacuna from Pentecostal

Monday until that day.

There are, however, three leotionaries which follow this order of

lections from the fifth Saturday after Pentecost, having commenced with the

usual C-reek S type order after Pentecost. This would have resulted in

(128) Op.cit. pp 312 - 313
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the fourth Sunday being followed by the fifth Saturday had. not five extra

weekdays been inserted. at this point. Two of these iectionaries(129) number

the weeks so that they commence on Saturdays, but the third., Milyata's

(ospe1 of 1188 AD (or perhaps 1215 AD), numbers the weeks normally (i.e., in

accordance with the normal creek method), starting on Mondays. Although an

earlier MS, this is probably a later development by analogy with other

lectionaries (either Creek or Slavonic) following the (reek system of

numbering, since the week commencing on Saturdays is consistent with the

displacement of one week in the weekdays. The two MSS which retain the method.

of numbering which commences the week on Saturdays may therefore have been

copied. from MSS which antedated. Milyata's Gospel.

A fifth lectionary, GBL, f.304.III. No. 2,30) with the same order

of lections from the seventh Monday to the sixteenth Friday, cannot justifiably

be placed. in the same class as the others, however, because in this particular

case this order is more logically explained. as the result of a transposition

of the Saturday-Sunday lections. In this lectionary the pericopae for the

seventh Saturday and. Sunday are written for the sixteenth, causing a shift

one week forward in all the intervening Saturdays and Sundays. This indicates

that the prototype was obtained by combining a weekday source with a Saturday-

Sunday source, the latter probably in the form of a list, and that the scribe

accidentally omitted the seventh Saturday and Sunday, writing instead the

eighth Saturday and. Sunday and. calling them the seventh. He continued. in this

way until he reached. the sixteenth Friday, after which, realising his mistake,

he wrote for the sixteenth Saturday and Sunday the two pericopae he had.

originally overlooked.

This may be compared with the Lucan transposition found. only

in Miroslav's Gospel (131) and. the Marcan transposition found only in

(129) CPB, Sof. (sobr. Sofiiskoe) 8; TSC.ADA f.381 No. 15
(130) (Sobr. Troit5e-Sergievskoi lavry, Riznitsa)
(131) See Table 10: II
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Yurye's GospelS 132) Such an accidental omission of Saturday-Sunday lections

is also to be found in Greek

£Lso included in this lectionary are the introductory and concluding

verses for the seventeenth Matthean week. They correspond to the usual

pericopae for this week in a type lectionaries, and. are the same as those

read. in the sixteenth Lucan week of S type lectionaries.

The fact that the scribe seems to have realised. hi mistake when

he reached. the sixteenth Friday may indicate that his list contained. only

sixteen Saturdays and Sundays: had. the seventeenth Saturday been in the list

one would think he would. not have realised. his mistake at all, merely

concluding the Matthean period. with the seventeenth Saturday or Sunday.

This is therefore another piece of evidence to put with that of

Yurye's Gospel, which contains only sixteen Saturdays and. Sundays in Matthew,

and Pop Jovan's Gospel, whose references to the seventeenth Saturday and.

Sunday appear an afterthought, that some Slavonic lectionaries were probably

compiled. from Greek lists or lectionaries which contained. only sixteen

Saturdays in Matthew. This is aJo evidence In favour of the theory advanced in

§2.1.. that the seventeenth Saturday of Matthew was a later addition to the

Greek lection system.

There are ir ny continuous text codices from the XV and XVI centuries

which contain rubrics within or below the text stating that the fifteenth

week of Luke should also be read during the seventeenth week of Matthew,

and this is also stated in some of the extant synaxars. On the other hard

some synaxars give the seventeenth week of Luke as the one to be read. at that

time, even though the fifteenth week is marked in the text. No. 67 in the

National Library, Sofia, written in 1587 A D, gives the fifteenth week in

the text and. in the synaxar, but in the latter a later hand. has altered this

to the seventeenth week.	 -

(132) See Table 31
(133) Such as a type L 821* (xii) which omits the third. Luoan Saturday

and Sunday, not, however, altering the numbering.
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§ 5 Appendix INCIPITS FOR ThE S TYPE WEEKDAYS

The incipits quoted in Tables 35 - 37 were obtained from the

earliest S type lectionaries extant, namely /31 4., £36, p722, 5. 1661 from

IX century and. Q. 2, 1.150, 	 1105, R 1014. from X century.

L 2 sometimes disagrees with the majority.
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TABLE 35	 INCIPITS FOR THE S 1ATTHEMi WEEKDAYS

1. + A + oparc
2. + C + ILCPLI1YEV 0 qaovc oXqv riv yIZXLXcXP..cLV bacntwv

3. + AB ^ cay ir ltCpLaaCUafl

4. + A + tptouaarc ori. cpprGr roLç apau.o1.c ou Lo)cvaci.ç
5. + A + pouoac on. cppr1&i roLç apaI.oLç oun cn1.opacI.ç
6. + A +	 tcpvTawtc Xcyovicç c

7. + A + npooccc ui-to wv 4cuoipocpitv
8. + A + ou naç 0 Xcyv p.oI. )ULE flUPLC
9. + C + c43avti. ww iraou c.ç lTXoLov

10. + c + i-tpoaX&ov r L1100U 01. ia&Trra1. 1.()VVOV
11. + C + E1.Cv 0 ioouc itoXuv oXXov 1aL conXayxvt.a&ii cit'aurwv
12. + AB + ii ntrcirae xpuaov
13. + AR + i.bou cy uitootcXX uiaç wg npo3ara cv .icaw Xu,twv
14. + AB + orav LXWO1.V uaç LV Tfl itoXci. aut
15. + AB + naç oori.ç ooXoyraci. cv cou. enpoa&cv tv av&pwi-twv
16. + C + aouaaç 0 i.wavvç cv tw bcaicrcrpi.w a cpya ¶ou i.00u
17. + A + CLVL ooi.co	 rrlv ycvcav rauiiv o lioLu coci.v 7-taLbl.ou.ç

aOco.tcVoi.ç cv ci.ç ayopai.ç
18. C	 paro 0 i.roouç 0VcLbI.cLV taç noXciç

19. + AB + navta Loi.	 pco	 ui-co vou natpoç .iou

20. C	 citopcuei1 0 i.raouç oi.ç aa3f3ctci-i	 u.a rv anopi.iwv
21. C	 rXcv 0 i.roouç ci.ç trv ouvayüyr)v rwv I.ouôaLc)v

22. C	 au3ouXu.ov CItOCtlOaV 01. cpapLOaLOL tara 0U 1.flCOU o7tC)ç atYtOV

aicoXcooi. V

23. C	 npoorXOov W iaou ypaia'ci.ç itai. cpapioai.oi. Xcyovicç
24. ^ C + XaXouvtoç ou i.roou vo1.ç oxXoi.c i.bou i
25. + AD + cou c,i-Xcv 0 onci.pv tou anci.pciv
26. + C + npoacX&ovtcç 01. .iaeryrai. t(A) i.flC0U CLItOV aurw i.ati. cv napa3oXai

XaXci.ç ¶oI.ç oxXo1.c
27. AD	 (i).L0i.CA)Ofl 1 	 aacXci.a rwv oupavcv aV&pW1I() OItCLpOVt1. naXov oitcptu
28. AD	 oioca caru.v r aacXcia rwv oupavwv ottw auvaneoç
29. + C + cX&ovti. ¶CA) 1.TO0U d.c t1V 01.)tLCCV CLLYtOU itpoOTiX9oV auw 01.

.tct&TtaL au'rou Xcyovtcç cppaaov
30, + AD + op.ot.a coti.v q 3aai.Xci.0 tv oupavv 	 ouup	 cpuicv cv uypw
31. + C + nX&cv 0 croouç ciç rv marpi.ba aurou Kul. cbi.aotc ouç oxXouc

cv	 auvaywyi atrrcv otc cxi-tXroocci-&cu. aurouç
32. C	 ipouacv fl pc&T1c 0 rctpapxrc trv aoflv l.T100u
33. + C + LTLLyVOVrCç to y 1.10UV oi. avpcç
34. C	 itpoarixeov 01. .ta&ntai. tc I.flaOu cti. L1.TCOV aut ocbaç on. 01.

cpapcoai.ol. to y Xoyov cti.toucavteç cavbaXi.aaav
35. C	 rX&cv 0 i.twouc itupu trv 9aXaooav tiç yuXi.Xai.aç
36. + C + itpoocxeovtcç Vj 1.TlOOU cpapi.cai.oi. tai. oabouKai.o1. icci.pctovtcç

crcrpwtoav autov

37. ^ AB + opatc itai. icpoaexcte aito tç U.Lrç
38. + C + bi.catci.Xato 0 I.floouç ¶ot.ç iaTrtaLc autou i.va
39. + AB + ci. wi.ç OcXcu. OtLOW iou cXeci.v
40. + C + cnprnaav to y LTO0DV 01. ia&1VtaI. autou Xcyovtcç
41. C	 ipoorXeov tCi i.raou oi. ia&rui. uutouXcovtcç
42. + AB + aiuiv Xcy ucv ooa ca y narycc citi. tç yç
43. + AD +	 owOr r aoi.Xci.a tcv oupavv avprc ococanoty
44. + C + avaaLv()v 0 i.qoouç d.c 1.cp000Xuia itapcXac touç 	 eta

tataç autou

45. + C ^ LLcfllXOCV 0 Lflaouç ct.ç to icpov to y 8cou ai.
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TABLE 35	 continued.

46. + C + navaywv o raouç cLc cv uoXu.v

47. + C + cXov	 ¶C) LflYOU etc ro iepov nat tbaotovti.
48. + AD + av&pwnoç ttç cu.xc tctva uo nat. 1tpoosX&)V

49. + AE + Xcyw ujtv ap8roerau.
50. C	 npOcJIlX&OV ¶C*) LTjOOU oaboonatoi.
51. + PE ^ ouau. utv -'pazarsLc nat. cpaptciatot. unonpvrai.

oDat. UItLV ypa..Lact.ç nat. cpapLoat.oI. unoxpvraL

Ott. natea&LtU...
Ott. nActere..,

ooai. uitv ypcq.tiatcLc nat cpapt.oai.oi. unoxpt.tal. ott. ncp&aycrc...

52. ^ AE + ouai. utv ypa.tarctç nat cpapi.caLol. unonpvral. ott. anocxaroute

53. + AE + ouai. uit.v ypa.LiarcLc nat. paptoczi.ot. uionpLtaI. ott. oi.xooict.re

54. + AB + o wto.ict.vaç etc rcXoç ouroc oiocrat
55. ^ AB + waitcp t aorpat c,cpxcraI. ano avatoXv
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TIBLE 36 INC IPITS FOR THE S )AARC.AN WEEKDAYS

cv tat.ç icpat.ç ctcivat.ç X8cv o t.aouç
+ C + ncpI.natcv o t.ioouc napa
+ C + av&pwnoç tic qv cv t auvaywyri tcv a.ou5aicA)v cv
+ C + X9cv o t.rioouc ct.ç tiv ot.nt.av otvoç
+ C + raav ol. a&1raI t.wavvou
+ C + ou43ouXt.ov cltot.rloav 01. cpapt.aat.oi nata ¶00 t.T000 tcta wwv
pthLav(v onwç

+ C + aVcI3tl o ,.qoouc d.c to opoç
+ C + IX&CV 0 t.raouç cic oi.nov
+ A + av Xec uLLv ott. navta aqcflactat. toiç ui.oiç twv avepwnv
tu aLaptT1p.ata
^ c + patoo LrI cJou c i.aonct.v napa ¶v &ctXaaoav
+ c + poarMov at. iawai tw L1l oou + nata .tovaç nat. rpwtroav autov
OUV tot.ç b(iJbcttX	 Vnapa P oXii v too cnopou nat. cXcycv autot.ç
+ AB + ç3Xcictc

AB	 bt.cXicv ELç to ncpav
+ C + iX9V a iroouç ,tcpav trç .9aXaooic ct.ç cl v xwpav tci)V y€pycaT)vWv
+ C + Lp)LtCI. itpoç to y t.00uv ct.ç tv apxLauvaycywv

- nat. iptoXou&ct. autci) •oxxoc noXuç + nat. cpxovtau. ano too
U PX I. 0oVayciyou
+ C + noXou&ct. tø Lflaou oxXoç moXuç
+ C + rX&cv a t.r000ç ct.ç tiv itatpt.bcx autou
^ C + poc,nctXcitczt. o L1l000c touç wbcna ia&tat.ç ctutou nat. pE,a'vo
+ C + ovvayovtai. at. aTtoatoXot. npoç to y t.iaoov
+ C + vaynaacv o t.00uc tooç i.a&wrcxc autoo	 3rvc.
+ C + ccXovtoç too t.roou cn too itXoi.00 cnt.ivovtcc autov ot. trç yrç
ycvvroapct mcpt.côpcqtov oX1v ¶1v rt.cpt.xwpov C€1.VflV nat. rpavto
+ C + cnporrriaav ou. ypaiatciç nat. ot. apt.aaiou. to y i.00uv bt.a ti.
00 itcpinatouot.ot. zayrat. aoo nata
+ C + npoanaXcoacvoç o t.i000ç navta to y oXXOv

C	 iX&cv 0 t.00uç ct.ç ta tc&opt.a topou nat. aibcovoç nat. ciacX&cv
C	 noXXou 0XX0U

+ C + X&ov ot. apt.oat.ol. poc to y t.iioouv ,tat. tipavto
+ C + cpc'rai. 0 iraooç ct.ç f3raat.ôa
+ C + Lne'tuuaEv a t.7 i aou c tot.ç Ltaerta1.c aotov t.va .LbdVL Xcycai.
itept. autoo ott. avtoç catu.v 0 xpiotoc nat. rpato
+ C + citpatfloav ot. a.Ticat. toy Xoyov too t.aoo npoç cautouç
ootouvtcç
+ C + rA&cv 0 t.raouç nat. at. ta&rtai autou ci.ç naitcpvaoui nat. cv t
ot.ni.ct ycvotcvoç cnrpcirra uotouç ti cv r11 ow npoç cautouç icXoyicoOc

+ A + oç av axavbaxt.aq
+ C + npoocXovtcç 01 cpapt.oai.oi. tw t.tOOU €1tTpWtwV a.utov
A	 oç av a7toXoofl

+ C + cnnpcuol.tcvou tO) L.TWOV ct.ç
+ AB + nç bucinoXov cati.v touç itcnot.Ootaç cnt. Xp11iaat.v ct.ç trv
aot.Xci.av too &cou cu.acA&iv

C	 cn7iopcuoLcvou rov t.riaou ano
+ C + et.orXecv o t.000ç d.c t.cp000Xua nat. tic to t.cpov

A	 t>ctt ltt.CtI.V &coU
+ C + cpxctat. a t.ioovç maXt.v d.c t.cp000Xoita

AD	 aincXwva cqutcuocv avpctoç nctt. ncpLciptc
+ C + cz,toatcXX000t.v at. apxt.cpdt.ç nat. ot. ypatatct.ç ipoc to y t.roouv
¶ u. vaç

42. ^ C + cpxovtai. oaounat.ot. npoç to y t.raoov oitt.vcç

43. + C + tpoocX&wv tic twv ypaxatcwv w t.raou anouoaç autou
auitouv'rciv twv oaboonat.wv ct'aotou t.bciV ott.

44. AB	 I3Xcnctc
45, + C + cnitopcvoicvou too t.aou cn too t.epou
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TABLE 36	 continued.

46. + AB + 3Xitct ucç £avtouç
47. + AB + ovav LbTyrC vo r3cXuyia
48. + AB + LV cncI.vaLç taiç	 tcpat.ç tca rllv Xi.4t.v ctci.vv
49, + AB + o oupavoc xa i yr itapeXcuovaL oi. bc cj.to Xoyou. ov

itapcXcuoovicti.
50. + C + ovtoç rou	 aou cv 3rOava ev ti oi.u.a oI.j.ivoç vov Xcitpou
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TABLE 37	 INC IPITS FOR THE S LUCAN WEEKDAYS

1. + C + iipwbrç o wetpapxç cXcyxos.tcvoc vno t.avvou nepi pct.aoç
2. + C + i1 0 Liaooç watt. ctwv tpiaxovtcz apxo.tcvoc cv wç cvoiicto

ui.oç t.waip

3. + C + uncatpc4cv 0 t.aouç aito ¶00 LOVOU
4. + C ^ rX9cv o LflOOU ct.ç tv vapcw ou v tc&paLLevoc
5. + C + c&aui1ctov ot. oXXoi. tnt. toi.ç Xo'ot.ç trç apt.toc tot.ç cnnopcuote

voi.ç ct too ato.tatoç ¶00 t.1O0U )tcLL eXtyov
6. + C + riX&cv o t.raouç d.c -rrv oLnt.av aitwvoç ncvcpa e ¶00 OLi(A)V0ç
7. + C + ii v o t.rioouc cv iLI.a -cwv noXcwv ita t.bov avp itXprc Xcitpaç
8. + C + itpoacX&ov'vcç ww t.roou	 pLaat.oI. ct.nov autw i.a vt. ot. itaat.

I.waVVoU
9. C	 cXcv o t.raouç tic to opoç npoccuao&a..

10. C	 cotr o t.riaouc tnt. tonou nebt.vou stat. oxXoc ct9rtwv auou
11. + AE + ouat. utu.v toiç itXouat.ot.ç
12. + A +	 pivetc ai 00 1l, pt.rtc
13. + A + tt. LC aXeitc jpic topt.t nat. 00 not.st.tc a
14. + C +	 ri X ' cv o Xoyoç too iiaoo cv oXri tr iouôat.a nat. cv naor ti

nep LxWCA)
15. + A + tt.vt. oiotwaw wouç ctv8pwnouc tç ysvcaç tautiç
16. + C + pwta tic twv papt.aaiwv to y iraouv iva cpayii tct'autou nat.

ciocX&wv tic trv ot.nt.av too cpapiocu.ou aVCnXL
17. C	 cnoptucto o t.roouç nrztct noXt.v nat. nwtriv npuaawv nat.

coayycXu. oicvoç
15. + C ^ cvci3ri a t.iiaouc ct.ç nXot.ov nat. ot. a&tat. autou

19. + C + rn000cv ripwric o tctpapxnc tcz yivocva 0mb too ioou navta
XUL bLT1topeI. )ICX ¶0 XCyCC9a1 0110 ¶LV(A)V Ott. LwCXVVTç cyrytptai cn

VEfl(4)V
20. C	 npoocXovtcç tw t.raou ot. wbcxct .ta&ryrai autou cinov autw

anoXuaov to y oXov t.va ancx&ovtcç tic taç nonXw nwlLac
21. + C + cycvcto cv ww £LVL to y t.aouv npoacuxocvov nata .iovaç

auvraav autw ol. La&rItaL autou nat. cnrpwrracv
22. AB	 El. wt.ç &cXct. ontaw oo cp€o8at. anapvraa@w cautov nat. apatw

tO y ctaupov cavtou xcxO'rtcpav
23. + AB + &cac ui.tcic ta wta uiwv touç Xoyouç toutouc
24. + C + npoacX&wv tw ioou et.ç twv ia&rlwwv autou ct.ncv autw cnt.otata

ciôoiicv tl.va cv tw ovoiati

25. C	 avcbct.cv o nupioç nat. ctcpouç c(Thoinovta a .&1tac nat.
oncotciXcv autouç ava uo

26. A	 navta iou. napco8ri vito too itcttpoç iou nat. ouct.ç cnl.7Lvwancl.
tic £OtLV o uioç

27. + C + eycvcto tv tw civat. to y iqaouv cv tnw tLvt. npoocuxotcvov
wç cnctuactto ct.ncv tic twv iiaOiyrwv autou npoç autov... natep itwv o
cv toiç oupavou.ç	 'I.aa&Tltw

28. AB	 at.tcitc nat. bo9ractut. uii.v

29. + C + nv o u.Tl000c cn3aXXwv aitoviov
30. + A + o	 wv Lct'cp.ou itat'ciou £OtLV-
31. + C + snapot.o.tcvwv twv o)Xwv nipV,awo 0 t.naovç Xcyct.v i ycvea autr)

cv ca itovrpa coti.
32. + A + o Xuxvoc tou awitatoc cativ o op&aXoç otav ouv o ocp&aXtoç oou

anxouc i
33. ^ AE + ouai O I.LLV toiç qapt.aat.oLç Ott.	 0)cat0UtE ¶0 T(bUOCYL0V

34. + AE + ouat. utt.v ott. OLXO)0LEitC ta vrwct.a twv npopntwv

35. + AB + oucv aoyncnaXu.tcvov catt.v
36. ^ C + 6t.baonovtoç too t.roou ci.ncv rt.ç autw en too oXXou t.baanaXc

ci.ne tw abcXpw ou j.tcpt.oao .&at. tv nXpovotiav ILc-c'cLou

37. + A + wu.i apa catt.v o nI.otoç ot.novoj.ioç nut. cppovi.t.oc ov nataotnoct.
35. + A + navti w co	 noXu noXu	 tii cctai itctp'autou
39. + C + naproav tt.vcç anayycXXovtec tw inoou nepu. twv yaXt.Xat.wv
40. + C + npoarX&ov tt.vcç papt.aat.ot. tw t.roou Xcyovtcc tcXOe
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TJBLE 37	 continued.

41. C	 cu.orX&cv 0 ITIOOUc dc 0L)0V rivoç rwv apxovv rwv q,ctp.oawv
oaBatw cpaye.v apcov tai cAcyc to	 Xi1ovt, auwov

42. + C + cuvcnopcuovto tw raou oXXot. itoXXoi. itai. ovpocpc1ç

43. + C + iioav eyyovtcç rC*) LTO0U navrcç 01. 'CcX()VCL1. au. ol. actptXoi
44. + A D + aveprtoç t.ç rv nXouai.oç
45. AE	 UJ.LSLç COtC 01. bLtCLLOVVTEç ccxu'rouç £VOfltI.OV vwv av&pwnaw
46. + C + cncp(ArcrdI.ç 0 I.r)oouç Vito V0V cpUpLaUI.WV

47. + A + ta&wç cyevcto cv rai.ç iicpaI.g vc
48. + C + itpooccpcpov 'rw roou a pcqr va arrv aitviycai.
49. + C + napaXav 0 u.iaovç ouç cccz .ta&iyraç autou cIitcV npoç

autouç
50. A +D+ avOpwitoç tç £UytVi)c
51. + C +	 yovcoç vou LOOV itpoç	 nataaoct. rou opouç vwv cXaI.WV
52. + C + ci.acXv 0 i.ilaouc d.c ro Lepov
53. C	 bacnovtoç cou i.raou tov Xczov cv rc LCW

54. AD av&pernoç i.ç cpurcuacv aiincXwva
55. ^ C +	 ot. apepc	 tau. 01. ypczlil.LardI.c cnu.3aXci.v cni. rov

1.TIOOVV	 c xcpac
56. + C + itpoacX&ovtcç Tl.VCç ww LflclOU cwv a5owtai.wv 01 Xcyovtcç iLl)

dIVal. VTcXIV £1tT)PWt1)V autov
57. + AB ,tpoodxcrc ccito rwv av&pcoitcv + cnu43aXoual yap cp'Vltctc taç XCI.Pc

aV .tc)v )tal. LWOV01 napaLoVtcç dc auvayyaç

58. + C + Xcyovtv V1.VCAV r	 roou rtcpi. tou l.dpou ori. Xi.&oLç aXoLç
ita ava&rWcai. nct0a.LflaL

59. + AB + avatvatc nai dnaparc raç cpuXaç uj.tcv
60. + C + v	 czonwv o roouç dv t() L€	 waç iwcpa c waç e vtntraç
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GREEK LECTION.ARIES CONTAINING ,c TYPE PERICOPAE

XII century (continued)

2761
257f
3131
2501
1 28f
337f
339f
212f
297f
276f
303f
3i.Of
3131
156f
199f
1021
223f
3221
3151
98f

300f
21421
220f
2381
376f
3l.2f
293f
26].f
336f
4.28f
2.8f

Oxford
Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris
Rome
Rome
Cambridge
London
Oxford
Venice
Princeton
Paris
Athens
Athens
Athens
Mes ina
Atho S
Athos
Athos
Athos
Athos
Athos
Atho a

Pathos
Patmo S
Sinai
Sinai
Lesbo a
Rome
Athos

14-37f
1881
144f
300f
4.15f'
355f
3291
3781
2521
2961
2671
3191
270f
335f
29 Of
322f
297f
285f
267f
3 70f
3IOf
3091
183f

Moscow
London
London
Venice
Venice
Oxford
Paris
New York
Edinburgh
Athos
Is tanbu].
Lesb os
Sinai
Jerusalem
Jerusalem
Jerusalem
Athens
Kiev
Manchester
Athens
Sinai
Leningrad
Cambridge, 1ass.

(1014.6 AD)

(1070 AD)

(1175 AD)

(11814. AD)

(1105 AD)

199

330f Istanbul

TABLE 38

X century

XI century

1.14-9
1.233
1.238

267
1279
g 31.1
1. 371.
381

1578
663

1.773
P 800
& 853
1.991

Q. lOOifa
11039
11067
p1380
Q 114.99
1530

D 17 0
1.1814.7

1958

XII century

118

69
j70
'75

80
1126

129
16

1 19].
198
275

P 
303
351

f1].].
J if30
gzaf7
1515
635
636

. 67
J639

66
1665
L700

79l4.
t 81].
1812
1850

1.852
1.803
O 537

1 855
L861
&867
1.987
997

1O13
11058
1113
1127

1i1i
11217
1224.

11522
1625

j 1650
165L

11658
Q159
1.1660
11698

17O2
11703
l 174.5
11755
£1771
1.1780
p1897
11922
12183

XIII century

t9
L12
A i.

1.113
1.119
1. 134.
1213
1. 230I 287a
1333

382
11551

564.
t632
1653 (1276AD)
ft792
p819
t862
.1975

'11.035
t1102
1u'

.U120a
L1187 (By Sat.)
U220
11265 (1257AD)

281f
28].f
273f
304.1

2251
2161

2731
2771
216f
3251
322f
296f
126f
250f
1z4.6f
77f

3211
2611'
264.1
73f

302f
2901
356f
314.8f
3 26f
3321

2f
3151'
375f

26 Of
3661
3131
34.].f
26 8f
34.31
2561
3181
204.1
2721
394.f
361f
361f
3821

7
369f
2961
323f
2014'
2521'
3391
397f

117f

2091

Sinai
Sinai
Sinai
Wittenb erg
Jerusalem
Jerusalem
Athos
Atho
Athos
Athos
Athens
Athens
Leningrad
Athens
Maywoo d.
Athens
Athens
Athens
Athens
Athens
Joannina
Joarmina
Joannina
Manchester
Sinai
Sinai
Istanbul
Athos
Naples
Thira

Paris
Paris
Escoria].
florence
Rome
Rome
Oxford.
London
Majiand.
London
Berlin
Rome
Rome
Athos
Athos

Pathos
Sinai
Moscow
Jerusalem
Atho $
Athos-
Athos
Athos
Salonica
Bras cia
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TABLE 38 G.REEK LECTIONARIES CONTAINING TYPE PERICOP.AE continued

Athens
Patmos
Cambridge
New York
Istarbul
Bro ckton
Kiev
Piana degli
A].b anesj
Ka toria

Paris
Venice
Venice
Bologna
Palma
Mail and
Maywoo d.
Ann Arbor
Athens
Athos
Atho
Istanbul
Lesbos
Athos
Sinai
Athos
Athos
Athos
Athos
Athens
London
Ann Arbor
Sinai
Athens
Athens
Athens
Leningrad
Ohrid.
Katerini

XIII century (continued)
1529 (1288) 23lf
154-0 (1297 AD) 232f
1573	 165f
1632	 215f
1783	 251f
1839	 267f
1362	 21f7f
1927	 256f

2173*
	

179f

XIV century

79
	

1 20f
109
	

206f
280
	

2)^Of
281
	

236f
282*
	

313f
289 (By Sat.) 156f
304.	 219f
313	 209f
396 (1328AD) 222f
741g.	 305f
74-5
	

337f
778
	

158f
801
	

355f
833
	

3 22f
888
	

33]!
1055
	

4.09f
1108
	 300f

1109 (1367.AD
	 351f

1132 (1353AD
	

4-6 3f
1225
	

359f
1497
	

36 5f
1579
	

256f
1594.	 368f
1803 (By Sat.) 236f
1804. (1356 AD) 170f
1821
	

278f
184-4-a
	

168f
1976
	

16 2f
2174.	 238f

XV cen

	

4-31
	

324-f Athens

	

661
	

?	 Athos

	

956
	

180f New York

	

1772
	

365f Sinai

XVI century

706	 133f Sinai
717 (1559AD) ifolr
754. (i 83AD ) ?
	

Athos
Athos

783 (152i.AD) 24.5f Istanbul
1022 (1535AD) 298f Jerusalem
1503 (By Sat.) 287f Kalavryta
1795	 21f3f Athens
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LBLE 39 CHARACTERISTICS OP	 LECTIONARIES OUTSIDE THE WEEKDAYS

1. A lection for Vespers on Easter Sunday is provided in full or

is referred to the following Sunday.

2. The Wednesday after Easter (24. j ) contains a rubric after verse 4.2

stating that it is the end of the lection for Saint Andrew.

3. The Johannine Sundays are numbered as if the Sunday after Easter

were number 1 and Pentecostal Sunday number 7, although nunibers are not normally

employed for these particular days themselves.

4.. Each Johannine Sunday has a name.

5. Ascension Day has a lection for Morning Service, either in full of

referred. to the 3rd. Resurrection Gospel.

6. The week before Pentecost is called. t N, i.e., "of Pentecost."

7. The earlier MSS call the week after Pentecost tcta r i i v N, i.e., "afte

Pentecost The majority call this week "the first."

8. Matthew ends on the seventeenth Sunday with the Canaanitess written

in full.

9. After the Canaanitess there is a rubric explaining how the Canaanitess

is to be read. In the Lucan period..

10. Sometimes immediately following the rubric about the Canaanitess, and

In the remaining MSS immediately after or enclosed. within the vignette above

the first Lucan ].ection for the New Year, there is a rubric stating when the

Lucan lections commence.

Li. M'ter the 4.th Sunday of Luke there is a rubric mentioning the "Great

Church," which the writer takes to refer to Hagia Sophia. Another rubric states,

"The beginning of the Synod," apyi wi auvoôou, and. the pericope L xx:21-25

follows.

12. In Luke the Canaanitess is always written as 17th Sunday, usually

referred to 17th Sunday of Matthew.

I	 13. The extra Saturday lection is L xv:i-1O.
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§ 6 THE t WEEKDAY LECTION SYSTEM

§ 6.0	 The t weekday lectionaries are probably the most closely related.

of the three types of weekday lectionaries since they resemble each other even

in quite small details, giving the impression that they were copied in large

numbers according to a strict pattern. No uncial. MSS have been found amongst

their number and they seem to be associated with the large, clear minuscule

writing which superseded. the uncial for liturgical, purposes.

§ 6 .1 The presence of menological and other references to Constantinople'

lead one to believe that they originated. in that centre. Undoubtedly as time

passed. they would. spread far and. wide, with the result that copies made later

would be likely to omit some particularly Constantinopolitan feature.

Inevitably some codices would lose certain sheets or sections and be replenished

from lectionaries of another type, their descendants thereby exhibiting

mixed characteristics.

§ 6 .2	 The characteristics of the x lectionaries can be best explained

by the hypothesis that in Constantinople it was customery to celebrate the

weekdays after Pentecost until the following Sunday so that lectionaries

were made containing these days, which were called tcwa tv N, "after

Pentecost." Certainly the c system was in use in Constantinople at an early

date since both 1 292* and Miroslav's C-ospel contain Constantinopolitan
lections in the menologion, and. it was this type of pericopae which was in

use there for that week.

- It seems that the S system was adapted from the a system in

another centre and when examples reached the a centre they were found more

satisfactory because there were, for practical purposes, no weeks left

unprovided. for. It seems, however, that it was not desired to alter the

lections for the week after Pentecost. Perhaps there were many lectionaries

with just the one week after Pentecost in comparison with the number of

ccp weekday lectionaries. Certainly there must have been some very special

(l3Li.)See § 6.7
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reason why the S system was not copied. in its entirety. The earliest t type

lectionaries use the term ita thy N, as do all the lectionaries containing

one week only after Pentecost of the a type and. the x type, as well as all

but one (129 which has ou ayi.ou N until Friday) of the xgroup, S ciass(.135

The earliest S lectionaries, on the other hand, call this week the first week,

as does £628, the X century lectionary with the S pericopae for only one

week after Pentecost.

§ 6.3	 The earliest K lectionary extant is £770 ascribed to X century,

and it is preserved in Constantinople (now Istanbul). It seems to represent

an early form of the	 system, in which some characteristics of the S system

are still retained, although the distinguishing first week and the Saturday

before Carnival of the x system have been introduced. It retains, however,

the S system method of numbering the Johannine Sundays, just as the lectionaries

containing only one week of Matthew did. A small proportion of K lectionaries

do the same and it is possible that some of these form a sub-group of the

system because they have a common archetype, but it is beyond the scope

of the present work to decide whether this is the case or whether this

S characteristic is present in any of them because of later contamination

from S lectionaries.

§ 6.14.	 The fact that Sunday was considered the last day of one week at

the same time as the first day of the following week(]36) is made clear by the

rubrics in VIII century Saturday-Sunday lectionary L563*. For example, the

Sunday which was called the sixth in S lectionaries, namely the thirty-sixth

day of the fifty days from Easter Sunday to Pentecost, bears •the following

rubric in	 563*:

r	 t)	 U C r1	 6
ap . XS.h1cpc.a . x .-S •	 t,- t c côoia.

i.e., "Lection 36 : 1st day (of the week) : Sunday 6th : On Sunday of 5th week."

The majority of the Saturday-Sunday lectionaries of VIII - X centuries

followed the tradition of calling this day the sixth Sunday, a did the S

lectionaries, and still do to the present time in the printed lectionaries of

(135) See §l.
(136) Yvonne Burns: Op. cit. (Johannine nuriberin)
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the Creek Church. This system of numbering does, however, present an

inconsistency in the numbering of the weeks when the complete ecclesiastical

year is taken as a whole, because when Saturday lections were added to the

Matthean and Lucan Sundays they were, naturally enough, numbered the same as

the Sunday with which they were paired. Although this was unlikely to cause

confusion in a Saturday-Sunday lectionary, when weekdays were added after

Pentecost it resulted in Sunday being counted as the first day of the week

from Easter to Pentecost and the last day of the week from Pentecost to Lent

(which had. no weekday lections from the gospels).

The earliest change in numbering during the Pentecostal period.

sprang from Pentecost itself, commencing with the association of the

Saturday with Pentecost since it was its eve. Most lectionaries call the

week before Pentecost "Of Pentecost," but a few retain the earlier names

"The seventh" and "Before Pentecost."

§ 6.5	 It must have been the object of the "editors" who compiled the

) system (and saw that it was reproduced so carefully in such numbers)

to produce a consistent lectionary with all necessary pericopae supplied,

together with instructions for their use. The two most obvious inconsistencies

were the numbering of Sundays from Easter to Pentecost and the position of

the Canaanitess. The t lectionary renumbered the Sundays to agree with the

method adopted after Pentecost and, as well as writing the Canaanitess in full

as the seventeenth Sunday in Matthew, added directions explaining when the

pericope was to be read in the Lucan period. A reference was made to the

Canaanitess in Luke, calling it the seventeenth Sunday. Instead, of allowing

the reader to choose his own pericope for the Saturday before Carnival when

an extra one was required, the c lectionary specified what should be read.

iathough it was, in fact, a repetition of the pericope for Wednesday of the

ninth week of Luke, it is unusual to find it referred to this day (only

of XII century and L1927 of XIII have been found so far). Apart from

, lectionaries, the only lectionary from VIII - X centuries to use this
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pericope for the Saturday before Carnival is IX century uncia]. Saturday-Sunday

lectionary £1599. The only S lectionaries so far discovered, to contain this

pericope are XII century £651. and. £673, which would seem to be better

described as being of mixed. ancestry.

. 6.6	 Although the S lectionaries rarely contain it, the x lectionaries

continue the tradition of VIII century Saturday-Sunday lectionary £ 563* and.

IX century X type L 5) 4* by placing the following rubric after verse 12 in

the pericope for 4. T (i.e., the fourth of the fifty days) on the Wednesday

after Easter: ¶.Xo ¶oU ayi.ou c&vôpcou , "the end. (of the lection for the

day) of Saint Jndrew." It is unusual for this rubric to be omitted from

t lectionaries, which points to the importance of this apostle in this area,

as well as to the faithfulness of the copies to the original.

§ 6.7	 In the majority of the early n lectionaries, as well as in a few

of the S lectionaries from XI century onwards, there is an extra lection

after the usual one for the lfth Sunday in Luke. This is usually preceded.

by a rubric mentioning "the Great Church, "which the writer takes to refer

to Hagia Sophia. This is the term used in the menologion on 23rd. December

for the dedication of this church in	 This is followed.

by another rubric stating, "The beginning of the Synod."

The earliest attestation for this addition in S lectionaries is

in X century minuscule £1014. ( which is also one of the few to contain the

rubric for St Andrew). In this MS, however, the words "the Great Church"

are omitted.

§ 6.8	 This pericope and. its rubrics, together with the lections for

Easter Sunday Vespers and Morning Service of Ascension Day which are almost

invariably given in x lectionaries (although rarely appearing in these places

in S lectionaries), seem to have been incorporated in the t lectionary in

the synaxarion because it was considered more convenient to have them there

rather than at the end of the lectionary or in another volume. Their presence

(137) Gregory: Op. cit. p 373
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in so many of the ,t lectionaries bears witness to the care with which one

lectionary was copied from another. Their absence may ind.icate that the

text, also, in a particular lectioia.ry may not conform exactly to the usual

x lectionary text.

§ 6.9	 "THE LECTT0N.RY TEXT"

In 1932 E.C.Colwell published a paper entitled. "Is there a

Lectionary Text of the Gospels?" (138) in which he analysed. the collations

of certain lections in more than fifty leotionaries. A.5 a result of this

investigation he wrote,

"Whether a small number of lectionaries are compared. in a
large number of lections or a large number of ].ectionaries
are compared. in a small number of lections, the result is
the same: they agree with one another. This agreement is the
more significant when it is noted. that the support from non-
lectionary mss. varies in both kind. and amount; and even
where there is no other support, the agreement of lectionary
with lectionary is as close as ever. Such agreement justifies
speaking of the text of lectionaries as 'the lectionary
text.'"

Since that time scholars in Chicago have been working to determine

this lectionary text. This work has been given impetus by the desire of the

International Greek New Testament Project to include lectionary evidence in

their forthcoming edition of Luke.

Over the years a few MSS have been included in these labours which

have not fitted. into the usual pattern and this has confirmed the present

writer's at first tentative feeling that the paragraph quoted above must

surely be overstating the case somewhat. When the x system was isolated. from

the general body of weekday-].ectionaries and the uniformity that existed.

amongst the MSS which contained. it was observed, it seemed. very probable

that it would be this type of lectionary which would. prove to be the best

witness to the so-called. 'lectionary text.' This has indeed. proved to be the

case.

(138) Harvard. Theological Review 25, 1932 pp 7384.
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Recently E.C.ColweU	 has described how ten lectionaries

were chosen which would best represent his lectionary text. He also found

that those lectionaries which most closely conformed to Constantinopolitan

norms in content, such as ,t69 and. t852, were textually closest to the

'lectionary text' • This conclusion, based on more than thirty years of

textual research on more than the 261 MSS which he tells us were used for

this particular selection, carried out by many scholars, completely confirms

that the so-called. 'leotionary text' is in fact the ' ,c lectionary text',

and. that it was the text of Constantinople reproduced in great numbers from

XI century. It confirms this statement because both £69 and,t852 are

c lectionaries and. eight out of the ten best representatives (hiF0) are

, lectionaries, the other two being S type.

The fact that S lectionaries appear at all in the "top ten",

suggests that the archetype of the c lectionaries was obtained. in the

weekdays from an S lectionary or a supplementary weekday codex, and. not

re-compiled. from a continuous text codex by means of a list. The use of

a supplementary codex certainly seems the most likely in the case of

L 99]. (one of Coiwell's ten lectionaries), since the weekdays were

written after the corresponding Saturdays and. Sundays instead of before

them. As a X/XI century codex, this is one of the earliest )t lectionaries.

In order to test in some small measure the textual kinship of

the ' lectionary text' and the S lectionaries of IX - X centuries

(i.e., the S lectionaries which were in existence at the time when it seems

most likely that the archetype of the c system was written), the lectionary,

L 69, which according to Coiwell 'could portray the dominant text all alone'

was compared. in the weekday incipits given in Tables 35 - 37 with the

(139) Journal of Biblical Literature 87, 1968 pp 189ff
(140) L69 (xii) L333 (xiii) £513, S type (xii), 1-852 (xi), £853 (xi),

IL 867 (xii), .t991 (ç/xi), L995 (XI), L1081, S type (xiii), £1750 (xi)
All but L 513 and. Llo8i1. are x type.
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majority text of these S lectionaries. The fact that there were only four

small variants	 indicates that the archetype of the 	 lectionaries

was probably obtained in its weekdays direct].y from an S lectionary whose

text was like that of L36	 (12+2) It is beyond the scope of the present

study to consider the origins of the remaining portions of the synaxarion,

but there are reasons to believe that further research would show that they

are not in genera]. the same as those of the weekdays.

Even in IX - X centuries the S lectionaries betrayed differences

of text in the incipits greater than that found between	 and 36, 1 2

being the most divergent. It has already been pointed out in § 5.02 that

the preliminary study of S lectionaries undertaken so far indicates that

continuous text MSS have played a greater part in their development than

seems to be the case with c leotionaries, so that it is not possible to

speak of the archetype of the S lectionaries. We have only to look at

s*sub_group 1 to realise that the S ].ectioriaries must have had more than one

archetype. An S lectionary will agree with the 'M ].ectionary text' to the

extent that it retains undiluted the particular kind of S lectionary text

which was used for the prototype of the x lectionaries.

(12+1) 32+ Mt Xoyov aouaav€ co vôaXia@toav ] ECDCZVoCLXLae1)aaV
atouaavtcç XoTov

55 Mt wcncpJ add yap

19 L ct vsxpwv] c rwv vctpwv
2+3 L	 tai. oi. cttctprwXoiJ om oi

(12+2) In compiling Tables 35 - 37, if the evidence was equally divided, that
of 36 was taken since it was the earliest complete S lectionary.
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THE VIEEKDAYS OF CARNIVAL AND THE CHEESE-EATER
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§ 7	 THE WEEKDAYS OF CARNIVAL AND THE CHEESE-EATER

These lections have not been included, in the lists of weekday

lections because they were a later addition to the lection system. They

were added to the S lection system some time after its adaption from the

cz system and before the introduction of the 	 system.

It has already been shown in Table 5 that the pericope Mk xi:l-ll

was not employed amongst the weekday lections of the a system because it

was already in use for the morning of Lazarus' Saturday (i.e., the sixth

Saturday of Lent). Since this pericope was not used for the S system either,

at least in the fifty lections in Bahnlesung, one must assume that it was

used in some other part of the lectionary when the S system was devised.

There is no reason why it should not have been used. for the morning of

Lazarus' Saturday in the S system at that early time, since it is found in

at least one S leotionary: £f37.

Judging by the evidence of the lectionaries, it certainly looks

as if this pericope fell into disuse for this particular service, with the

result that it was the first pericope to be chosen when it was desired to

add lections for the weekdays of the week preceeding Carnival Saturday and.

Sunday. The parallel passage from Luke was chosen for the Monday of the

Cheese-eater. The remaining pericopae for Carnival week continue the Marcan

Bahnlesung after the end of the additional. S lections. These pericopae are

part of the Passion narrative and anticipate what will be read in Holy Week.

Confirmation of the later addition of the lections for these two

weeks is found in their absence from the X century .12 (S type) as well as

from the a lectionaries L83*, t638 and t323 which have added lections

after the Lucan weekdays but do not include lections for the weeks of

Carnival and the Cheese-eater.
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CONCLUSION

As a result of this study of the precise contents of lectionaries,

].ection boundaries and. rubrics, it has been possible not only to group together

lectionaries which are more likely to contain a similar type of text than a

(1z43)
group of leotionaries chosen at random 	 but also to unravel some of the

problems surrounding the development of the lection system. Unless this

development is taken into account, it is easy to make incorrect assumptions

and. from them incorrect conclusions,

The present study seems to be pioneer work in this particular field.,

but it is, in fact, a logical extension of principles which have so far proved

successful in the work of textual scholars. The task will not have been

completed. until a].]. the lectionaries have been studied. The writer trusts

that the amount of work already carried. out will provide the incentive for

further work in this field, and. that those who have stated so many times in

recent years that lectionaries should receive more attention will not allow

their statement to remain merely a pious hope. It is understandable that to

the textual scholar the text is of prime importance and the lection system

secondary, but to attempt to study the text before ascertaining how it was

transmitted,when the lection system provides a ready tool for the grouping

of like MSS, is bound to result in unnecessary work.

In the same way, in the Slavonic field. it is first necessary that

the development of the Greek lectionaries be known, after which all Slavonic

lectiona.ries need to be available for study, as well as the corresponding

continuous text codices.

(1i3) Some textual studies have been carried. out, understandably enough,
comparing lectionaries which were selected. according to availability.
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The present study was only possible because of the rich collections

of Creek leotionaries in accessible libraries. These collections proved

sufficiently comprehensive to permit the writer to formulate the theories

presented. in the present work. These theories were then only able to be

tested by reference to the MSS in inaccessible libraries, such as those on

Mount Athos, because of the microfilm collection of the Institute for New

Testament Textual Research in M!Inster, Westphalia, Germany. It is impossible

to overestimate the value of having a microfilm of almost every extant Greek

New Testament MS available in one place. It is not only that otherwise

inaccessible MSS can be studied, but also the fact that each MS can be

compared. immediately with any other MS.

A glance at the index of MSS mentioned in the present study reveals

the contrast between the situations in Creek and Slavonic. Instead, of the

easy numeration system of C-regory/Aland. for the Greek MSS, there is the

cumbersome Slavonic method of naming MASS and the varying methods of abbreviation

adopted by scholars. A numbering of Slavonic MSS on the Gregory/Mend system

is clearly long overdue. Even more serious, however, is the inaccessibility

of the majority of the Slavonic New Testament MSS. The systematic study of

these codices is impossible without a comprehensive microfilm collection.

It is to be hoped that the Slavists of Western Europe will not have to

labour indefinitely under these difficulties.
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LECTIONARIES CONTAINING . CHAPTER NUMBERS

&REEK G.OSPEL MA11USCRIPTS R0M II ¶10 VII CENTURIES

GREEK GOSPEL MANUSCRIPTS FROM VIII CENTURY

G.REEK GOSPEL ILAJSCRIPTS OF THE NINTH CENTURY
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CLASSIFICATION OF 1 sel MANUSCRIPTS

CONTENTS OF SINC-LE—CYCLE 1 se]. MANUSCRIPTS

DOUBLE—CYCLE 1 sel MANUSCRIPTS: SYNAXARION

MSS CONTAINING. 16 SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS IN MATTHEW

YSS WITh 17Th SATURDAY REFERRED TO C-REAT TUESDAY

MSS IN WHIC1 MATTHEW ENDS ON 17Th SATURDAY

MSS IN WHICH MATTh ENDS ON 17TH SUNDAY

MSS WITH FREE CHOICE FOR 17Th SUNDAY OF MATTHEW

MSS WITH 17TH SUNDAY OF MATTHEW REFERRED ¶10 END OF GOSPEL

MSS WITH LACUNA AT CONCLUSION OF MATTHEAN PERIOD

LATER MSS CONCLUDING MATTHEW WITH 16Th SUNDAY



Vukan's Gospel
Radomir's Gospel
Karpita Gospel
Yurye's Gospel
Kalinik's Gospel

1201 AD)
XIII
XIII
1118-1128 AD)
xni/xiv)
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TABLE 1.0	 LECTION.ARIES CONTAINING CHAPTER NUMBERS

GREEK	 SLAVONIC

cx3 TYPE WEEKDAY LEG TIONARIES

5U1. (]J()
!292* (Ix)
f355* (x)

11904. (x)
- * (x) (Sofia Synod. No 4.78)

1552* (985 AD)

.L4.8* (XI
L12r (XI
1. 308* (xi)
183* (XII

p321 (XII
L821* (xii)
p226* (xiv)

S TYPE WEEKDAY LEG TIONARIES

p 813* (x)	 ?4.05* (1274. AD)
168* XII)	 11223* XIII)

5. 673* xii)	 ,413* XIV
ga xii)	 L384-* XII
17* (1204. AD)18OO* XII

Miroslav's Gospel (c. 1200 AD)

SAflJRDAY- SUNDAY LEC TION.ARIES

L563* (viii)
117* (ix)
p63* IX
164.* IX

Q152* Ix)
1194.* (ii
1808* (DC
184.5* (ix)
194.5* (xx)

I	 *
054.6 x
1704-* X
1798* X
1076* X
1082 X

t1086* x)
1.1231* (x
t1629* (X

1.20* (104.7 AD)
1 329 (xi)

* (xi) (Piovcliv No 99)

266" (xii)
1337* (xxi)
O57* xiii)

llO74.* 1290 AD)
t17]4* xiii)
t264.* (xiv)
114.78* (xiv)
t2153* (i5i. AD)

Assemanianus (XI)
Ostromir's Gospel (1056-7 AD)
Archangel Gospel (1092 AD)
Sava's Gospel	 (XI)
Pop Jovan' Gospel
Turov Gospel (xi)
BAN, Sofia Nb III 24. ( XIV)
BAN, Sofia No II 2 (xxv)
Rila Monastery 1/12
Rila Monastery 1/13
National Library, Sofia No 18

No 84.8
No 33

Boyana Gospel (xii
Futna Gospel (xiii

(xiii)
(xiii)
(xiv)
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TABLE 4.0 (continued) LECTIONARIES CONTAINING. CHAPTER NUMBERS

SATURDAY-SUNDAY LEG TIONARIES + ONE WEEK IN MATTHEW

ii3O' (Ix)

SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS ONLY

L 253 (1020	 )
SUNDAYS ONLY

i 367 (xi)

LECTIONARY FOR HALF A YEAR SING.LE-CYCLE 1 sel DOUBLE-CYCLE 1 sel

2O6a(XI)	 j4.6* (]Jc)tL23* (x) e.1* (x)

TYPE UNKNOWN (INCOMPLETE)

Johnine Lections

t 352* (VIII)
L1902* (ix)
G'ospels of the Passion and Menologion
1533* (x)

Menologion
.	 (x)

TYPE V/EEKDAY LECTIONARY

Z282* (xiv)
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TABLE 4.1	 C.REEK GOSPEL MANUSCRIPTS FROM II TO VII CENJBIES

	

NON-LEG TIONARY	 LEG TIONARY	 NON-LEG TIONARY 	 LEG TION.ARY

II	 75f	 VI N 022 230f	 Q.1354. frgt

	

frgt	 04.3 190f

	

6}5frgt	
E 04.2 188f

	

________________	 0 023 44f

]fl	 51f	 6frgt	 092b1

	

30f	 r22 2frgt	 085	 3f

	

2fit	 080	 2f'

	

28 2frgt	 089 P-

	

frgt	 O92ajfrgt

	

frgt	 073 Ilf+

	

frgt	 084. lfrgt

	

çr7o frgt	
O9,	 2f

	

frgt	 '3o 2frgt
________________	 -	 060 frgt

	

IV ) 01 14.8f	 071 frgt
B 03 14.	 Greek-Coptic	 091 frgt

	

024.2	 f	 014.3 frgt

	

25	 2f	 !s62 16f	 O14. frgt

	

if	 frgt	 ;p7 frgt

	

0162	 if	 i6O frgt	 Palimpsests	 Paiimpsest

	

0171	 if

	

0181	 if	 E 04.0 89f	 21276 Sfrgt

	

058 frgt	 R 027 4.8f

	

0160 frgt	 P 024. 44f

	

0214. frgt	 Z 035 32f

	

0231 frgt	 .

	

71 frgt	 074. "g 16f
_________________ ________________	 090 J
V W 032 i87f 2104.3	 5f	 074. lOf

	

A 02 144f	 067	 6f

	

068	 2f	 078	 6f
065	 3f

	

0216	 if	 079	 2f
072	 if

	

059} 2frgt	 Greeic-Latin0215

	

069 frgt	 D 05 4.15f
0182 frgt

	

0217 frgt	 Greek-Coptic	 Greek-Coptic
0218 frgt 070	 2	 ir

	

419 frgt	 0178

	

frgt	 0179
0180 16f

	

Palimpsests	 0190 -

	

C 0z. 14.5f	 019].
0202

	

Q 026 13f	 0184. frgt

	

C-reek-Coptic	 0237 frgt

	

T 029 23f	 Paliinpsest

	

0239 frgt	 086 13f



+
frgt

6f
5f
5f•
14!
2f
2f
if
if
if

]J4!rgt
20frgt

if

if
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TABLE 4]. (continued.)

NON-LEG TIONARY I LEG TION.ARY

VII 083
0112
0235
0107
0102
0106
0167
0141.
0210
099

0)45
0188

60

355 (i ak, L

Palimpsests	 Palimpsest

O101i.	 4! J.1637 (i)
	

141ff
0103	 2f

Greek-Coptic

0100 frgt
0164. fret
0193 frgt
0200 frgt
0204. frgt
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TABLE 4.2 &REK GOSPEL MANUSCRIPTS FROM VIII CEN1URY

	

NON-LECTIONARY	 LEC TION.ARY

	

VIII 4' O14. 26].f	 1563* (i esk)	 193f

	

E 07 318f	 1627 (i esk)	 237f

	

L 019 257f	 £689 (i esk)	 228f

	

04.7 ].52f	 t565 (i sk,Mt)	 4f

	

054.	 6r
1354- (i e,Mt)

	

0234.	2f

	

0126	 if	 360 (1 e, 6th Aug,diaphora, vigils) 2f

	

0127	 if

	

014.6	 if	 1352* (i e,	 2f

	

014.8	 if	 1525 (Passion)	 2f0101 frgt

	

0114. frgt	 Non-Byzantine

	

Oii5 frgt	 (1+a)	 114.r0118 frgt

Palimpsests	 PaJ.impsests

0233 91f	 1293 (i e)	 89f
0250 33f	 559b	 39f
0116 fl,.f	 j316 (i sk)	 23f
0134.	 2f	 L559a	 7f
0161	 if J1687	 6f
0168	 ?	 11601

5.4.8Gb (Menologion)	 2f
1837 (Holy Saturday) 2f

Creek-Coptic	 Greek-Coptic

11602	 87f
0238 frgt	 114.3	 frgt
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TABLE 3 C-REEK GOSPEL MANUSCRIPTS OF THE NINTH CEN']XJRY

NON-LECTIONARY	 LECTIONARY

a WEEKDAY LECTION SYSTEM

C. 011 252f
M 021 257f (+Sat-Sun iit)
Y 034. 309f

063	 20f'

	

2 5l4.'	 256f
t 292k 277f

	

J34.	 4.30f (+s lections)

S WEEKDAY LECTION SYSTEM

(Not prima manu)	 L36

if 013 194f	 L].661
II 041 350f (+Sat-Sun list)	 9-722

SMIJRDAY-SUNDAY SYSTEM + ONE WEEK

SAJRDAY-SUNDAY SYSTEM

	

p 09 204!	 t17
	fl 013 194!	 (+later S rubrics)	 163
	K 017 267f	 L64.

	

V 031 220f	 9-127

	

e 038 24.9f	 !152

	

0211 288f	 - 1 513.
4.61 344f (Days numbered. from Easter to N) (54.2

	

1500 156f	 154.3
	214.2 285f	 1580

	

892 353f 	 (^ later x list)	 g6O
(672

	

A 039 157f	 1805

	

2500 206f	 (+incipits)	 (806
807
808'

184.5
D 84.8

t 1571
11599

1735
Q 74.9

FEWER LEG TIONS : BYZANTINE SYSTEM

26 8f
2f

19 2f
158f
2lOf
].78f
224!
237f
315f
322f
103f
258f
31 2f
289f
205f
295f
l85f
253f
155f
l99f
14.5f
234!
36f

14.6	 182f

NON-BYZANTINE SYSTEMS

(21^9	 69r
t844	 192f

COMMENTARY

050 19f
1080 4.].].f'

NO RtJBRICS

U 030 29]!
33 llf3f'

565 4.05f
1295 17].f
2224. 1153f

I
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TABLE 43 (continued)

NON-LEG TION.ARY

	

	 LECTIONARY

FOUR LEAVES OR LESS

	0131	 1!	 L566	 2f

	

O151.	 2f	 1567	 2f

	

0155	 2f	 1720	 2f

	

0128	 if	 1730	 2f'

	

73l.	 3f

	

Q 1273	 if'

	

1 1392	 3f

	

11395	 if

	

J1397	 if

	

j1688	 2f
11902

	

J1903	 if

	

11907	 2f

	

1i95	 2f

	

11990	 if

	

1182	 3f
1206b	 z.f

	

1214.	 if

	

224.5	 if

	

124.6	2f

	

924.8	 2f

	

9312	 2f

	

g 353	 4f

	

J4.51i.	 2f'
.9 527b frgt
9 1612 frgt
1 1665 2frgt
Q 1731 3frgt
!i827 if+frgt

P.ALIMPSES TS

	024.8 70f	 166	 275f

	

0133 36f	 2362	 24.Of

	

0135	 8f	 .65	 213f

	

0196	 2f	 2 668	 175f

	

0197	 2f	 907	 165f

	

0132	 if	 1 1953	 13].f
p1954. 119f

	

11955	 76f

	

i885	 29f
i193a 18f

	

9370	 7f

	

p 286	 5f

	

].317	 2f

	

151].	 if

	

D. 181f9	 if



(xv)

t 101+3
	

(v),

L 135Z.	 (vi)

£. 1276
	

(VI)
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rTABLE 14 LECTION.ARY MS3 1NHICH CANNOT BE FITTED INTO THE USUAL SYS

22

62	 Creek-Cop tic
6	

Crreelc-Coptio
2	

reek-Coptic

£ 1991+ (ree1c-Coptic

ti1+3 Creek-Coptic

,L1602 C-reek-Coptic

84

,t8Ii.

L2I9

£965 Greek-Coptic

t1355 C.reeic-Coptic
J16i1+ areek-Coptio

1 1739 Greek-Cop tic

£1678 Creek-Coptio

).962 Greek-Coptic

j963 Greek-Coptic

961 Greek-Coptic

1961+a Greek-Coptic

L961+b C-ree]c-Coptic

('I')

(III)
(IV)

(r,)

(vi)

(vi/vii)

(vI/viI)

(VIII)

(viii)

(VIII)

(Ix)

(ix)

(Ix)

(ix)

(x)

(x)

(x)

(xi)

(xi)

(xii)

(xiii)

(XIII)



U'
U).
Ui
1

U'
1
1

:1.

1
1
1
1

U'
[U 1
Ui

Annunciation - Elevation of the Cross

See T.ABLE4.6

See TABLE 4.7 for Synaxarion

[1 k, but showing transition from 1 sell

Easter, May 11th, June 5th, September 1st, 5th,
Footwashing, Cood Priday

Easter - Pentecost, February - June, Lent - Easter
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TABLE 4.5	 CLASSIFICATION OF 1 sel MANUSCRIP

CONTENTS

VELVE FESTIVALS

1 132 XIV century

S INGLE-CYCLE

35 X century
4.6* IX century

1044 X century
1101 XII century
123* X century
14.2 XIV century
675 XII century

DOUBLE- CYCLE

117 XI century
1390 XI century
757 XIV century
1911 XII century
300 X century
367* XI century]
1* X century

r• LECTION.ARY OF PAThIARCH
OF CONSTANTINOPLE

1 131 XIV century

HALF A YEAR -

1 2O.6a* XI century

• SUPPLEMENTARY CODICES

a) Weekdays only

1 10 XIII century
1 305 XII century
1 398 XIV century
1 1852b XIV century

b) Principally lectjons
for Mornings and Holy

Week

U 1 538	 X century
1 204. XI century

I. NON-BYZANTINE SYSTEM

U 1 841g. IX century

S type + SynodaJ. lection, Holy Week
, type + 6th and 17th Sat/Sun of Matthew
,c type + each day of 1 esk referred to another codex
S/,c type (lao. until Monday, 6th week of Matthew)

SIGLA

J Uncia]. MS

* MS contains Chapter Numbers



/1

1/

/

/

x

d

Ci

x

//
/

+1
+1
+1

2'
/

2214.

TABLE i6
	

CONTENTS OP SING.LE-CYCLE]. sel MANUSCRIPTS

L

EASThR SUNDAY
onday
I\iesd.ay
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
SUNDAY 2
Monday
SUNDAY 3

SUNDAY 14.

WEDNESDAY of MID-PENTECOST
SUNDAY 5
SUNDAY 6

ASCENSION DAY
SUNDAY 7
PENTECOST
Morrow of Pentecost
SUNDAY of ALL SAINTS

John the Baptist (Birth)
Peter and Paul
Transfiguration
Assumption of Theotocos
John the Baptist (Beheading)
Beginning of the Indiction
Birth of the Theotocos
Elevation of the Cross
Archangels
Angels
Holy of Holies
Nicholas
Ignatius
Sunday of the Founders
Sunday before Christmas (of the Fathers)
Christmas Eve	 / /
Christmas	 / / /
Morrow of Christmas (of the Theotocos)
Sunday before Feast of Lights
Circumcision
Eve of Feast of Lights
Feast of Lights
Morrow of Feast of Lights (of the Baptist)
Presentation

SUNDAY of the PRODIGAL (Sunday before Carnival)
CARNIVAL SUNDAY
CHEESE-EATER SUNDAY
J.8t Saturday of Lent
J5t Sunday of Lent

Annunciation	 / /
5JAZARUS' SAJRDAY (6th of Lent)
]'ALM SUNDAY	 A /
Monday

es day
Wednesday

Foo twashing
Thursday	 +1 /
Friday
Saturday	 /

/

1/

II

/
1*

/

I

4b 1044 UDI 123 142 675

/ / / /	 .1
/1/

/'U

1/h
/ / Al /

////
/ /	 Al

1/
/1/A	 x
—1/	 x

+1
/1/6

/ //Ac
/ / / A	 x

I!
/	 /

1/
/



if

/

/

A

/

1'
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TABLE lfG(Continued) LECTIONS AFTER COMPLETION OF SINGLE CYCLE

2	 35 4(, 1C44 IICI 113 142 (75

Iforning Resurrection Gospels	 /
Dedication / Dedication of Sanctuary (e)	 /
Victory	 /
Terror / Terror of Earthquake
Sickness	 /
Repentance	 /
Investiture of a monk

The Disinterested.
The Holy Forty Martyrs
St Philip
Women Martyrs
The Great Martyrs George, Demetrius, Theodore -
The Synod of the Holy Martyrs
Beheading of John the Baptist
Chrysostom
Apostles and. Angels

SIGLA

/ Lection present or referred. to another day or given in index

+/ Lection written after the position indicated by this Table

\ Morning lection written after the position indicated by this Table

X Morning lection precedes lection for Liturgy

* Rubricated. for Thursday of Cheese-eater

- Day mentioned. after rubric for a different day

* Sanctuary mentioned after Dedication
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TABLE 4.7	 DOUBLE-CYCLE	 ].sel MZS: SYNAXARION

£	 117 1390 1	 1911 300	 1
ASTER SUNDAY	 /	 /	 /v /	 /	 /
Monday	 / /	 / /
Tuesday	 / /	 /	 /
Thursday	 / /	 /
Wednesday	 / /	 /	 /
'iday	 / /	 /Saturday	 / / / /SUNDAY2	 /	 /	 / /	 /	 /Saturday	 /SUNDAY3	 /	 /Saturday

DSDAY of MID-PENTECOST 	 /	 /	 / /	 /
SUNDAY4.	 /	 /
Saturday
SUNDAY5	 /	 /	 /
Saturday
SUNDAY6	 /	 /

ASCENSION DAY	 /	 /	 x x	 x
Saturday	 /
SUNDAY7	 / /	 /
Saturday	 /
PENTECOST	 /	 /	 / /	 x	 /
Morrow of Pentecost 	 /	 /	 /

1 SUNDAY after N	 /	 /	 /
2 SUNDAY	 /
3 SUNDAY	 /14. SUNDAY	 /
5 SUNDAY	 /
6 SUNDAY
7 SUNDAY
8 SUNDAY
9 SUNDAY

10 SUNDAY
U SUNDAY

SUNDAY BEFORE CARNIVAL	
/	

I	
,,CARNIVAL SUNDAY

CHEESE-EATER SUNDAY 	 / /
Saturday

SUNDAY 1 of LENT
LAZARUS' SADAY (6th of Lent)	 /	 /
PALM SUNDAY	 X X	 X
MAUNDY THURSDAY 	 / /
Footwashing	 X
1st Gospel of Passion	 /	 /
Friday	 /
Saturday	 X	 X	 X

RESURRECTION LECTIONS	 /	 /
(after Meno].ogion)

SI&LA

/ LectIon present

X Morning lection precedes leotiort for Liturgy / Both footwashing lections

/v Lection for Vespers follows lection for Liturgy



TABLE 48

LUKE
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MSS CONTAINING. 16 SALURDAYS AND SUNDAYS IN )LATTHEW

POS ITION
OF	 RUBRIC FOR EXTRA SkflJRDAY

CANAANITESS

VIII None
Ix
x

1704*

t 11-55

1 373

TABLE 14.9

VIII None
IX	 t511.2

.1. 79

X
t1073
£1].00

1.139
t1077

+ 17Th SUN.
REF TO LIJKE
Ix	 t806

16
lacuna

16	 Q IH • £uayyE oov cXc.ç
16	 ct.itc cvayycAu.ov oov eexci.ç
16	 IH cuayyXov elite oi.ov cXei.ç
16	 OLOV

-16	 , IN ....	 ( IS toy au	 cuayye

16	 No Saturday

16	 No Saturday
16	 ( Xcyc oov 4.Xt1c
16	 (. IN + cuauy otov
16	 zT	 OLOV EZ	 -
16	 IH tara Xou9v ei.nv o t.a ca y be aiap

___________ eyp	 IE toy au cXa

MSS WITh 17TH SAIURDAY REFERRED TO G.REAT [UESDAY



LUKE

VIII 563
627

IX	 36

5114*

845*

735

672

152*
292*
111
823
813 *

1231*
1076*
1082*
799

1552*
L15

1957

POSITION
OF

CANAANITESS
17
17

No mention

16
16
17
17
17

17
17

No mention
No mention
No mention

Lacuna
16
16
17
17
17
17

1f67	 17
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TABLE 50 MSS IN WHICH 1&kTTHEW ENDS ON 17TH SAIURDAY

RUBRIC FOR EXTRA SMURDAY

cov yLvtev oaiatitov oI.ov CATlc

Rubrjcs shorn off
17th Saturday 

omied+ instead:

( itpo	
c.Tto)(pC :ri cov
	 -

cJa131Tov • IH' avayi.vatc	 oit.o aa13cr	 youvIZ
( IH tr cuayyc	 oi.ov	 Xr)ç

'No Saturday
No Saturday
ôcov ciôcva ot avuyLvc)o)crau. VOUTO ro	 T)tO

,tc xavava.ac	 Jtpo tou cpapt.acuOu LaL rou papioai.ou
itpo ,	 aa yrou: • 	 cl.bcVaL otu.
oa13I3atxov o.ov eXcu.ç

oov &cXcç
Repetition of lection for 15th Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
Lacuna

oov
Iii cua, ryrT d.c	 ou.ov &cAnç

No Saturday
No tuçday

IH	 cuayycXLov aa c3 13aov oi.OV

@.H rrci. oa attov cuayycXLoVoLov &cAct.ç
E( ' Xouiia'

[v	 ] anotpcov oo



IX	 805
6*

51f1
3,4-

807
808 *

5

150
194.*
4.25
570
628
814.

1011.
4.2*

183
84.7

1086*
1091

No mention
16
16
17
17

(17)
No mention
No mention
No mention
No mention
No mention
No mention
No mention
No mention
No mention
No mention

16
17

(17)
No mention

54.6

229

TABLE 51	 MSS IN WHICH MATThEW ENDS ON 17TH SUNDA

POSITION
LUKE	 OF
	

RUBRIC FOR EXTRA SA[URDAY
CANAANITESS

	Noaturday	 x
IH £LflE OI.OV e
ru	 r

	

aaa	 aa	 LflC euayyen oflLG' €OLOV Oc;

No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No Saturday
No thçday

	

IH	 aaf3atov oov &CXCLç

No Saturday
No Saturday
17th Saturday omitted, instead.:

tiiç anotpc avayvoiia o.ov &cXc
Between usual 16th Sunday and 17th Saturday are:
AD L xv:4.-U and AD L xvi:1-9
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TABLE 5
	 MSS WITH FREE CHOICE FOR 17TH SUNDA! OF MATTHEW

Rubric for 17th Sun in Mt	 ICanaaniteas in Lukel Extra Saturday

VIII None

• Ix	 130* 
U	

XErcI.( oi.ov cxv OcX
	

16	 No Saturday

X	 None

TABLE 53	 MSS WITH 17TH SUNDAY OF MATTHEW REFERRED LY) END OF GOSPEL

I Rubric for 17th Sun in Mt	 Icaanitess in Luke Extra Saturday

ix:	 None 0	 tX

VIII None

iat £i.c tC tOU
X	 181 cuayyc No mention	 No Saturday



VII

VIII

No Saturday
uv

No Saturday. Rubric for 16th Sund.ay

IS tryou v itp CLTtOtpC'

tXwv ktZL ¶OU qapLaaLOU

No Saturday

.: Saturday

uayy £L.ltE OLOV OcX
x Saturday (C + L xv:1-1O)
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TABLE 54.. MSS WITH LACUNA AT CONCLUSION OF MATTHEAN PERIOD

I
cA1Imss
IN LUKE I	 RUBRIC FOR EXTRA SATURDAY -

IX

X

355
352*
354.
360
525
565
17*
63*

127

182
206b
21414.
24.5
24.6
24.8
312
353
4.514.
527b
54.3
566
567
720
730
7314.
814.9

1105
1273
1358
1395
1397
1571
1599
1612
1665
1666
1688
1731
1827
1902 *
1907
194.5*
1990

2

11.5
195
265
284.
295
309
358*
359

Lacuna

Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna

17
17
No mention

Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
? 16 ?
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
17
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
No mention
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna

16
17
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna

No mention
Lacuna
Lacuna
No mention
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
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TABLE 5I. (continued)
CANAANITESS

IN LUKE
RUBRIC FOR EXTRA SATURDAY

x cont.)
526
527a
722
798*

1096
1153b
119 0 a
1376
1385
114.011
1533*
1629 *
i6i6
1729
1866
1867
1870
190*
1905
1906

Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
17
No mention
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
16
	

Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lacuna
Lac. from
17 Sat of Mt

¶ t
IH itpw t	 c
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TABLE 55 LATER MSS CONCLUDING . MATTHE.AN PERIOD WITH 16m SUNDAY

XIIc entury
337 * (lesk)
939 lesk)
941 lesk
1f6	 le:S
638 le: a+)
851i. (le:S+ a)
876 (le:mixed.)

XIII century
1O7* (lesk) (1 29 0 AD)
93O (le:S)

XIV century
261^* (lesk) (1381 AD)
8 (le:S)



2314.

INDEX OP MANUSCRIPTS

GREEK

SLAVONIC
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INDEX OF MANUSCRIPTS

GREEK

41

p3

46

}19

21

22

25

28

;44

.4z5
52

53

59

6o

62

63

66

67

69

-7o

71

217

217, 222

172, 218, 222

217, 222

217

217, 222

217

217

217, 222

217

217

217

217

217

219

218, 222

217

217

217

218

218

217, 222

217

217

217

217

217

217

217
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INDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

217
476	 217

O1

A 02

B 03

C 04

D 05

E 07

P 09

G 011

H 013

K 017

L 019

M 021

N 022

0 023

P 024

Q 026

R 027

S 028

T 029

U 030

V 031

W 032

Y 034

Z 035

e 038

A 039

S 040

217

217

217

217

217

65,	 176, 29, 63

220

73, 88, 89, 108, 109, 110, 112, 115, 117, 220

220

220

219

73, 88, 89, 108, 110, Ui, 112, 115, 117, 118, 119, 220

217

217

217

217

217

73

217

220

220

217

5, 20, 28, 50, 73, 88, 89, 100, 108, 109, 110, 112, 113, 115, 117

217,

220

220

217
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INDEX OF MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (Continued)

n 041 220

E 042 217

043 217

y 044 65, 219, 3

047 219
050 220

054 219

058 217

059 217

060 217

063 73, 220

064 217

065 217

067 217

068 217

069 217

070 217

071 21?

072 217

073 217

074 217

078 217

079 217

080 217

083	 8

084 217

085 217

086 217

087 217

090 217

091 217
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INDEX op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

092a 217

092b 217

094	 217

099 218

0100 218

0101 219

0102 218

0103 218

0104 218

0106 218

0107 218

0112 218

0114 219

0115 219

0116 219

0118 219

0126 219

0127 219

0128 221

0131 221

0132 221

0133 221

0135 221

0143 217

0144 218

0145 218

0146 219

0147 217

0148 219

0154 221



221

217
219
217

218

218

219

217

217

217

217

217

217

217

218

218

22].

221

218

217

218

218

220

217

217

217

217

217

217

219

219

239

INDEX 0j MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

0155

0160
0161
0162

0164

0167

0168

0171

0178

0179

0180

0181

0182

0184

0188

0193
0196

0197

0200

0202

0204

0210

0211

0214

0215

0216

0217

0218

0231

0233

0234



2)4.0
INDEX OF MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

0235

0237

0238
0239
0242

0248

0250

218

217

219
217
217

221

219

1

13

33

330

461

563

565

579

892

1080

1295

1500

2142

2224

2500

2624

220

20, 73

220

73

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

220

50, 73, 88, 89, 100, 108, 110, 111, 112, 11J, 11, 118, 119

Lectionaries not yet in the Aland List

Plovdiv National Library, No 99* 215
Sofia Synodal Library, No 478*	 73, 7)4
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INDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued.)

t 1*

'4

£5

9.7*

£8

9.9

9.10

£ 12

114

115

17*

118

919

120*

124

229

932

'34

t 35

136

140

142*

'.43

245

£47

U-]. se]. (x)	 5, 216, 223, 226

U-i e (s) (x) 54., 161, 172, 191, 208, 231

1 esk + 1 week (XI) 4-3, 44.

U-i esk (x) 229

1 e (s) (1204. iW) 161, 167-170, 215

1 e (s) (xiv) i61, 233

1 e c,) (XIII) 199

1 sel (S weekdays) (xiii) 223

1 e (x) (xiii) 199

1 e (s) (xvi) 162

1 e (s) (xiii) 161

U-i esk + 1 day (Ix) 39, 215, 220, 231

1 e () (xii) 199

1 e (s) (XIII) 161

1 esk (104.7 AD) 215

U-i esk + 1 week (x) 4.2, 4-3, 44., 229

3. esk + 1 week (XII) 4.3, 44

1 esk + 1 week (xi) 20, 4.3, L4, 185

U.-i e (a+ s) (Ix) 73, 74., 76, 79, 87, 89, 91, 93, 95, 96,
98, 99, 105, 14.6, 14.7, 148, 14.9, 150, 151,
152, 153, 154., 157, 161, 220, 229

U-]. sel (x)	 223, 224.-5

U-]. e (s) (vin/ix) 161, 191, 208, 220, 228

U-]. esk (x) 231

U-]. esic (x) 	 215, 229

1 e (x) (xiii) 199

U- 1 (part of Holy Week) (x) 231

U-]. esk (x)	 227
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INDEX op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

£48

£49

L 63

It 64w'

1.65

166

168*

169

£70

1.75

1.76

'.77

£79

£80

183*

J86

). 90

191

110].

1108

1109

eu'

1 113

1114

3. e ( +) (1055 AD) 53, 73, 74., 76, 78, 87, 89, 91, 93,
95, 97-8, 99, 101, 105, 108, 111, 113,
116, 117, 118, 145, 14.7, 148, 349, 150,
152, 154., 159, 178, 215

1 e (x) (i/il) 54., 199

U-i esk (Ix) 215, 220, 23].

U-I esk (Ix) 215, 220, 229

U-i (pa].impsest) (Ix) 221

U-i (palimpsest) (ix) 221

1 e (s) (in) 161, 167-170

1 e Cx) (XII) 199, 208

1 e (x) (xii) 199

1 e (x) (in) 199

. a (s) (III) 161

1. ask + 1 week (xii)	 3,4.4.

1 a (x) (xiv) 200

. a (x) (xii) 199

3. a (a +) (xii) 73, 74., 76, 78, 87, 89, 91, 93, 95-6, 98,
99, 100, 105, 108, 109, 134, 115, 117, 2.18,
119, 11.5, 14.6, 347, 14.8, 14.9, 150, 151, 152,
156, 215

2. e (s) (1336 AD)	 3.6].

1 esk + 3. week (1533 AD) 4.3, 41.

1 esk + 1. week (xiv) 4.3, 44.

3. e (3)(XIV) 163.

2. ask + 1 week (xix) 4.3, 44.

3. e (s) (XI) 161, 178, 181, 172

1 e (x) (xiv) 200

U-]. esk (x) 228

1 a (i) (XIII) 199

1 k + 1 week John (XIV) 34.
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INDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued.)

1115

t 116

£117

1.118

1119

1 121

t123

1.126

2127

1129

1130

1131

1132

1134

1139

1142

1143

1- 146

Jiso
j 152*

1181

1182

£184

2.185

U-]. esk (I) 228

U-i esk (x) 227

1 se]. (xii) 33, 34., 223, 226

1 e (s) (xiv) 161

1 e (it) (XIII) 199

1 e (it +) (XI) 4.0, 58, 66, 73, 7, 76, 83, 87, 89, 91,
92-1,., 95, 96, 98, 105, 106, 109, 3.10, 113,
:1.14., 115, 145, 346, 347, 14.8, 349, 150,
152, 153, 154., 178, 215

U-]. eel (x) 32, 216, 223, 224.-5

1 e (x) (xii) 3.99

U-]. esk (Ix) 220,231

1 e (x) (XII) 199

U-i esk + 1 week (IX) 4.3, 44, 51, 23.6, 220, 230

].eei(xIv) 223

3. se]. (xiv)	 32, 223

1 e (t) (xiii) 199

U-]. esk (x) 227

1 se]. (xiv) 32, 35, 223, 224.-5

U-i (G.reek-Coptic) (viii) 219, 222

1 e (ic) (III) 199

U-i e (s) (995 AD) 161, 191, 229

U- 1 esk (Ix) 215, 220, 228

U-i esk + 1 week (980 AD) 4.3, 44, 4.5, 5]., 230

U-i (from menologion) (Ii) 223., 231

U-i ek (x) 229

1 e (s) (1319 AD) 161

1 e (tx/S) (xi) 73, 75, 77, 87, 99, 105, 108, 13.1, 3.12, 3.3.6,
345, 347



£230

j 233

1238

244

245

1246

£248

. 249

1252

j253*

221, 231

120, 220, 222

2414,

INDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued.)

t.191	 1 a ('c) (XII) 199

2.194	 U-i esk (x) 215, 220, 229

1195	 U-i eak (x) 231

1198	 1 e t') (XII) 199

t200	 3. e (s) (xii) 161

1202	 1 e (s) (XII) 161

t203a 1 a (s) (1067 AD?) 161

1204	 1 se]. (Morning Service and. Holy Week) 223

1206a' 1 se. (Half a year) (XI) 216, 223

L206b U-i (Carnival and Cheese-eater) (II) 221, 231

1211	 1 e (a/c) (XII) 73, 74., 77, 78, 87, 91, 93, 98, 105, 106,
112, 113, 14.5,

1226* 1 (X) (xiv) 20, 28, 4.8, 38, 73, 74., 76, 87, 89, 90, 91,
93, 95, 96, 98, 101, 103, 105, 106, 109, 117,
119, 14.5, 146, 14.7, 348, 349, 150, 152, 153,
154., 215

1 229	 1 ask + 1 week (XIII) 4.3, 44

3. a (x) (xiii) 199

3. e (x) (XI) 199

1 e (x) (xx) 3.99

U-]. (from menologion?) (Ix) 221, 231

U-i (from Johannine period.) (Ix) 22]., 231

u-i (from menologion) (Ix) 221, 231

U-i (from end. of Lucan period.) (Ix)

U_1+aaei (not Byzantine system) (Ix)

1 e (s) (xx) 161, 165

1 zk + 1 week of John (1020 .D) 216

£262	 1. a (s) (xvii) 162

£264	 3. eslc (1381 AD) 215, 233

265
	

U-i (from Passion and menologion) (x) 231

266* 1 esk (XII) 215



24,5

INDEX OP MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continuea)

L 267

L272

1275

1276

1277

1279

1280

L281

L282

1283

1284

1286

1287a

1289

1292*

1293

£295

1296

1299

1300

1.302

1303

1.304

1305

306

.1308

1 e () (ioi4 ) 199

1 . (s) (xvi) 162

1. . (,) (xii) 199

1 . (s) (xiii) 16].

1 e (8) (14.38 AD) 162

1 e (n) (XII) 199

1 e (x) (xiv) 200

1 e (x) (xiv) 200

1 e ) (xiv) 200

1 e (s) (XI) 16].

1 (from Holy Week) (x) 231

U-i (palimpsest) (Ix) 221

1 e (x) (xlii) 199

1 e (11, by Saturday) (XIV) 200

1 e () (IX) 5, 20, 28, 57, 58, 70, 73, 74., 76, 87, 89, 91,
97-8, 100, 101, 105, 108, 117, 119, 14.5, 147, 14.8,
14.9, 202, 215, 220, 228

U-i (paiiinpsest) (VIII) 219

1 (from Luke) (x) 231

U-i e (s) (x) 161

1 e (s) (xiii) 161

u_i sel (x) 223, 226

1 e (s) (xv) 162

1 a (it) (XII) 199

1 e (it) (xiv) 200

1 Be1 (nweekd.ays only) (xii) 223

(XIII) 34.
1 e (a) (xi)	 20, 4.0, 58, 66, 73, 74., 76, 87, 89, 91, 92-4.,

95, 96, 98, 105, 109, 110, 112, 113, 114, 146,
14.8, 14.9, 150, 152, 153, 154., 178



J309

L 312

1-313

L 318

£319

L321*

1322

£323

1.327

1.329*

,L332

1.333

337*

t339

L 341

t 344

£351

t352

t 353

L 354

1355

1357*

73, 74., 77, 78, 87, 89, 91

216, 219, 231

221, 231

24.6

IIDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

1 k (from Luke) (x) 231

U-i (from menologion?) (Ix) 221, 231

1 e ( c) (xiv) 200

1 e (a) (xii) 20, 58, 66, 73, 74., 76, 87, 89, 91, 92-4.,
95, 96, 98, 105, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 119,
145, lz.6, 14.7, 249, 150, 152, 153, 154., 2.78,
215

2. e (s) (xii) 161

1 a ( +) (xii) 20, 4.0, 53, 73, 74., 76, 78, 87, 89, 91,
97-8, 99, 101, 105, 108, 111, 112, 113, 115,
117, 118, 245, 247, 248, 249, 152, 154., 159,
215

1 e (s) (xi) 161

1 e (a) (xiii) 20, 53, 73, 74., 76, 78, 87, 89, 91, 93,
95, 96, 98, 99, 100, 101, 103, 105, 112, 113,
134, 117, 14.5, 14.6, 247, 348, 149, 150, 151,
152, 153, 154., 156, 178

1 e Cs) (xiv) 161

1 esk (xi) 215

1 a (s) (xiv) 161

1 a (x) (xiii) 199

1 esk (XII) 215, 233

1 e Cs) (xiii) 161

1 e (x) (xi) 199

1 e (x, a in L) (XII)

2. a	 (XII) 199

U-i (from 3 a) (VIII)

U-i (from Passion) (Ix)

U-i a (from Mt) (s) (viii) 161, 219

u_i sic (from L) (VII)25,30, 23.8, 231

U-i (from meno].ogion) (x) 216

L 35& u-i e (Mt, L) (an) (x) 73, 74., 91, 215, 231
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INDEX OP NAMUSORIPTS: GR1 (continued)

2.. 359

1.360

L361

1362

1364

U-i (from Lent) (x) 231

U-i (from menologion ei diapliora) (VIII) 219, 231

1 e (s) (XII) 161

U-i (paiimpsest) (Ix) 221

1 e (a +) (XII) 73, 74-, 76, 79, 87, 89, 91, 93, 95, 96,
98, 102, 105, 111., 145, ii.6, 147, ]48, 349,
158

L367* U-i k + 1 week of John (XI) 216, 223

1.370	 U-i (pelimpsest) (Ix) 22].

£371	 1 e (s) (xiii) 161

L.37	 U-i esk (x) 227

1.374	 3. e (x) (1070 AD) 199

1381	 1 e (x) (xi) 5Z., 3.99

1382	 1 e () (xiii) 199

1384* 1 e (s) (XII) 161, 171, 215

1386	 1 e (s) (xii) 16].

£387	 1 e (a/S) (XI) 73, 75, 77, 87, 91, 93, 95, 98, 105, 108,
109, 111, :1.3.3, 345

f.391	 1 e (s) (xvi) 162

j396	 1 e (ii) (1328 AD) 200

1.398 1 sel (x weekdays only, rest referred) (xiv) 223

1402	 3. e (s) (1089 .&D) 161

£4O5 1 e (s) (1274- AD) 161

1406	 1 e (s) (xiv) 163.

1 e (s) (xii) 16].

.1411	 1 e (x) (xii) 199

.413 * 1 e (s) (xiv) 161, 167-170,215

)416 1 e (s) (xv) 162

1425 u-i esk (i) 229



L430

1431

1436

"37

1.447

U54

1455

464

1467

24

£511

£513

1514*

28

INDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

1 e (n) (xii) 199

1 e tt) (xv) 200

1. e (s) (154.5 AD) 162

1 e (3) (iii) 66, 161

1 e (it) (XII) 199

11-1 (from Hours) (Ix) 221, 231

1 esic (x) 227

1 e (s) (xii) 161, 233

1 (e)s]c (x) 165, 228

U-]. (paiimpsest) (viii) 219

U-i (from J e) (paiimpsest) (Ix) 221

1 e (s) (xii) 161

U-i e (x + supplementary Mic) (Ix) 4.9, 50, 58, 73, 74., 76,
87, 89, 91, 105, 106, 14.5,
149, 152, 205, 215, 220,
228

J51 5	 1 e (x) (xii) 199

£519 1 e (a+) (xii) 4.0, 73, 74., 76, 79, 89, 91, 92-4., 96, 98,
105, 106, 109, 110, 149, 150, 153, 154., 157,
178

520

1525

1526

j527a

1527b

£537

£538

1539

1541

1542

1 e (s) (1184. AD) 161

U-]. (from Passion) (viii) 219, 231

U-i (from 3 e and. Holy Week) (x) 232

U-i (from Mt L sic) (x) 232

U-]. (from L ak) (Ix) 221, 231

1 e (x) (XII) 199

U-i eel (Morning Service and. Holy Week) (x)

1 e (s) (xi) 161, 165

U-i esk (Ix) 220, 229

U-i esk (Ix) 220, 227

223



"543

t546*

J,547*

L551

L 553

1559a

1559b

J563*

£564

1565

£566

£567

2570

2 578

£ 580

£627

1628

t 632

£633

£634

24.9
INDEX Op WflJSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

U-i es]c. (Ix) 220, 231

1 esk (x) 215, 229

1 eak (XIII) 215

1 e (x) (XIII) 199

1 e (s) (xiii) 161

U-i (paiimpzest) (viii) 219

U-]. (paiimpseat) (VIII) 219

U-i eak (viii) 52, 215, 219, 228

1 e (x) (xiii) 199

u-i (Sunday 6th - Sunday 7th Mt) (VIII) 219, 231

U-i (Saturday-Sunday 16th Mt) (Ix) 221, 231

U-]. (from J e) (ix) 221, 231

iesk(X) 229

1 e (x) (XI) 199

1 esiv (Ix) 220

U-i esic (VIII) 52, 53, 219, 228

U-i esk + 1 week (x) 4.3, 44, 203, 229

1 e (x) (XIII) 199

1 e (s) (xi) 161

1 e (a +) (XII) 73, 74., 76, 78, 79, 87, 89, 93, 95-6, 98,
99, 101, 105, 108, 109, 114., 115, 117, 14.5,
146, 147,148, 149, 151, 152, 153, 154., 156,

1635	 1 e ( )I ) (xii) 199, 204.

£636	 1 a c) (XII) 199

1637 i e ( by x Saturday) (xii) 199

1638	 1 a (a+) (xi) 20, 73, 74., 76, 78, 79, 87, 89, 91, 93,
95-6, 98, 99, 100, 105, 108, 109, 111^, 116,
117, 118, 145, 146, 14.7, 14.8, 149, 152, 153,
154., 156, 210, 233

1639	 1 e (x) (xii) 199
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INDEX Op MMflJSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

/64O	 U-i esk (Ix) 220, 227

2 649	 1 e (a+) (xv) 73, 91

2 650	 1 e (s) (1395 AD) 161

sf651	 1 e (s) (xii) 161

2 653	 1 e (x) (1276 AD) 199

£654	 1 e (s) (xii) 161, 205

1 655	 1 e (s) (XIII) 161

1661	 1 e ) (xv) 200

1663	 1 e (x) (XI) 199

1664	 1 e (x) (XII) 199

1665	 1 e (x) (xii) 199

£668	 u-i (palimpsest) (IX) 221

2672	 U-i esk (IX) 220, 228

1 673* 1 e (s) (xii) 161, 167-170, 205, 215

1. 675	 1 sel (XII) 32, 35, 223, 224.-5

2688	 1 e (s) (xiv) 161

1689	 U-i esk (Viii) 52, 219

L694	 1 e (a +) (xiv) 73, 91

2698	 1 e (s) (XIII) 161

1700	 1 e (x) (XII) 199

t701	 1 e (s) (xii) 161

£ 704 * U-i esk (x) 215, 227

1705	 1 e (s) (xii) 161

(706	 1 e (n) (xvi) 200

I 706 1 * 1 e (s) (xvi) 162

j 717	 1 e (x) (1559 AD) 200

1719	 1 e (s) (1586 AD) 162

1720	 U-i (fromj e) (Ix) 221, 231
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INDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

L722	 U-i e (s) (Ix) 161, 191, 220, 232

2. 724	 1 e (cz/it) (xn/xxn) 73, 75, 85, 86, 91

/726	 1.(S)(IiI) 161

1. 729	 1. (+) (xxx) 73, 74., 76, 79, 87, 89, 93,95, 98, 99,
105, 106, 108, 114., 115, 116, 117, 145,
114.6, 147, 148, 150, 151, 152, 153, 151,.,
156

2730	 U-]. (from L 8k) (Ix) 221, 231

1.731	 1 c(S) (xi) 161

1732	 1 e (u+) (iiv) 73, 74., 76, 89, 9].

L734	 U-i (from 3 e) (Ix) 22]., 231

1.735	 U-i esk (Ix) 220, 228

2744	 1 . (x) (xxv) 200

1-745	 1 e (x) (XIV) 200

1748	 1 e (x) (xix) 199

1749 U-I (from 3 e, Mt ak) (Ix) 220, 227

1752	 1 e (s) (ui) 161

t754	 1 e (.x) (1583 AD) 200

1757	 1	 . (xxv) 3,	 223, 226

1767	 1 oak + 1 week (XIV) 4.3, 44.

1770	 1 e (x) (x) 54., 199, 203

177	 1 e(X) (XI) 199

i ts (xiv) 162

2778	 1 e (x) (XIV) 200

1783	 1 ('i) (152L. AD) 200

1787	 1 e (s) (xxx) 161	 -

£792	 1 e (n) (xiii) 199

L794	 1 e (x) (xii) 199

1798 * U-i esk (x) 39, 4.0, 4.1, 92, 215, 232
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INDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (cotinue)

£799	 1 eak (x) 228

1800	 1 e (x) (XI) 199

£801	 1 e (n) (XIV) 200

£802	 1 e (s) (XII) 161

1803	 1 e (M) (xii) 199

1805	 U-i esk (Ix) 220, 229

£806 U-i esk (Ix) 220, 227

1807 U-i esk (ix) 220, 229

t808* U-i esk (Ix) 215, 220, 229

£810 I e (s) (XII) 161

£811	 1 e (,c) (XII) 199

1812	 1 a ':") (xli) 199

L 813* 1 e (s) (x) 161, 167-170, 215, 228

£814 1 eak (x) 229

£819 1 tt) (Xiii) 199

1821* 1 a (a +) (XII) 73, 74., 76, 79, 87, 89, 91, 95, 99, 105,
108, 109, 1)4, 115, 11.7, 119, 157, 215

£822

823

/.826

1827

1833

1835

1844

1 a (s) (xii) 161

U-]. esk (x) 228

1 e (s) (xv) 162

le(3)(1414.3AD) 162

1 e (x) (xiv) 200

1 e (s) (XIV) 251

U-i se]. (non-Byzantine system) (Ix) 220, 222, 223

£ 845* U-i esk (Ix) 215, 220, 228

1846 U•ise]. (non-Byzantine system) (VIII?) 219, 222

£847 U-i esk (967 AD) 229



£855

1861

£862

L 867

1874

£876

1.886

t888

1907

1930

£939

194].

1950

t956

j958

1. 961
. 962

£963

253

INDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GR.EE 	 (continued)

1848	 U-i esk (Ix) 220, 228

£849
	

U-i (from Lent to diaphora) (Ix) 231

/850	 1 e (x) (xii) 199

1-852	 1 e (x) (xii) 199, 207

1-853	 1 e c:x ) (ii) 199

£854	 1 e (s/a/x) (1167 AD) 73, 75, 77, 80, 87, 89, 91, 93,
96, 98, 99, 117, 14.6, 147, 148,
14.9, 151, 152, 153, 233

1 e (x) (1175 AD) 199

1 e (x) (XII) 199

1 e (x) (XIII) 199

1 e (x) (xii) 199

1 e (a) (xvi) 162

1 e (a/s) (xII) 73, 75, 82, 91, 93, 14.5, 151

1 e (s) (xvi) 162

1 e (x) (xiv)	 oo

U-i esk (paiimpsest) (Ix) 221

1 e (s) (XIII) 161, 233

1 esk (XII) 233

1 esic (xii) 233

I e (a) (1289/90 ) 161

1 e (x) (xv) 200

1 e (a +) (xiii) 73, 75, 76, 78, 79, 87, 89, 91, 95-6,
98, 99, 100, 105, 108, 109, 114, 115,
117, 119, 145, 246, 147, 248, 249, 150,
151, 152, 153, 154, 156

U-i (G.reek-coptic) (XII) 222

U-]. (Greek-Coptic) (xi) 222

U-]. (Greek-Coptic) (xi) 222
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INDEX Op MMTUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued)

1964a

L964b

J965

L975

£987

t99O

£99].

/995

'.997

tl003a

t].004a

£1010

L 1013

t 1014

11015

£1022

t1029

11030

£1031

.t 1033

t1034

1 1035

£1036

1 1039

e 1043

1 1044

1 1054

1 (Greek-Coptic) (xiii) 222

1 (Greek-Coptic) (XIII) 222

U-]. (Grreek-Coptio) (Ix) 222

1 e () (xiii) 199

1 e (x) (xii) 199

1 e (s) (1565 MAD) 162

1 e (x) (x/xi) 54., 199

1 e (s) (xx) 161

1 e (t) (xxx) 199

1 esic + 1 week (1019 AD) 4.3k 144

1 e (n) (xx) 199

1 e .(s) (xxii) 161

1 e (x) (u8i. AD) 199

1 e (s) (x) 161, 191, 205, 229

1 e (a) (xiii) 58, 73, 74., 87, 89, 91, 92-4., 95, 96,
98, 105, 113, 115, 145, 14.6, 14.7, 114.8,
149, 150, 152, 153, 154., 178

1 e (x) (1535 AD) 200

1 e (s) (1594. AD) 162

1 e (s) (1596 AD) 162

1 e (s) (1599 AD) 162

1 e (s) (1152 AD) 161

1 e (a) (xvi) 162

1 e (M) (xiii) 199

1 e (a) (1596 AD) 162

le(M)(XI) 199

U-]. (non-Byzantine system) (v) 217, 222

U-i se]. (x) 32, 223

1 e Cs) (1595 AD) 162
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INDEX Op I4ABUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued.)

11055

t 1058

1 1067

11073

L1074

1 1076 *

11077

11079

£ 1082*

L1084

1.1086*

11091

£ 1092

11094

t1096

11097

£1100

£1101

£1102

11105.
t].107

11108

£1109

£1112

11113

11114

11120

1. e (x) (xiv) 200

1 e (x) (xii/xui/xiv) 199

1 e (sc) (xi) 199

1 eak (x) 227

1 esk (1290 AD) 215, 233

U-i esk (x) 228

U-i esk (x) 227

1 e (ct/s) (xiv) 73, 74., 77, 78, 92.

U-i (e)sk (x) 215, 228

1 e (s) (1292 AD) 162.

U-i esk (x) 215, 229

U-]. esk (x) 229

1 e (s) (XIII) 161

1 e (s) (xiii) 161

U-i esic (x) 232

1 e (s) (xiii) 161

U-i esk (x) 227

1 eel (XII) 32, 223, 223-5

1 e (x) (xiii) 199

U-i e (from I) (s) (x) 161, 191, 232.

1 e (s) (XIV) 162

1 e () (xiv) 200

1 e (it) (1367 AD) 200

1 e (a+) (xiii) 73, 74., 76, 87, 89, 91
1 e (t) (XII) 199

1 e (it) (xiii) 199

1 e (it) (xiii) 199
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INDEX Op ?4kNUSCRIPTS: GREEX (oontinue.)

£1127

£1128

11131

11132

11135

11141

1,1147

11148

11149

£1150

£1153b

11165

11187

11190a

1 1194

£1200

11217

11220

11223*

11224

11225

11231*

£1259

1265

1 1273

11276

£1317

11326

1 e () (xii) 199

1 e (s) (xiii) 161

1 e (a.+) (xiii) 73, 74., 76, 91

1 e (,) (1353 iD) 200

le (s) (xiv) 162

1 e (x) (U05 AD) 199

1 e (s) (1583 AD) 162

1 e (s) (1562 AD) 162

1 e (s) (1576 AD) 162

1 e (a) (1597 AD) 162

U-i (from Holy Week) 232

le(S)(XVI) 162

1 e (x., by x Saturday) (xiii) 199

U-i (from Hours) (x) 232

I e (s) (XV) 162

1 e (s) (xv) 162

1 e i') (xii) 199

1 e (x) (xiii) 199

1 e (s) (XIII) 161, 167-170, 215

1 e ( c) (xii) 199

1 e (x) (xiv) 200

1 esic (x) 215, 228

1 e (a) (xii) 16].

1 e (at) (1257 AD) 199

1 (from 3 xxi) (Ix) 221, 231

1 (palimpsest; from Mt x, J xx) (VI?) 217

U-i (pa].impsest; from Saturday-Sunday 4th j) (Ix)

1 e (if from Mt) (aP) (xxi) 73, 74.

22].
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INDEX Op MANUSCRIPTS: GREEK (continued.)

1- 1354

1' 1355
I-• 1358

£1376

t1380

1 138].

£1383

£1385

£1390

t 1391

1 1392

£1395

11397

t 1404

11436

11447

11462

11481

L1484*

11494

£1496

U-i (from Mt iii) (VI) 222

U-i (from Mt iv) (Greek-Coptic) (Ix) 222

U-i (from J é) (Ix) 23].

1 (from Holy Week) (x) 232

1 e (x) (XI) 199

1 e (s) (xii) 161

1 e (s) (xiii) 161

U-i (from Passion and. Morning leotions) (x) 232

1 sel (XI) 33, 34., 223

1 e (s) (1033 iD) 161

u-i (Ix) 22].

U-i (from 9th Hour) (Ix) 22]., 231

U-i (from L ak) (Ix) 221, 23].

U-i (from Saturday-Sunday 3rd. Mt) (x) 232

1 e (s) (xv) 162

1 e (s) (xii) 161

1 e (s, by absence of it Saturday) (1170 AD) 161

1 e (x) (xii) 199

1 e (a) (xii) 161, 167-170, 215

1 e (s) (xii) 161

1 e (a /s) (].4].3 AD) 73, 77, 78, 91, 93, 105, 11i., 116,
145, 146, 147, 151

1-1497

t 1499

11503

(1522

(1526

1 e (it) (xiv) 200

1 e (n) (xx) 199

1 e (it) (XVI) 200

1 a (it) (xii) 199

1 e (X + Marcan lections for Lenten weekdays) (xiii) 5o,
58, 73, 714.,
76, 89, 91
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£1529

L].530

L1533

11536

t1539

11540

t1552*

1 e (n) (1288 AD) 200

1 e (pi) (XI) 199

U-i (x) 216, 232

ie(S)(XIII) 161

1 e (s) (iiii AD) 162

1 e (x) (1297 AD) 200

1 e (a) (985 AD) 20, 58, 73, 74, 76, 89, 91, 95, 96, 98,
99, 101, 105, 117, lli.5, ]47, ]48, 149,
150, 152, 153, 154., 215, 228

L].571	 U-]. esk (Ix) 220, 23].

11573	 1 e tx) (xiii) 200

11579	 1 a (x) (x]:v) 200

11594	 1 e (x) (xiv) 200

11599	 U-i esk (Ix) 220, 231

1160].	 U-]. (palimpsest) (VIII) 23.9

13.602	 U-i (non-Byzantine system) (VIII) 219, 222

£1604	 1 ((reek-Coptic) (IV) 217, 222

11608	 1 esk + 1 week (XI) 1, 44

11612	 U-i (from 12th Saturday-Sunday) (Ix) 221, 23].

11614	 u-i (reek-Coptic) (x) 222

L1625	 1 a (c) (xii) 199

11629 * U-i esk (x) 215, 232

11632	 1 e (t) (XIII) 200

£1637	 ui (palimpsest) (vii) 218

1.1642	 1 e (s) (XIII) 161

11643	 1 a (s, by absence of Saturday) (xii) 161

11644	 1 e (a/a) (xli) 73, 75, 85, 86, 91

t1646	 U-i (from Mt zk) (x) 232
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t1650

t1651

£1658

L1659

L1660

£1661

£1665

11666

£1678
11687

P1688

11694
11698a

/1702

£1703'
£1704

11709
t 1712
11713

11720

£1721
£1722

11729

£1731

£1739

£1744

11745

1 e (x) (XII) 199

1 e (x) (xii) 199

1 e (x) (XII) 199

1 e (x) (XII) 199

1 e (he) (xii) 199

17-1 e(3,)(IX) 161, 191, 220

U-i (from Passion and menologion) (Ix) 22], 231

U-i e (s) (Ix) 231

U-i (Greek-Coptic) (x) 222

U-i (psHmpsest) (VIII) 219

1 (from Passion and Hours) (IX) 22]., 231

1 a (s + 'C Saturday) (XII) 16].

1 e ('t) (xii) 199

1 e (i) (xii) 199

1 a ('C) (XII) 199

1 e (s) (154.9 AD) 162

1 e (s) (xvi) 162

1 e (s) (1558 AD) 162

1 a (s) (xvii) 162

1 k (1699 AD)

1 k (1688 AD)

1 a (s) (xiii) 161

U-i (from L. ak) (x) 232

u-i (ix) 221, 231

1 (Greek-Coptic) (x) 222

1 e (s) (xx) 16].

1 e () (xi/xii) 199
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11748

£1750

11752

11753

£1755

L1756

11757

11758

11759

11760

L1761

t1762

£1763

11765

11771

11772

11780

11782

£1783

11789

£].793

1 1795

j l800

j1803

1 1804

£ 1817

£ 1821

£ 1823

1 e (s) (XI) 161

1 e (") (XI) 199

1 e (s) (xiii) 161

1 e (s, with x Saturday) (ill) 161

1 e (", without fl Saturday) (xii) 199

1 e (s) (xiv) 162

1 e (s) (1373 AD) 162

1e(3)(XVI) 162

le(S)(XV) 162

1 e (s) (xvi) 162

1 e (s) (xv) 162

].e(S)(XV) 162

1 e (s) (xiv) 162

1 e (s) (xiv) 162

1 a (') (xii) 199

le(K)(XV) 200

1 e (t) (xii) 199

1 a (a) (xiii) 16].

1 e Cc) (xiii) 200

1 k + 1 week of John ( 1690 AD)

le(S)(XVI) 162

le(K)(XVI) 200

1 e (a) (XII) 161, 171

1 e (K, by K Saturday) (xiv) 200

1 (K) (1356 AD) 200

1 e (a) (xv) 162

1 e (K) (xiv) 200

1 a (a) (1563 AD) 162
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O 1824	 1 e (s, by absence of 't Saturday) (xii) 161

11826	 1 e () (xii) 4.9, 50, 53, 58, 73, 74., 76, 89, 91, 93,
95, 96, 98, 105, 108, 109, 2.10, 214, 115,
145, 146, 14.7, 148, 150, 151, 152, 153

11827

11837

11839

£1841

U-i (from 3 zk) (Ix) 221, 23].

U-i (palimpsest) (viii) 219

1 e (x) (XIII) 200

1 e (P) (XII) 58, 73, 74., 76, 89, 91, 93, 95, 96, 98,
105, 111, 2.24, 118, 14.6, 147, 148, 149,
150, 152, 153

11844a 1 e (K) (xiv) 200

	

£1847	 1 e (x) (xi) 199

	

12.849	 1 (paiimpsest) (Ix) 221

1i852b 1 sel (S or weekdays only) (XIV) 223

11853 1 e (3) (xii/xiii) 161

	

1862	 1 e (x) (xiii) 200

	

11863	 2. e (s) (xiii) 161

	

21866	 U-i (from L sk, Holy Wee]c and. nienologion) (x) 232

	

£1867	 U-i (from Mt sk) (x) 232
1 1870 U-i (from Lent) (x) 232

£1885 U-i (paiimpsest) (Ix) 221
£ 1897 1 e (from 1st week Mt, K type) (xii) 199

I 1902" U-i (from 3 e) (Ix) 216, 221, 231

1 1903 U-]. (from menoiogiou) (Ix) 221

	

A	 aA	 -	 -	 a	 a	 A	LiU1	 U-i e (from 5th week Mt) (cL) (X) 73, 74., 91, 215, 232

1 1905 U-i (from Passion) (x) 232
11906 U-i (from Mt sk) (x) 232
£1907 U-i (from Passion) (Ix) 221, 231

	

1 1911	 1 se]. (XII) 33, 223, 226
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11922

11927

£1934

11941

21945.

£1953

11954

21955

£1957

£1958

11974

41 1976
£1990

t1994

b2153.

j2156

£2173.

£2174

/2176

£2183

12187

12189

1 e (x) (xii) 199

1 e () (xiii) 200

1 e (s) (xii) 161

le(S)(XIV) 162

U-]. (from L sic) (Ix) 215, 221, 231

U-]. (pRiimpsest) (xx) 221

U-I (palimpsest) (Ix) 221

U-]. (paiimpsest) (Ix) 221

U-i esk (x) 228

1 e () (XI) 199

1 e (s) (XIII) 161, 167-170

1 e it) (xiv) 200

U-]. (Saturday-Sunday of Cheese-eater) (Ix)

1 (Greek-Coptic) (?) 222

1 esic (13514. AD)	 215

U-i e (1 f) (afl) (x) 73, 714, 91

1 e (x) (xiii) 200

1 e ('c) (xiv) 200

1 e (s) (XVI) 162

1 e (x) (xii) 199

1 e (s) (xii) 161

1 e (s) (13i.6 AD) 162

221, 231
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Dobromir's Gospel	 181, ig

National Library, Sofia, No. 466	 178, 181

National Library, Sofia, No.470 	 178

National Library, Sofia No. 470

Archangel Gospel 	 3, 102, 215

Assemanianus	 215

BAN, Sofia No. II 2	 215

BAN, Sofia No. III 24

Boy ana Gospel 	 102, 215

GBL, f.87. No. 9/N 1691	 99

GBL, f.256. No. 104	 188

GBL, f.304. III No. 2 	 189

GPB, Sof. No. 8	 189
Kalinik's Gospel	 5, 180, 181, 182-1,., 187

Karpin a Gospel	 167 - 170, 215

Miroslav'e Gospel 5, 20, 28, 4.8, 74., 76, 79, 87, 89, 91, 99-104.,
105, 112, 113, 114, 115; 116, 117, 129-131, 134-7,
151, 153, 158, 178, 187, 202, 215

Nstislav's Gospel 	 185-6

National Library, Sofia No. 18 215

National Library, Sofia No. 33 . 215

National Library, Sofia No. 111

National Library, Sofia No. 848 	 215

National Library, Sofia No. 849

Ostromir's Gospel 	 215

Plovdiv Gospel	 102, 178

Pop Jovan's Gospel	 190, 215

Putna Gospel	 2]..5
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Radomir's Gospel	 20, 108, 178, iso-i, 183, 1814., 187, 215

Rila No. 1/12	 215

Rila No. 1/13	 178, 215

Sava's Gospel .102, 178, 215

TSGADA, f.381 No. 15 	 189

Turov Gospel	 215

Veles Gospel	 102, 178

Vraca Gospel	 102, 178

Tukan's Gospel	 172, 178-9, 180, 181, 183, 184.; 187, 215

Yurye '8 Gospel	 173-7, 180, 181, 183, 187, 190, '215
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